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•Latin America, where it

people are homeless

ten dwelling units per 1,000 inhabitants, less than two dwell-ing

units per 1,000 are being built at the present time in the

majority of countries concerned

inevitably become more acute,

urban construction will be required in the next 40 year's than

hitherto in the whole history of man.

2/

eliminate existing shortages, to house the increases in population,
and to replace units which become obsolescent '•"■= j 2/

From World Housing Conditions and Estimated
"Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations*

Sales No. 65.IV.8*

I.

both qualitatively and quantitatively, and the provision of urban

facilities and community services has fallen far behind the
requirements of rapid urbanization.

or are destroyed.™
While'the annual construction in these regions should be at least

an alarming rate,

See tables 1 and 2, Appendix.
H°us 12 Z Acquirements.,
New York, 1965# —-

Moreover, the situation will
t--. Czj q’/z. v p-.:—?

as in the-next-40--years -the world’s

population is expected to rise to 7,000 million and about PG—per— cent

Housing in the Economic and Social Setting.

Difficult political, economic and social decisions are
involved in defining the place of housing among other program^ of

more than 1,000 million
or living miserably in sub-standard housing.

The governments of all the less developed countries face mounting

needs for housing and urban development, as, in general, housing
conditions are continuing to deteriorate at

Although the housing problem is world-wide in scope, it is

particularly acute in the developing regions of Africa, Asia end

is estimated that

In the developing regions, from 24 to 27 million dwelling
units should be constructed annually from 1965 to 1975 to

will become urban in character. With world population increasing at
2 per cent per year and urban population by over 4 per cent, more
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national development,,

Resources and aspirations must somehow be Hatched and priorities

must be established toward meeting the basic objectives and the

action,.-hEWdver} for the establishment and administration of

sound policies and programmes, there can be no sound progress

The limited resources are likely to bein this sector.

dissipated in the construction of a few high-cost projects

which will serve only small segments of the population, or the

of controls rill foster excessive speculation in land whichlack

further drive housing costs beyond the reach of those whorill

need

It is clear, of course, that both

public and private resources available for investment in the

housing and urban development sector are limited, and must

therefore be utilised effectively to achieve a sustained

Living conditions for the masses of the people will

continue to worsen, with all the implications and potential

explosiveness that this will entail in the conditions of the modern

world. No government today can therefore afford to overlook the

it most.

evolving standards which rill be part of theKtransition from

traditional to modern societies,.//Without effective government

r" ajupoi uanr contribution to political stability, which in turn

•promotes - economic development* riecause-it-will-provide-people

with-a-stake-and hope of-meeting their fundamental. aspirations -

6ven if they could be provided,jobs, food and health are not

Enough to prevent unrest.

increase in the levels of housing production and improvement.

.there is no doubt that attention—to

Xho-^ing^d^the.better assurance ..of urtenriandrienure- can make

an important contribution to
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organisational- concepts and too3.s

programmes for sound housing and

urban developmentYwhich

efforts to

increase industrial and

promote general social welfare However, in overall national0

development programmes, housing is a form of investment which

must compete with these other areas for the limited available

supply of investment funds, and in these terms it falls between

the quick returns of agriculture and industry, and the slow

education.

to stimulate savings, mobilize other,vise unused resources, and,
through the building industry, serve as a breeding ground of

Good housing is not produced "automatically" as the result
Slums are being created faster than

ever before in the expanding urban areas of the majority of less
they were in Western Europe a century ago.

developing regions

must deal with, but the problems

where urban growth rates are often twice as high

of progress in other fields.

skills, technology, management and enterprise.

developed countries, as

The rising tide of urbanization is a phenomenon which all countries

are particularly difficult in the

agricultural productivity, to. raise and

maintain standards of education

of sound public administration

for the formulation and
execution of the policies and

. ,J
------ 1 are so closely related to other

fundamental aspects of the national economic and social setting.

The betterment of living conditions unde-rl-i ss

, health and sanitation, and to

returns on infrastructure investment such as for health and

Yet, housing programmed can also be an important

incentive to overall economic development in that they can serve
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Moreover, in the midst

decreasing amounts of capital goods and other essential imports

from their industrial trading partners.

The lack of decent housing lias its roots in the typical

characteristics of many developing countries - the low per capita

incomes, the high rates of population increase, the under

utilization of natural and human resources, the prevalence of

the absence of an organized building industry,

of appropriate financial institutions and savings systems, etc.

It is up to national governments to establish the strong

organizational structure required to cope vith the problems

involved,

functions and responsibilities between the public agencies

concerned in one way or another with the improvement of the

able to bridge the gaps

public and private sectors in meeting both urban and rural housing

living environment, and which will be

in terms of co-ordination, direction and communication between

needs.

one which will provide for a clear allocation of

g neral increases in population, while environmental living

conditions in ths rural

speculation in land,

. areas remain primitive and unacceptable.

of rapid urbanization, the developing

countries today have inherent problems of trade, development,

slow economic growth rates, and in "catching up" to the

industrialized countries, which further hamper their efforts to

deal with their urbanization problems in an orderly way. Whi 1 e

their natural resources are still largely underdeveloped, their

productive tools and capital resources inadequate, the developing

countries must pay more in primary commodities and materials for
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As Projecting Housing Needs

requirements and the fact

investment,

However,programmes.

themselves key factors in the processes of fostering national

economic growth and productivity, as well as social development.

This recognition is evident from the large number of national

economic plans which now give increasing importance to the housing

sector in terms of specific targets for public and private

well as for meeting the housing needs

unprecedented growth of urban areas in developing countries -fwhile

National programmes areproblem of urbanization is incomplete.

needed to plan, regulate and build urban areas and to provide them

and Availability of Be sou r c e s

In all developing countries

Moreover, in view of the

resources so as to achieve

increases in "real income", from which savings will later become

available for the undertaking of broad housing

as housing needs have become

singularly productive type of

economists traditionally have urged that underdeveloped

countries should conceitrate their

tol;al-population--wil-l-increa&e-by-lt-e-pep-cent~irn.the next—15~years,

the~number--of^wban^dwellers'will _libuble.rin.ihiS'Lsame period it is

apparent that any development plan or programme which ignores the

development programmes because housing arri urban development are

or private sectors.

, the needs for housing far surpass
the availability of resources to meet them, whether from the public

In view of the vast

that housing has not been considered a

more pressing and urgent of solution,

it has also become clear that this sector deserves major continuing

attention from all concerned with the structuring of national

investment, employment, productivity, savings, health, etc., as
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with acceptable levels of municipal services if economic and social

development goals

minimum of imported resources; locally available materials can be

processed with indigenous labour to produce satisfactory housing

with little or no drain on foreign exchange and thus idle human

and natural resources are made useful; second, the desire of an

individual for a better place to live may itself stimulate

saving or unlock hoardings; unlike more sophisticated forms of

investment, housing is tangible, near and conceptually similar to

the typically familiar investment in land as such; and, thirdly,

investment in housing creates immediate employment as well as

raising the standards of living at once for large numbers of

people and thus creates incentives as well as satisfying hopes

This is especially true if primary, secondary and

multiplier effect throughout'the economy of a dollar of investment

in new construction is comparable to that for many manufacturing

savings and capital and stimulate investment that would not

otherwise take place, but it has now been shown that the total

people rather than in capital goods, it has at least three advantages:

first, it can be handled with a maximum of 1 ocal resources and a

and desires for individual and family betterment.

industries.

If housing is considered as direct investment in

are to be achieved.

Further, it has been shovm that housing

Not only may housing programmes aid in the formation of

programmes may, under

certain circumstances, be as productive as alternative forms of

investment.
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tertiary effects of investment in

range of a nation's economy,,

tendencies

On the other tend, if the supply of housing lags very far

behind the effective demand, the price of housing rises} which is

also inflationary.

V.dth their existing accumulated needs, high population growth

At present,
in the developing regions, investment in housing typically ranges

If the pace
of housing construction is to be increased from two t o ten dwelling

units per 1,000 inhabitants, investment would have to be stepped

up to about 6 per cent of GKP, and channelled into low-cost housing

It is evident that even with standards fixed at a very low

any

need:

some dangers of adding to inflationary

by overstimulating housing programmes, it is clear that

savings are the key to this problem and that under favourable

rates, and rapid urbanization trends, the less developed countries

to -whetner to dedicate more of their

for the mass of the people.

residential construction

are considered, when the multiplier effects of expenditures

are apparent throughout the whole

shortage or deficit.

circumstances, well-planned and well-organized housing prograjnmes

vail call forth surprisingly large volumes of internal private t

from 1.5 to 3 per cent of the Gross National Product.

resources now to housing and urban development sector.

level, most developing countries will find it impossible to deal in

comprehensive way with the three main constituents of housing

population increase, replacement, and removal of the existing

As a maximum, efforts have usually been directed

funds.

Although there are

face difficult decisions as
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difficult to attain. As a

met which are directly
such as in connexion with the

and

future requirenents, so that an overall framework can be established

for a long-term programme. Attention should be directed, however, to

factors which are directly related to action programmes on a short

term basis, such as geographical distribution of households, size

of households, marital rates, population movements, etc.

A. balancing of the factors involved in the above discussrorT
(

will help to resolve the basic question as to the total amount of

investment resources which should and could be allocated to the

Moreover, it may be possible, as

toward keeping the housing situation

but even this objective has

progress and growth.

But info relation still must be assembled on both a national

increasingly systematized way.

hbusi ng sector 0

from deteriorating further,

become increasingly remote and

minimum, most developing countries

recognize that housing needs must be

and local basis regarding the existing housing situation and on

Even, if such resources are at first allocated on a

very minimum basis,'the important consideration is that these*.Ac

-allocate ons«.beqregula£ to^enable a central agency and staff to be

built up so that the 'overall problems will be dealt with in an

related to economic development,

establishment of new industrial centres, the needs of key

industries, and to achieve a better balance of economic

development between different regions of the country.

Increasingly', also, priority is being given to the housing

needs of specialized groups, such as teachers, technicians,

professionals who are essential to a country's
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an

asset which should be preserved and maintained To be examinedo

here are such points as whether present tax policies and rent

control measures aid or impede the general objective, and whether

It must also be recognized that the concept of housing is much

more than physical shelter, and requires coordinated physical, economic

It is concerned with the creation of the dwellingand social planning.

environment of the people, but it is also an integral part of the

broader process of urban development, city construction and

There are also pronounced inter-relationships

between the way that the needs for rural housing and community

reconstruction.

In the first place, evaluations should be

made of the existing housing stock, as this may well be the

largest single component of national wealth and much of it is

Considering the limitations

allocated to the housing sector, following are some of the key

readily available at reasonable cost.

to a steady share of a

on the use of national resources

small loans or grants for repair, expansion and maintenance are

Spain's Sixteen-Year National

Housing Plan, for example, is predicated on a steady share of

22.5 per cent of Gross National Product, which was conservatively

estimated at an assumed 5 per cent growth rate.

Perhaps more important

several countries are

facilities are being met and the flux of migration to the large cities.

already doing, to plan future housing

programmes so that they will be related

rising Gross National Product.

housing programmes.

as a natter of development policy is

how the share of resources should be allocated among alternative
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Questions to be decided
development plans and

ard

1. How should housing construction

urban and rural areas?

2.

are likely

3.

4. How will alternative housing programmes affect the balance of

payments in the short-run end in the long-run?

5. To what standards should housing be built end community

facilities provided, and how can such standards fit in with a

transition from traditional to modern living?

6. To what extent should individual initiative and group

responsibility be promoted through housing programmes?

Questions of this type illustrate the complexities of

formulating national housing programmes, and the importance of

objective procedures for determining optimum housing programmes in

the developing countries0

be allocated among different
income groups m the population, and between

sectors, and what combinations

of direct investment in housing and public facilities

to be most efficient?

upon by governments in drafting their

establishing basic housing policy

accompanying programmes:

Vfliat proportions of direct investment in housing should be

undertaken by the public and private

I'/hat methods of financing, taxation and subsidies should be

used, and what will be the impact of alternative housing programmes

on government revenues and costs of public administration?
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B„

most developing countries will

very wide.
of unit costs with the

were much more efficiently and

or o

be self defeating, by speeding up the inflow of impoverished

families needing shelter. Experience indicates that a frontal

attack on the housing deficit through large-scale public

construction programmes in many countries must await the attainment

of a certain level of overall development and income.

It may be far better for the governments of the developing

countries to undertake a multi-pronged approach to their housing

needs which will give less emphasis to direct construction as such,

but devote more attention to policies which will foster an overall

institutional structure and framework to deal with the basic problems

A thoughtful formulation ofinvolved in housing for the masses.

policy may indicate that sound planning and programmes for land

multiplier effect for the resources invested in the housing sector

than will direct construction.

even keep it from growing

A massive housing programme concentrated in the large cities will

A comparison

maximum proportion of national income

that could be allocated to the housing sector will most likely

indicate that, even if resources

High yield returns of resources

equitably used, a

ac.qwi si on and provision of public services may have more of a

Jjevelojcmert .Plans and Housing Policy

A review of housing needs in

programme of direct construction of housing

would not reduce the existing deficit

usually reveal that the gap between the market price of housing

meeting minimum conditions of adequacy and the ability to pay

of the large low-income population is
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groups to meet their

using a maximum of indigenous

countries.

The role of government in

and investment in and, of course,

cons-

Orientation of Government and Administration to Meet and Interweave

Any programme which approaches the housing deficit as a problem

The
fact that housing needs are usually broadly distributed geographically

soluble bv itself will inevitably be frustrated by the wider structural* «
weaknesses prevalent in the economies of most developing countries.

efficient construction and building materials
industry, which should ultimately result in increased rationalization, higher
productivity, and lower costs, can be very much encouraged by government

Core housing schemes
materials, rather than projects built
are also likely to maximize the

The economic significance of the construction industry in selected
countries'is shown in Table III, Appendix.

Needs for Housing and Community facilities

The development of an

policies that will promote steady and growing investment for residential
truction and related community facilities.^

backstopping and supporting private initiative
the housing sector deserves major attention,

has direct implications for how appropriate institutions in this field are to

be established and how they are to function in relation to the overall policies
for housing and urban development.

as cheap imitations of Western standards,
effective utilization of resources in many

overall programmes for the improvement
and to assist low-income

°™ housing needs through self-help, mutual aid and cooperative and non

profit housing endeavours.

invested also can be derived from

of existing housing conditions
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makes it essential that there

Also,

the

resources

of the private sectors concerned to make a maximum contribution to

The problems involved in developing and executing programmes

of housing and urban development are complex and cut across many

areas of activity - economics, architecture, engineering, education,

By

relationships and impact of housing and urban development, the

national planning offices of

devoted to this sector, for assistance in developing the general

framevrork for programming in this fields

However, even thou^i the national planning office may have a

sector concerned with housing and urban development, this is not, of

be a national coordination of effort
through a central administrative

respective levels.

In addition, the agency, through its programmes and techniques of

operation, must stimulate and mobilize the efforts and

some countries have special staffs

agency for dealing with the

problem m all its aspects, technical as well as financial,

such an agency must develop sound patterns of administrative

relationships with local, state and regional authorities who should

be aided to assume greater responsibilities for dealing with

housing and urban development problem at their

the solution of national housing needs.

regional planning, public administration, law, sociology, etc,

their nature, they require governmental action - for the

determination of needs and resources, formulation of plans and

policies, and implementation of programmes,^

(To deal with the overall questions of priorities, Inter

public health, social welfare, community organization, city and
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course, any substitute for

There is no doubt but

charged with

development,

and that the

planning for econoraic and

regions and by sectors, development of programmes in rural areas

which might affect rural-urban migration patterns, etc.

The type of agency which should deal with housing and urban

development will depend on many factors, such as the country's

political structure; the fractions of existing agencies in such

fields as public works, health, sanitation, social services, etc.;

the number and competence of available professional and technical

Whether the agency should be an arm of the executivepeople, etc.

branch,

But, as its programming

both to act directly and to coordinate

the vrark of

need a top-level public agency

responsibility for the whole field of urban

or direction.

The agency may be empowered

other agencies concerned in one way or another with housing

including housing, city and metropolitan planning, etc.,

head of such

a separate Ministry, Autonomous Institute or Corporation,

sn effective administrative agency

which wall also become deeply involved in basic questions of

planning, programming, financing, etc.

tint every developing country will

an agency should participate in top-level

social development.^ Included in the areas/

of concern for housing policy and programming are such matters as: i

formulation of national development goals and targets, detfnvm'nat.-inn

of policies for location of industry, allocation of investment by

are Questions to be discussed in detail.

and operations will be heavily involved with questions of investment

and financing, it seems apparent that it must be conceived broadly

enough to include such questions within its framework of supervision
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and urban development.

with regional

whether and to what extent a national

will depend upon

country. High-level representation for

the agency is important because it must assess the over-all situation vdth

or

local physical urban planning can be established. Such a relationship is

indispensable if housing and urban development are to receive adequate

consideration within national economic development plans and if programmes

for housing and urban development are to make an effective contribution

toward progress in meeting the goals and objectives of national economic

development plans. Such plans are frequently based upon projections and

considerations of a regional character - the location of new industries within

opening up of new lands for agricultural cultivation through irrigation or

the building of new portsother means, the creation of new sources of power,

therefore, investments areIn all cases,and transportation facilities, etc.

or the broader goals andrequired for housing and community infrastructure,

objectives will not be met because of the failure to take adequate account

It may prove difficult to attract and to
be most important in stimulating viable profit-*

re-ard to the developing urban areas, and bring the urgent problems involved

to priority consideration by the competent authorities.

approval of proposals made

or local development plans.
4

a context of natural resource accessibility or of nearness to markets, the

of the human and social aspects.
A national housing agency, in fact, can be most important in stimulating viable profit-*
making enterprise in the building and financing of houses.and in the manufacture of building
materials. A viable profit-making building industry serving the middle and upper classes
and providing all—ether types of structures is frequently the base from which construction
for families of lower income must be developed. * • <

It m-y also be assigned an important role for the

promotion, organisation and regulation of non-profit housing enterprises,

such as co-operatives, and for the supervision an

by private developers in accordance

This is one way that

a functional relationship between national economic planning and regional

agency for housing and urban

development operates through decentralised regional offices or through other

existing public bodies, such as states and unicipalities,

the nature of the situation and the
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force in the area which

at a subsequent date for

considerati ons.

plan, must be based upon an objective diagnosis of the present realities, should

be adopted through a rational process of decisions involving the confrontation

and short-term programmes^

Among the countries which are including comprehensive chapters on housin,

and urban development policy within their economic development plans are Ghana

In many cases, however, it will be helpful

implementation of a broad policy which includes both housing and urban development.

Such a policy,to be effective, must be an integral part of the national development

India, Pakistan, and Venezuela, etc

for a developing country to express its housing policy in written ioxiu, such as

[ was done in the declaration of National Housing Policy set forth in the 1949

"The Congress hereby
the nation and the 1.
.housing production..
the elimination of t—---------
clearance of slums and blighted areas, am tne rea-savion as soon as
feasible of the goal of a <--------
for every American family."

productivity, civic irresponsibility, social

unrest, and which will require heavy public investment

its clearance end rehabilitation.

maintain a suitable labour, technical and professional

is to undergo accelerated development

community facilities, etc.

Housing Act of the United States:

- declares that the general welfare and security of
health and living standards of its people require

sufficient to remedy the serious housing shortage,
substandard and other inadequate housing through the

decent home’in a suitable living environment

lhe importance oi local and municipal development planning and investment,

in outline and in detail, becomes particularly evident in such overall regional

It is apparent that there can be no comprehensive approach to

the solution of housing needs in any country without the establishment and

without adequate housing, schools, and

Or, there may occur a mushrooming of substandard,

transitional, a„i unhealthy housing and comity unties Kill tend

to produce conditions of decreased

of alternatives, and should be expressed by means of long-term, medium-term
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The Act then stated:

In Sweden,

satisfactorily large housing

towards spacious and well-equipped dwellings, and (3) Finally, the support to
housing shall contribute towards a limitation of the yearly housing costs of

general subsidies through low-cost housing loans, interest subsidies and hous
ing allowances has been a basic feature of Swedish housing policy.

In Japan, where public housing construction plans are formulated every
three years under the 1951 National Housing Law, national housing policy has

Under this Policy it is stated that the Government and the local public

The numberconstruction.

obliged to programme to build public rental housing mainly for
that, in order to encourage orderly

a development of house building

government housing policy was expressed in 1963 as having these
three main objectives: "(1) It shall promote a
production; (2) It shell further promote

bodies are
low-income people and urban employees;
private housing construction by individuals and private corporations, it is
the duty of government to develop housing areas and supply housing lots,
as well as to assist them financially and technically in their housing

of housing units to be constructed by public bodies

been expressed by the slogan, "A Dwelling for Every Family", under a new seven-
year programme from fiscal 1964-65 to build 7,800,000 dwelling units.

shaU li- (11 »ri™S t “ tte national housing objective ...
Srt of ihe totS “t?Prlse encouraged to serve as large a

h af lt canJ (2) governmental assistance shall betoS ntd W We to enable private enterprise to serve more of the
* fi-Ad + i appropriate local public bodies shall be encouraged and
? / , ? Xund®rvaxe positive programmes; (4) governmental assistance
to elim_nate substandara ano. other inadequate housing through the clearance
of.slums and blighted areas .... shall be extended to those localities
which estimate their.own needs and demonstrate that these needs are not
being met through reliance solely upon private enterprise, and without such

and (.59 governmental assistance for decent, safe, and sanitary farm
dwellings and related facilities shall be extended • ••«» etc»M,

households who need to be supported in their demand for housing." The use of
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over ZpO percent of the total number of

units planned in the programme.

home, 'out such broad statements are usually poor substitutes for the hard

decisions about shares of Gross National Product, standards, land policy,

subsidies, long-term commitments, etc, which must form the hard core of any

As observed in a report of the Economic Commission for Africa,

based on a survey of national economic development plans, the nearer’ the

approach to reality, the smaller the share allocated to housing is likely

to be, the more numerous the short-term arguments, the lover the priority

Aven in countries such, as Tunisia, Morocco and theaccorded to housing.

U.dS where assessments of housing needs have been made and targets lixed to

meet these needs, cutbacks have been inevitable in the light or economic

Even

services for each

to cover housing needs for new

backlogs.
The process

policy is a continuing two-way

Economic Coamission for

realities, and it is frankly recognized that only fractions of the total.

needs will be met over the duration of the respective plan periods.

meaningful national housing policy and programme for a developing country.
1/

1 Housing Policy in Over^al2^D^lo^§Ife-J^gS^■,^
Africa, 1964. ..... 1

It should oe noued tnat the Constitution of some countries do, of course,

make broad statements of the inhersit right of every family and citizen to a

or with public financial aid is to be

of effectuating a national housing and urban development

operation which will involve the organisation

well as strengthening local and municipalof regional planning machinery as

nCu/hp/2/Aev. 1.

planning and development programs, and putting these within a realistic

cutting standards to the bare provision of minimum lots and community

family will not suffice to stretch the available resources

family formation, to say nothing of existing
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investment framework.

programmes for housing,

public services and community facilities.

be directly related to the national economic development objectives. Such

investment programmes, submitted for approval to the national planning office,

should provide the framework to guide the states and municipalities in the

development of their local plans and to enable then to provide the land and

facilities necessary for housing programmes.

The states and municipalities should be further assisted with statistical

and other information on goals, standards, and provided with manuals, model

Technical assistance and training should be madecodes and regulations.

They should also receive financial incentives,

well as for new land development.

organised attention to planning and
and organised groups of the community

Such programmes should, of course,

be prepare^, in consultation with regional and local authorities and should also

available as required.

including matching funds of subsidies, and other aids for urban renewal and

In other words, vhile

or divisions at a high

Some governments have now

rehabilitation, as

there would be a fixing of goals, objectives ard standards at the national

level, efforts should be directed to seeking a growing participation by

state and local governments in carrying out the programme.

Of prime importance in the total process, at all levels, till be

co-ordination for community development,

for raaximum participation by the people

in projects for housing and cormuniuy services.

established community development offices, agencies

level within their national planning systems. These serve to co-ordinate

the use of existing resources available within the government, to stimulate

and support self-help and mutual aid efforts in particular areas, or on a

The national housing and urban development agency

should be responsible for preparing annual investment
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country-wide basis.

important tool and technique, and organisational means are found to encourage

it, sometimes through the municipal planning office or another department

which can serve to mobilise and co-ordinate the use of existing municipal

resources to help the people help themselves.

In summary, although the situation with respect to housing and urban

development may well seem hopeless in many countries, when considered vithin

basis, every effort should be made at once to establish the proper planning

Although littleand administrative framework for dealing with the problem.

Housing policy must be enunciated

community.

administration of housing programmes and

the pages to follow.

the context of existing financial and budgetaiy resources on a short-term

when viewed over a 20-year or longer period.

and integrated into the general development plan and programmes must be based

on realistic estimates of needs, in consultation with the key sectors of the

be carefully selected so tnatj on a suage byPriorities must

stage basis, actions will proceed toward overall solutions, taking account of
realities at every step of the way ahead.the physical, social and economic

These are the elements on which the
• ; pnd which wi 1 be further developed mhousing institutions must be based, <.na miui wix_

Similarly, at state or provincial levels, as well as in

many municipal governments, community development has been recognised as an

headway may be made during the first years, conditions for gradual improvement

will probably begin to emerge as a result of the dynamics of general development
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II. AUTHORITY for establishment of housing PROGRAMS

Aim institutions.
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II. Authority for Establishment
of Housing Programmes and Institutions

The need for public

building process has
time of Hammurabi’s

was essential to move from the

imposition of restrictive

terms of national housing legislation. During the period between

the two world wars, public assistance for housing and environmental.

development not only tended to expand significantly but also became

more concerned with basic questions of land acquisition end control,

forms of taxation and subsidy, and the strengthening of building

After World War II,

legislative policy and programming for housing has become increasingly

sophisticated in the industrialized countries, closely linked to

efforts.

towns and communities, the reduction of segregation and social tensions,
and the interlocking of physical improvement and community development

planning for economic growth and employment, as well as concerned
with the renewal and rebuilding of cities, the establishment of new

At first this typically took the form of low-
cost loans to housing associations, co-operative and hring
societies, and municipalities, which were made possible under the

instrumentalities at the local level.

years ago.

concrol and intervention in.the housing and

been recognized since the

Code, more than four thousand

powers, wnich often did little to increase

the supply of housing, into a rider area of public. concern, aid and

stimulus for the provision of dwellings for. workers and the less

privileged classes.

With the grov;th of industry
and expansion of cities in the 1800's, European countries gave further
importance to effective building regulations as safeguards to community
health and safety. During the latter part of the nineteenth century,
several governments recognized that it
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"Which of the

of the world?

the almost
squatting which
How are rational

growth and the availability of resources?
The first step, obviously, is the establishment of a central

housing ministry or authority and appropriate local administrative
agencies, and for this purpose specific national housing policy and

authority vail vary considerably according to the economic, social,

The manner in which it is constituted, by decree or legislation, by
merger or amalgamation, by offshoot or by new creation, va.ll also

underlying principles will remain the same, as will be discussed
below.

concepts end techniques that have been developed

in the industrialized countries

today in the developing regions

What new tools must be

In al 1 cases, ttere must exist a broad base of public opinion,

support and understanding of the scope and proposed operations in the

If basic new legislation is

institutional and administrative structure of the country concerned.

forged to deal adequately

with the problems of over-rapid urbanization and

universal problems of illegal land

over the past century are

applicable to the realities of life

housing and urban development sector.

can be done before its enactment to

occupancy and

beset so many of their large metropolitan areas?

goals and standards for housing and urban development to be

established which are in keeping with estimates of national economic

contemplated or proposed, much

enlist, the help and support of representative groups and organizations

differ considerably from one country to another. But certain

legislation will be required. The nature of the central housing
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enacted, it is advisable in many cases to begin a sound public

information and public relations programme which would emphasize

two-way exchanges and meetings with key sectors of the national

economic and social scene, as well as community forums and

discussion meetings held at the state or local municipality level

A

concern

relationships with

Required Minimum Elements of legislation or Decree

There are several basic types of administrative structure through

which many governments attempt to deal with the many problems involved

Some have elevated it to major .in housing and urban development.

at the Cabinet level through the establishment of Ministries or

in the country, to assure that their views are taken into account,

as well as to pave the way for continuing collaboration as

programmes for housing and urban development move into operation.

No legislation will be effective unless it is understood and has

support for its implementation, financially and administratively,

Ac one end Oj the scale, care must be taken to maintain close

contacts and relationships with national legislative and

administrative leaders so that they will understand the importance

of establishing proper institutions,! frameworks for housing

programming and execution. Also, once a decree or legislation is

Departments to embrace the relevent functions of housing, urban

development, community facilities, town and country planning, etc.

Such central Ministries or Departments participate in broad planning

and programming through their representation in the cabinet and by

other ministries concerned with planning and
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government control, acquiring access to policy formation through
a Minister, the opportunity to operate through a tody of career

But disadvantages might include the following,
depending upon the general status and capability of the

inadequate freedom of action in matters such as technological
improvements, capital expansion, finance and accounting, personnel

Even new Ministries of Housingadministration and purchasing, etc.
may well become subject in time to typical bureaucratic and

responsibility for

Typically, in federal states,

will work through state
the central ministry

governments which administer and execute

centrally determined policies and

political handicaps,,

An intermediate solution may be the establishment within an

etc.

Examples would include

Ministries of Public Works and Housing, Ministries of Local

Government and Housing, Ministries of Health and Housing, etc.

There are, of course, certain advantages to having the

responsibility for this sector located in a Ministry, in terms of

development.

resources.

personnel,

existing Ministry of a specific body, authority or corporation as
an instrumentality for prosecuting government housing policies.
Housing policies would be determined by the government and the

their execution would be clearly assigned to the

programmes.

In some developing countries, the major responsibility for

programming and action in the housing and urban development sector

will be assigned to an already existing Ministry, to which will be

grafted on new functions and

government concerned: excessive fiscal and personnel restrictions,
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have

become increasingly involved in programming and execution of housing

and urban development projects by virtue of the investments vhich

they are voluntarily or involuntarily malting in this sector.

Because of the importance of initiative, flexibility and

operating freedom in the whole area of housing and urban development,

many developing countries have found it advantageous to assign

responsibility to newly-created, specially-tailored public authorities,

These are usually givencorporations or autonomous institutes.

administrative authority by statute, and' although.the board of

directors or guiding corporate body is appointed b» the government,

.In the'majoiity of cases, the employees of these agencies do not

they employ their own staff, and have considerable freedom in

They may also be spmevhat moretheir day-to-day operations.

free from the risks of political instability and interference.

or corporate device within the Ministry

greater degree of autonomy and flexibility

of operation than would prevail in the

new programmes for housing

In still others, existing organisations, such

as social security institutes, pension and welfare funds, etc,

of a government-owned or

controlled Foundation or Improvement Trust has been deemed useful as

1‘dih.i.ster, but the authority

could possibly permit a

a means of invigorating or stimulating

and urban development.

normal workings of other

departments or subdivisions of the Ministry.

In some countries, the device
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belong to the civil service and are recruited end removed under
terms end

^uch

tsbv.'ever.,—certain.

decree should provide for the following, ss a minimum*

1. 1, Clear definition of the field of activities and functions

vith bread powers given, but relevant to the functions;

2. The government should retain certain powers of supervision,

including the right to audit, inspect and criticise, and the

right to appoint, and with good cause, to remove the directors;

the authority of the Minister or supervisory officer of the

Government should be expressly defined;

The corporation or institute should be authorised to3.
collect the income from its ovn operations end apply that

income to its expenses, and if it requires a financial subsidy,

this should come from a direct government grant in the amual

national budget;

They are

generally exempt xro:a tne majority of regulations and prohibitions

applicable to the expenditures of public funds.

from the public through the sale of

bonds or the use of savings, and are usually authorised to use and

reuse their income from their services and activities.

or corporations usually have a good deal

of financial independence.

conditions determined by the agencies themselves.

authorities

national oudgot as well as

They may obtain their funds from the
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4.

each of the agencies that may now be concerned with various aspects

of housing, hone financing, land acquisition, etc, and, of course,

the relationship between the new corporation or autonomous institute

and the local and state or provincial governments.

Cne weakness of some of the national housing authorities,

corporations or institutes established to date is that their

Too frequently, theyfunctions have not been viewed broadly enough.

have been given responsibilities for programming and action, but

tasks.

have been lacking in the financial attributions necessary to their

Cne of their most important functions should be to promote,

can be drawn up or enacted

Ox the nature ana prime purposes of the new policy on housing and

uroan development and definition of the powers and functions of

supervise and co-ordinate the various institutional devices employed

in mobilising and distributing capital for use in the housing sector.

There should be statutory provision that the housing authority be

considered by the central monetary authority

or within the housing sector.

government, the press, and the public,

complete annual reports on its finance and operations.

The corporation or institute should be required to

make available to the

consulted in all matters

or other governmental bodies that could affect the flow of funds to

Other financial attributions of these

/ xj pic ally, because the whole area covered in housing and

urban development programmes is so complex, there will have to be

major clarification before legislation
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agend.es will be discussed i

As for the

local and state

local in their implementation.

or agency is to make

sector.

certain pre-deterrained conditions or standards established at

the central level, but the intention is to strengthen the role

of local agencies in determining precise local needs and

priorities, as well as in coordinating the use of local resources

in specific programmes for housing, public utilities, roads,

services and physical planning.

In the absence of strong and effective local government

systems, it may be necessary initially to establish or to work

with new local agencies, such as development foundations,

fraternal or civic organizations, improvement trusts, non-profit

associations or other devices which will tend to maxi mize civic

efficient administration.

The objective should be,

responsibility in this field, and to promote with honest and

It may also be found.necessary for the

or corporations, for the

planning, programming and execution of projects in this

Usually, such grants or loans are awarded upon compliance with

concerned in varying degrees

project development and administration.

authority or agency to

or provincial governments, it should be evident

that programmes of housing and urban

central agency to establish branch offices which may become

of detail with aspects of local

--------  in Chapter III.below.

relationship of the new

development are essentially
In some countries, one of the

prime functions of the central authority
resources available, on either a grant or a loan basis, to local
governments or to local bodies

agend.es
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however, to strengthen

.5

primary training ground for the

personnel requirea for the adequate manning of housing programmes

The elements of a typical basic statute for the creation of

an autonomous national authority or corporation for the housing

and urban development sector can be illustrated by the example

of the Organic Law of the National Institute of Housing and

This Institute, which was created in 1954,

is notable for having planned and executed a successful programme

This Organic Law contains the

following major’ chapters:

Domicile.Independence.Creation.Chapter I.
ObjectivesChapter II.

Functions, including Financing.

Chapter IV.
Publications.Balances,Audit.Chapter V,

as much as possible, institutionalized'
local responsibility and

/~------

in a small Central American country.

Capital and Reserves.

Planning of Costa Rica.

run,

, the central agency in many

developing countries will probably have to undertake operations

which are normally local in character, at least in the short

Chapter III.

but it must also become a

at both national and local levels.

Chapter VI.

capability for programing and action //

in this field. ^Because of the shortage of trained manpower at

the local government level

Organization, direction and administration.

Board of Directors.
Manager.
Auditor.
Consultative Technical Council.

Chapter VII. General dispositions and transitory dispositions.
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Chapter I of the

which will act in
pertinent regulations

Costa Rican family a better housing and surrounding
living environment;

2e To plan ths development and growth of the cities

and smaller communities;

To provide for Costa Rican families in need of3
adequate dwelling the possibility of occupying in

ownership or rent decent and healthful housing, with

preference to the problems of the lowest income groups

in the cities and in rural areas;

4.

available;

5.

To orient its activities with a view to obtaining

greater .economic and social welfare, obtaining for the

1.

To promote studies and researcn on all aspects of

housing and planning and to make the results widely

Costa Rican law establishes that the

Natloml Housing and Fanning Instituts Is m autonomous and

administratively independent

In Chapter II, seven basic objectives of the Institute are
defined, summarized as follows:

To develop plans and programmes which are co
ordinated in their various stages of socio-economic
research, planning, construction, as well as educational

corporation, exclusively subject

to the decisions of its Board of Directors,

conformity with the Constitution, laws,

and technical principles,.
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administration;

6 To provide advice to the

7o To link its plans and studies to national

Chapter III contains a list of specific essential

attributions of the Institute, including the following: to prepare

master plans for urban populations and regulations for their

application, to be made effective through the municipal corporations;

to formulate general plans for the construction of neighbourhood

units or subdivision schemes in accordance with priorities established

from data provided by the Office of Census and Statistics; to construct

agencies of the State and

other public institutions and to

low-cost dwelling units; to gradually eliminate slums and unhealthy

dwel1ings through reconstruction programmes seeking the collaboration

of the Ministry of Health for appropriate standards and enforcement; to

stimulate construction and improvement of dwellings by public and

private bodies; to provide for public services and community facilities;

to promote the co-ordination of activities related to housing and

planning by all State and public institutions and corporations; to

stimulate ths development of building materials industries and the

training of personnel; to rent, sell, exchanfee, tax and administer

co-ordinate public and

private initiatives in matters of housing and planning,

when this is requested;

programmes

of economic and social development, but submit ting to the

approval of the Ministry of Public Health in sanitary

aspects <,

activities and social vork required by their
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housing and community centres; to award loans in financial
resources or materials

and credits; to acquire property

through expropriation of

in addition to establishing the capital and

reserves, the Institute by law is directed to receive an annual

appropriation of no less than 3 per cent of the total amount of the

Ordinary General Budget and the Extraordinary Budgets which the

government adopts.

Chapter V subjects the Institute to normal accounting and

auditing controls and requires the publication of balance sheets and

annual reports

Chapter VI establishes that the Board of Directors of the
Institute will consist of five persons, named for four years on a

efficient and

series of General Dispositions which,

certain tax exemption and frankingamong other critters, convey

revolving basis, with the exception of the Minister of Labor who will

The Board names and can remove, with the vote ofserve ex-officio.
four of its members, the Manager, Deputy Manager and the Auditor, but

it is understood that-the Manager is fully responsible for the

correct administrative functioning of the Institute.

necessary; to transact contracts and al 1

pertinent administrative, civil

Chapter VII contains a

, guaranteed by mortgages; to establish

a system of housing finance in collaboration with national

insurance institutes; to establish

., industrial or commercial business;

to give information and technical assistance to persons of low

income to enable the construction of their own dwel 1 ingsB

In Chapter IV,

systems of savings and loans;
to emit bonds and to obtain loans
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Costa Rican government

The Basic Law of the Costa Rican Institute is supplemented by

a series of regulations on organizational ratters and on other

specific projects and programmes which are developed from time to

It should

be noted., however, that especially as new programmes have developed

and new resources have become available, difficulties often appear on

divorced from the
independent national housing authorities.

advance by legislation or decree,

time over the years.

^7"
two counts :Vthe co-ordination of various types of housing programmes

a former agency of the

, and establishes cost limits for dwellings

to be constructed by the Institute.

The "formula" of an independent national institute, authority

or corporation for housing and planning, as-exemplified, by the Costa

Rican example, has been adopted by a number of countries.

privileges to the Institute, enable assistance to housing

co-operatives and non-profit associations, prohibit the re-sale

without permission of property for which loans have been made by

the Institute, provides for the transfer of capital to the

Institute, resources and personnel from

as developed by the

problems usually cannot be solved in

but require constant attention in the light of new programmes and

developments, and frequently modifications in both legislation and

institutional and administrative structure will be required.

and co— 0rdi.n2.td.0n of tho^o^with tho investments and activities of other

government agencies, and\he frequent emergence of new financial

institutions, such as national housing banks, mortgage systems, or

separate financial departments which nay b.e clcsely“associatedror

mainstream of public housing policy and programming

These
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Although the creation of Costa Rica’s National institute of Housing

and Planning was an impressive accomplishment in 1954, recent developments

in several countries tend to give even wider attribution,to national

One r.ecunt exampleagencies concerned with housing and urban development.

is the creation in 1965 of the Ministry of Housing and Planning in Chile.

The Law makes the Ministry responsible for the housing policy of the

In morecountry and for the co-ordination of related institutions.

1.

facilities and urban development.

2.

of pertinent laws.

4«

5.
6.

and establishment of a
7.

on

Carry out8.

specific terms, the functions of the Ministry are listed as follows:

Formulate plans for urban and rural housing, community

pro du ct iv?- ty.

Study systematically the

ard stimulat e

and worker training in housing, urban

of programmes

and community facilities.

Stimulate and supervise the construction of housing.

internal and external market

of building materials.

Parti cipate in the orientation

construction materials, and regulate and
price policy

control the market for these.
scientific research, professional

development and construction

3. Supervise everything

divisions, construction and application

Collaborate with the municipalities in the formulation

for construction of housing, urban development

Issue ordinances, regulations and general instructions

concerned with the urbanisation of land, construction of

housing, works of' community facilities, planning and urban

development, and co-operative housing.

related to urban planning, sub-
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a

s.

10.

through exhibitions and other means and investigate the opinion

of the users of housing.

Stimulate the organisation end development of housing coll.

operatives, systems of self-help and all related activities.

Develop and stimulate savings and credit for housing purposes.12.

13- Regulate and supervise all aspects of urban and rural real

estate vhen offered to the public as construction or subdivision

14.

The

An effort is made to consolidate and

which are to be

■

construction agency J

social problems (including tenant

projects for housing.

In general, to become familiar with and to study all problems

related to housing, community services and urban development.

responsibility for housing policy and execution is fixed on the

new Minister, who receives advice from a National Housing Council composed

of executives of the public organisations and institutions concerned with

of the groupings of consumers of housing or

Stimulate the industrial production of housing, construction

materials and the standardisation of design.

Provide information on plans for the construction of housing

housing, and representatives

participants in the housing plans.

to define the prime public activities concerned with the housing sector,

dealt with by four corporations; the Housing Corporation,

the Housing Servicesserving rrincipally as a

Corporation, concerned primarily with

selection, orientation for self-help and certain types of rural programmes,

etc.); the Central Bank of Savings and Loans, for control and financing

, T and finallv, the Corporation of Urbanof the Savings and Loan System, <-na, mid
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of land acquisition for the housing plans, including urban renewal and

upgrading of the slum areas.

To provide for greater effectiveness and administrative uniformity

among the Corporations, each one will have a board of three Executive

Directors, presided over by the Minister and with one of the Directors

acting as Vice President of the Institution.

The Ministxy is an effort to achieve four primary objectives:

Combined planning of housing, urban development, community1.

It will be able to act uponfacilities and community services.

the entire sector concerned in relation to the country's broad

social-economic objectives.

Preferential attention to the lowest income groups of the2.

investment

3.

this field.

4.

mechanism

does
similar problems, as

population, with clear-cut distribution or puolic and priv^ue

involvement of community development efforts.

implementation of

Vfnether the Chilean Ministry
vertically-integrated specific purpose

well as a

Betterment, to be charged with the execution of the entire programme

Research, rationalisation and productivity studies,

incorporated as basic elements of the Government's action in

cannot as yet oe determined.

be worthy of observation by many

the legislation

Urban renewal programme, as an essential instrument ror une

the development of the cities.

is the type of administrative structure

that will result in efficient

.lternatives for investment, as

: implementation of any particular programme,
experiment that will

programmes which will offer a.
for controlling the

It is in any event an
developing countries ccnfrented with

reach out for broader objectives
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of co-ordination and utilisation

B.

development.

corporations vhich were involved in programmes cf housing construction, urban

development works or housing services. This made administrative co-ordination

virtually impossible for purposes of adequate planning and implementation,

and resulted in legislation for the establishment of the Ministry of Housing

and Urban Development.

Typically, the lack cf co-ordination may result in the completion of

housing projects which stand vacant for months and years because they de not

have the related services which were supposed to be provided under tne aegis

such as water and sanitation facilities, social

Or, there may

planning board or office to

Sometimes, depending on the

or metropolitan

programmes are launched at the same

the scarcity of key building materials and the spiralling

For large new prograiar.es, it should be the function of the national

convoke periodic meetings of the major

of overall policy, programming and

of this sector as an instrument of national,

social and economic development.

of prices.

P.°. °r,dilg-tion with Major Governmental Agencies

Co-ordination between major government agencies will always be difficult,

and m^ny are usually ^IrWolvedL-in one way or- another with housing and urban

In Chile, for example, in 1$65 there were eigit Ministries of

the National Government and a total of 23 public institutions or semi-public

ageicies to discuss questions

-ordination on a regionalbudgeting, as well, as co

basis with respect to specific projects.

size intricacy cl the probit ■”

of another Ministry or agency,

services, schools, transportation, electricity, snooping, etc.

be two government agencies planning and programming for the same area of land

or attempting to acquire the same parcels. Sometimes extensive construction

time by several agencies resulting in

prograiar.es
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through

investments and timing by the various agencies concerned with public
services and community facilities, etc. Ideally, this should be
within the framework of urban and metropolitan plans, and with the
help of the appropriate local planning staff.

Several countries have made use of the concept of permanent
cabinet committees or National Housing Councils which bring together
representatives of the various ministries and principal public
agencies concerned with the financing and provision of the services

and facilities related to housing programmes and projects. The

Staff work for such committees may be provided in largeserviced.
but close links must alsodegree by the central housing authority,

be maintained with the appropriate sector of the national planning

to create a special ad hoc cabinet

regional development

, through both
foriucJ. and informal means, to bring about increased co-ordination

committee, or even a new

effectiveness of such committees depends in part upon how thej are

by the public agencies operating within his geographic jurisdiction.
Similarly, depending upon the size and extension of the city, a
Mayor or Chief Municipal Executive may be in a position to foresee
the needs of large projects and to require the appropriate

agency to link together the required
investments, programming and expertise. In still other cases,

much can be done at- the State or Provincial ^evel^
forceful leadership by the Governor or Executive
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office which will also have

Co-ordination

and professional
staffs as well as in the top directorates. Opportunities should

Seminars,

1/The two diagrams below, reproduced from Catheryn Seckler-Hudson,-

serve to show the kinds of planning involved at all levels before

specific programs can be formulated (Figure 1) and the complexity of

decision-making in government affairs generally (Figure 2), which is*

often compounded in the case of housing and urban development programs

involving as they do

V

£

certain overall responsibility for
programming and co-ordination.

onc

conferences and joint training programmes can al 1 be
helpful in fostering tne discussion of common problems and projects
and in working towards their solutl

so many sectors and groups of the economy,.

Seckler-Hudson, Catheryn, Organization and Management: Theory and
Practice. The American University Press, Washington, D.C. 1955.

be opened whenever possible for informal contacts and communication.

aWtg^he -gOv^mpnt-agen.cies-cbncemecriru.one

vrJ^'or~anofh^<ijith-housing -and-urban-develepinent'- should .al-so^be

encouraged at the working level of intermediate
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with Private Sectors

Co-ordination with private
element of

government motives and a
reluctance by private sectors to

Yet, most national plans are predicated upon

as support and backstopping to elicit the greatest possible con
tribution from private resources in the solution of housing and

The major contribution of governmenturban development needs.

is seen

framework in which private individuals, co-operative groups and
special-purpose corporate bodies can operate at sustained levels

to establish a continuing committee to be convoked by the national
the' chief executive, which will bring togetherplanning office or

representatives of the key public agencies involved with

co-operate or participate in
programmes which have been conceived and are directed under

ment «

Co

public auspices.

as providing the legal, administrative and institutional

Frequently, in a

of high production and efficiency.

/''Cn-t:his-pGiat-r-many-approaehes-can-be-de.scribedj_but-at._the__

sectors is an indispensable
any national programme for housing and urban develop-

developing country, there may exist a
lack of communication, suspicion of

l.e.veL-of-national- policy-and -programming, it will be found useful

investment being considered more and more as a leverage factor or
a substantial investment from the private sector,,with the public



representatives of the private

The agenda for
discussion of such through all of the

to the preparation of realistic

for the attainment of the established goals. Through such
procedures, potential bottlenecks can be identified, such as
shortages of materials and skilled manpower, and steps taken to

discussion, vdder understanding will be promoted as well as
integrated action for specific projects and programmes, including
research, building techniques, financing, etc.

Among the major elements of this type of co-ordination are
close and continuing relationships with representatives of-the
construction industry, professional associations, and financial

Sometimes it ’.dll also be highly useful to

trade unions and co-operatives, who may beas employer associations,

estimates of resources and
capabilities for fulfillment of investment

and banicing circles.
stimulate interest and action on the pai’t ox organized groups such

range
major issues, on a periodic basis, and could, perhaps, be linked

sector to discuss specific aspects
and problems of housing and urban development.

a committee would

and construction
targets specified in the national planning process.

In Venezuela, such a committee, convoked by the Central
Office of Co-ordination and Planning, has helped to prepare and

evaluate the Targets of the National Plan and to stimulate action

remedy deficiencies which are noted. In the process of joint



ready and Trilling to contribute

has provided for the

o

the

This is likely to open up wider possibilities of financing for

well as to reduce the costs of interest for such private capital,

other financial institutions

the Federal Housing

scale and helped to

One example of

is the support and technical

/./ <-/ —

finance on a voluntary basis.

Regular means should be established to provide for

adequate interchange of financial, plans and prospects with

private institutions operating in housing and related fields.

countries, it has sometimes taken years to break down private

distrust of new public institutional arrangements for fostering

In the United States,

of the Construction Industry

organization and development of housing

co-operatives in that country

the operations of public agencies from private capital markets as

to non-profit solutions to the

housing problem, to the benefit of the consumer.

this type of enlightened self-interest

assistance which the Chilean Chamber

increased private investment in housing.

for example, the reluctance by banks and

to accept the insured mortgage system of

Administration in the 1930's was only dissolved by intensive

information and promotional measures, including the dispatch of

special teams for this purpose to many communities throughout the

country. Yet, this system grew to enormous

attract immense resources of private capital for the purpose of home

mutual trust and understanding. Even in the most industrialized

which, of course, flows more freely when based on principles of



convoling of an annual or
At such a Congress, private

as well as to prepare.

Citizen participation, both in the formulation of policies and
goals and in the implementation of prograrmies is an important

It may be found
desirable to create a national citizens organization devoted to

Local citizens

organizations nay also play an important role in this sector in the

grade the public

It will also

large cities and metropolitan areas.

One of the most important functions of a central housing authority

new building techniques

and dwelling units, all of which, will have the effect of accelerating

the acceptance of new methods and technology, stimulating new demand,

and possibly lowering costs through increased rationalization of the

of existing housing stock.

housing and environmental improvement and development.

element of any meaningful national housing effort.

importance.

is to develop a comprehensive public relations and information

programme which' will accomodate the many private'groups with which any

national .housing -end urban development programme is concerned. Such a_.

programme’ will provide a steady stream of materials designed to up-

consciousness of the housing problem and its

seek the involvement of as much of the

a whole range of activity for housingprivate sector as possible for

improvement, including self-help and mutual aid progrades where

effective maintenance and conservation

One useful device for focussing national attention and public

opinion on the housing sector is the

building process.

these are applicable and more

bi-annual National Housing Congress.

groups vail have the opportunity to be heard

displays, exhibit materials and demonstrate



gare should be taken to avoid government

existing private institutions concerned with financing and

Also, efforts should be made to maximize local

that the central role is primarily concerned with the obtention

and allocation of resources for the sector, the provision of

activities
exercise is perhaps the key

and it is at this point that

■- -

■■•• '•Vo >-

construction*

D*

capital resources*

actions that could have direct or indirect adverse effects on

Responsibility for

The extent to which a

dyne.mic leadership and the development of major policy proposals

for..consideration-by _tte government, the co-ordination of the

programmes of various agencies of government, and the promotion of

greater private participation in savings, investment and building

initiative and responsibility for dealing with the problem, so

a central housing authority,
The budgeting and programming

element of executive responsibility for

difficult problems must be resolved as

to the scope and extent of the agency's impact in meeting the housing

and urban development needs, and taking into account the over-all

economic and social development, as well as regional implications.

individual and group initiative ’vn-thzrespe.ct-'to<the-housing

problem,-as well as the .climate'for long-term investment of

Housing Institutions

central housing authority should become

directly involved in the construction of housing projects as such

will depend upon many factors* Attempts should be made to define

the limits of such activity at an early date, however, because the

decisions involved “will affect the entire .environwrit for



-

This exercise involves the

public and private
It is clear that the

process will not alone
is scarcity of other resources,

such as land, materials

devel-oping-prograrme alternatives in-t-erms-of. levels of housing needs
to-costs-and-to-areas. The housing agency must also prepare projections

required to carry out the programmes and specific projects as these can

As overall budget decisions are often made through political

if it is to resist the pressures brought upon the government by individual
politicians and political groups in favour of local interests, which are

assignment of priorities to specific
programmes, and consideration of the available
resources for the execution of

seldom considered in a regional context.

be defined in more detail.

of estimated proportions of public and private investment which are

such programmes.
allocation of public funds through the budget
result in specific accomplishment if there

processes, ifcvdltbe~well-for the national housing agency to-ba-well
prepared in—terms of specific and well-justified programmes and projects

, manpower, savings, technical assistance, etc.
Although uhe national planning office and the Ministry of Finance

may both be involved in the review and preparation of the national
budget, the housing agency will have the definite responsibility of
preparing and presenting specific programme proposals,;parhans-even



Multi-purpose

in -this-field-, a

approaches.

Ln

to deal with new programmes, and only recently is further thought
being given as to how these separate programmes can be pulled
together and better co-ordinated, now that they have been "incubated"

The discernable tendency or trend is probably in the direction
of specialization - with specialised agencies or units being created

action on ruralfor example,

However, in these cases, the importance of an over-all officeetc

becomes ever more apparent.research, etc

Housing and Home Finance Agency of the United States and its conversion

for specific programmes, such as,
housing, savings and loan programmes, secondary mortgage financing,

Ee

new specialized agencies were created

a variety of programS^s and
In Colombia, for example, the Institute de Credito

into a

and "hatched"„

-ext_enL..of„the_u?esources.j-rhj.ch^
are-made available or-can:be-mobilized~for-prograianing-and-aetion

io meet the wide spectrum of housing needs,
housing agency inevitably must develop

Territorial has some ten identifiable separate programmes.
Venezuela, on the other hand,

Department of Housing and Urban Development is an example of how
a developed counti’y is meeting the complexities of today s housing and

housing agency should be multi
purpose or specialized in its orientation will, of course, depend
upon the particular conditions and stage of development of the
country involved, as-well-as-on_tha

or agency for policy direction, programming, co-ordination and
The evolution of the

■^LJ^is.cia-lized Agencies
xhe question as to whether a



urban development scene. In the

to serve as a means of coordination

including financing.
appeared as shown below, in simplified

sweeping declaration of purpose:

as shown below., in

In September 1965, the Congress enacted Public LaW 89 - 174 creating

the Department of Housing and Urban Development, with the following

created to deal with specialized
aspects of the housing and urban renewal problem,
In 1964> the organization of the HHFA
form, in Chart I.

in process of implementation
enacted by ths Congress.

Z/.'U-

case of the United States, it took a
number of years before the Housing and Home Finance Agency was established

"The Congress hereby declares that the general welfare and security
of the Nation and the health and living standards of our people
require, as a matter of national purpose, sound development of the
Nation's communities and metropolitan areas in which the vast
majority of its people live and work.
To carry out such purpose, and in recognition of the increasing

importance of housing and urban development in our national life,
the Congress finds that establishment of an executive department is
desirable to achieve the best administration of the principal
programs of the Federal Government which provide assistance for
housing and for the development of the Nation's communities; to
assist the President in achieving maximum coordination of the various
Federal activities which have a major effect upon urban community,
suburban, or metropolitan development; to encourage the solution of
problems of housing, urban development, and mass transportation
through State, county, town, village, or other local and private
action, including promotion of interstate, regional and metropolitan
cooperation; to encourage the maximum contributions that may be made
by vigorous private homebuilding and mortgage lending industries to
housing, urban development and the national economy; and to provide
for fol 1 pnd aporooriate consideration, at the national level, of
the needs and interests of the Nation's communities and of the people
who live and work in them."
The new Organization Chart of the Department, approved in February 1966,

Chart II, indicates the sweeping changes that are now
in order to achieve the public policy objectives

-'I

and overall guidance for the various
constituent agencies which had been
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CHART I

SIMPLIFIED ORGANIZATION CHART

U.S. HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY, 1984

I

A?1 i

Community Facilities
Administration

Fodaral Housing
Administration

National Housing
Council

I
I

J

Public Housing
Administration

Urban Renev/al
Administration

Foc’aral Notional
Mortgage

Association

Ad'/lsory Board
for Agency

Policy Coordination

“"“I

I
— Office of.

the Administrator

<<f ...<

! Notional Voluntary, ;
< Mortgage Credit I
: Extension Committee*..... . ..........J
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On a smaller scale,
they must also devise the

needs must be pulled together

economic and

proper mechanisms and over-all administrative
structure for dealing -with such

many developing countries will find that

approaches vzhich have evolved over time
ior serving numm environmental development
and linked also with other means of using the housing and urban develop

ment secuor as a key instrumentality of accelerating national
social progresso

a broad spectrum of needs in this field.
Somehow, the various specialized
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III, FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF NATIONAL HOUSING KOGRAliS^



A.

Housing Agencies.

The developing regions

but wose activities

of their first large
projects.

stronger financially with time.

lhe creation of a new housing agency will frequently bring with it some

heritage from the past, including the possible transfer to it of capital,

assets, property and land that may have been managed by certain public or

semi-public agencies in prior atteapts by the government to deal with

Sometimes, such transfers vail representaspects of the housing problem.

a challenge and an opportunity for the new agency to utilize effectively

Often, there wall be difficult politicalsuch resources and assets.

legal and administrative problems involved in the management of the

existing housing stock and in attempting to improve policy and procedures

so that these assets will produce a return on the capital invested rather

involved.
allocations is important because, in the

it is all too easy for
The question of budgetary

political arenas of the developing countries,

football of partisan struggle, subject to sharp

are strewn with examples of housing agencies

and programmes launched with high hopes and fanfare,

tended to peter out with time, after construction

than representing a factor for decapitalization of tne agency concerned.

special problem in countries undergoing inflation where

no adjustments have been made to reflect the differences between monthly

rentals or mortgage payments and the real present value of the properties

This will be a

housing to become a

Not enough attention was

III. Financial Aspects of National Housing Programmes

3^^^--^llAal,_Bu^eba^_A]lqca.tions and Financial Atbribi^onsjnf

paid to how they could and should grow



- n
vacillation of financial fortune and resources.

be rationally developed.
recruit and maintain the

economic growth.

a

a percentage of salaries, pension and welfare funds, bank deposits, tax

receipts, other funds for this purpose (Brazil,

etc);Colombia,

upon the rise in the Gross National Product (Spain's Sixteen-Yeardependent

Housing Plan).

As for general financial attributions, it is clear that because

extensive home building entails large capital outlays, no long-range housing

programme can be predicated solely upon direct governmental appropriations,

and also to exercise certain supervisory authority over the housing bc_nxs,

other specialized agencies unat may serve in thismortgage institutions or

B.

sector.

and channelling the flow of

Some of these entities have

but ultimately must be financed primarily out of the savings of its citizens.

For this reason, there is a growing trend for housing agencies to be

concerned with the mobilization of resources represented by such savings,

insurance reserves or

of national funds on a

or a conceptual increase in budgetary resources ultimately

field.

Central Funding Agencies or Hou sing B^s^Sgurees..qf.Credit

A growing number of countries have established specialized central

national housing banks for the purpose of increasing

credit into the housing and urban development

been created in response to the

funding agencies or

Yet, without some regularity
and continuity in the orovision of uoi resource^, housing programmes can never

It will be impossible to

central staff needed, and there will

a specified, index of value):

minimum percentage of the annual budget of the government required to be

allocated to the housing agency (3 per cent in the case of Costa Rica);

be few beneficial effects on national

Various approaches have been used to aid in solving this

problem, such as a-specified minimum allocation

yearly basis (which may be readjustable to



new domestic

savings and loan

auspices.

established for the

existing housing institute or agency, as in Costa Rica.

If a separate Housing Bank is established, its Board of Directors nay

include one or more representatives of the existing central housing agency,

as in the case of Pera's Housing Bank and National Housing Board. Sometime^

as in Brazil,

to absorb practically all housing finance functions and operations performed

In still other cases, central funding agenciesby other public entities.

vail be established to expedite and liberalize financing not only for housing

economies advance and become more

possioilities of generating

the establishment of
savings and resources through

systems which require certain

to another of added sophistication

for encouraging savings, home finance, the extension of national mortgage

projects as such, but also to municipalities for related public works and

community facilities, as exemplified by the Foundation for Community

Development and Municipal Improvement of Venezuela.

The governments of developing countries may well find that as their

complex, they vn.ll proceed from one stage

associated with, existing housing agencies

and private lending institutions, must be decided in the context of each

country's economic and social development policies.

or national housing

a new National Housing Bank vail be constituted broadly enough

the umbrella of an

In some cases,

separate savings and home financing operations may be established under

or comprehensiveness in terms of systems

central supervisory and backstop^ services. ara to

rationalize etdsllp. Mthods of hoUEing ftoanoe

particularly those under public auspices. Still others have been

purpose of comprehensive development of national

mortgage systems of home financing.

Hov-f these specialized central funding agencies

banks are to be related to, or



The legislation establishing

housing finance institution The legislation will

various kinds.

state and municipal corporations, as well as private enterprises, under

varying conditions. The legislation may also specify the total amount of

guarantee of the national treasury which may be furnished by the Ministry

of Finance to the agency far domestic and/or foreign loans.

As a first stage, the existing ceitral housirg agency may well be

allocated certain regular sources of revenue from the public budget and

other public resources, and also including the prerogative of issuing

As its programmesbonds and erg aging in the sale of mortgage debentures.

develop and the need for additional resources becomes apparent, further

required to invest a percentage

directly in mortgage loans approved by the agency.

sections, of commercial, banks have been

the increases in their deposits in

as the recovery for use

or national housing bank.

also usually authorize the transfer of certain land and property owned by

by the housing agency of existing investments of

It may authorize and permit the receipt of donations from

other public agencies and its use or resale for housing purposes, as well

a national housing agency vri.ll usually fix

she capital of the agency, as will be the case also for a specialized

sources and methods for housing

inadequate to begin to meet .the needs for

long-term credit at reasonable interest rates.

systems, and the financing of municinal .
municipal and community services and facilities.

Usually, they will find that existing private

finance are far too limited and

legislation may make new resources available on a compulsoiy basis from

either public or oiivate institutions or enterprises. For example,

pension or welfare funds may be required to invest a portion o± tneir

assets in the bonds or obligations of the housing agency or to invest

In Spain and Colombia,

savings institutions and savings

of
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the housirg -bonds

of such increases

In Chile, industrial and mining

National Housing bank a minimum of 20

percentage of the deposits of the Federal Savings Banks that shall be

deposited with the National Housing Bank. Chile, as a three-year energency

as a major means of mobilizing resources for its new National Housing Bank,

have both imposed a 1 per coat tax on payrolls, to be devoted to housing

Colombia even went so far as to levy a surtax of 6 per centpurposes.

for various types of investment in housing.

per cent of their annual investment,

excluding expenditures for their operation and fixed assets requirement»

Also, under the Act, the Minister of Finance shall periodically fix the

housing projects or housing bonds through

first stage which may or may not call for tne establishment of a separate

national housing bank as such. If a separate entity or

a central housing agency is a

financial entity or

Bank is established, it should be clear that it must function both as a

medium of social policy, in view of the

are required to deposit with the

measure for the reconstruction of earthquake-devastated housing, and Brazil,

This tapping and channelling of resources for direct investment in

credit institution and as a

limited resources available in the developing countries.

oompcnues nave oeen required to invest 5 per cent of their profits in the

bonds of the housing agency, subject to reduction based on their direct .

expenditure for worker housing. Under Brazil's National Housing Act of

1964, the Social Security Institutes

-----This will be the case even
thought one of its main concerns may be the stimulation and support of private~^~^s
institutions to take risks and provide funds in the housing field, such as through
the insurance of savings and the insurance of mortgages. Government legislation^
or regulations will still be influentialin determining criteria for lending
policies, in such aspects as the followings

on the net profits of business and industrial enterprises, to be destined

or nousing mortgages, (in the case of Colombia, 22 per cent

were destined for investment in the.housing and savings

bonds of the ICT, the public housing agency, and 25 per cat in the mortgage

bonds of the BCM, Central Mortgage Bank.)

companies have been required to i ■ -
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A national housing bank has

banks or institutions
It can

reason> it can more

a national bank can therefore

much to the individual

of resources by giving preference to projects and programmes which meet
certain pre-established conditions and standards of cost and

co-operative building societies who are likely to seek further advantages

J

1.

amount per family or dwelling unit, depending upon the type of programme
Dwellings that are built by local authorities,and the resources available.

example cf^su ch--lending1/

speculative private building construction.
cent of the valuation of a completed dwelling,

i

//

^tional Housing Bank >nQvide§,an

It can adhere to business

principles in its lending policies and still

space, as
well as by giving preference to local authorities or to continuing

certain advantages
operating in the field

distribute the risk of losses

a loan equivalent to 100 per

offer advantages which mean
rrower but cost the taxpayer comparatively little

national housing bank can maximize the use

over private mortgage
of housing finance.

over all taxpayers and
higher loans than a private bank

in the consumer interest and of benefit to the national economy.
The lending policies adopted by a national housing bank may vary in ‘

respect to one or more of the follovri.ng‘XXP“pt,S‘{/,~
The amount of loan, which will usually""be’a'percentage of the

Valuation of the completed dwelling, but may be a flat fixed maximum

repayment periods
As the government can borrow money

more cheaply than private institutions,

grant loans at a lower rate of interest0

Through its lendingrtolicies, a

can therefore grant
or insurance company. For the same

reasonably take the risk pf^longer
than can private credit^institutions.

approved permanent co-operative building societies, or other approved non
profit associations, may receive a certain preference in this respect, in
view of their social objectives, over the loans made available^for,typical

A municipalJ'>ulhority may receive

<JTie Norwegian
policiesa



while a typical private builder

The period of2.

social ciia ract er.

3.

mortgage systems and depending on

4.

Subsidies or "reductive contributions", which may depend in amount on5.
family income levels, size of dwelling unit, average building costs, etc.
6. Degree of private participation in loan, as represented by enplcyer-

employee contributions, self-help efforts, etc, designed to maximize the

increased total national effort in the housing and urban development sector.

investment of public resources alone, no

some of the promotional

1/ United Nations document F/C.6/32, 13 July l/°5

"Finance for Housing
1

These combined public-private types of approaches are likely to yield far

greater returns in terms of continuing housing progress than will direct

ratter how efficiently conceived

and channelled these may be.

As suggested ty the United Nations report on

and Corar.unity Facilities in Developing Countries

"stretching" of the public funds involved.

Ways-can- be found through which government support or public resources

Zhejnrterest rate, which may vary in amount

application, and may also have
or rate, and its period of

a varying structure in the case of secondary

the type of national, state or local

guaranty vhich may be provided in connexion vith the loans.

£2II§illl2Jii2±L Spst, with maximum limits being set on a per unit basis

vhich may reflect, regional differences, size of dwelling, type of construction,

adjustable minimum wage rates, etc.

may not be entitled to more than 75 per cent.
repayment, v,hich may

of construction, as well as
vary also depending upon the type

on certain pre-established objectives of a

can be combined with private efforts so as to rake possible a greatly
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developing countries
increase the flow of private

this field would
include:

The chartering and1.

bank or the central

saving;

b)

2.

3.

instituticns. Measures to be undertake! in this regard would include:

The development of a universal mortgage debt instrument;

b) The creation of a mortgage insurance system;

The development of a secondary market with continuing

government parti ci paticn on both a. national and, possibly,

regional scale.

The encouragement of co-operative savings and building associations,4.

5.

production of building materials, while discouraging excessive investment-

6.

developments",

can undertake to

saving and investment in

Make long-term loans, and, in limited degree, directly invest

in private or co-operative housing and related projects.

The creation of a system of individual

a)

c)

savings deposit insurance;

Tiie promotion of mortgage lending by both new and existing financial

a central housing

in luxury dwellings;

Government participation in combined commercial-industrial-residential

credit unions, etc;

Tax incentives and penalties designed to encourage greater investment

in middle and lower-cost housing and related facilities, and in the

activities that governments of

supervision (either through

housing authority) of special-purpose savings and

financing institutions, the primary purpose of which would be to:

a) Provide a convenient and attractive method for individual

and
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Inb erest-supplement schenes7»

capital market and
maximum interest costs

The flow ofgroups.

8.

mortgages, thereby providing private investors with a shorter-term

security;

Realistic rent control laws, particularly in countries experiencing9.

inflation;

10. The development of methods for maintaining the real value of both

savir s and investments through interest-adjustment schenes and other

methods where monetary inflation has been prolonged and severe.

As can be seen, the range of possibilities for a developing country's

national programme of housing finance is great.

Often, however, the beginnings must be modest, especially in countries

viiich are just beginning to emerge from conditions of primitive agricultural

To be useful for housing purposes, savings should be in theeconomies.

owners of houses.

on other operations or from inter
national loans on concessionary terms*

Government participation with private investors in long-term loans,

i.e., governments may agree to take the later maturities of bonds or

by the following paragraph of

the Somali Republic

"Pastoral agriculture carried on by nomads is by lar the most
important economic activity in the Somali Republic. Traditionally,
therefore, savings is in the foim of animais. However, tne
money value of animals is well known, and there is a very

form of money and available to institutions able to lend it to prospective

Eub the difficulties in some countries can be illustrated

a United Nations report on Housing Finance in

payable by various income

frads necessaiy to support such programs „ be obtol«a iy aireot
appropriations, from income earned

1/ United Nations: A Housing^^
Jack D. Gordon. Mogadiscio, Somali Repuolic. 25 lebxU^y ^-3.

make up the

requirements of the

whereby governments
difference between minimum-yield



The report points out that there

often depends upon the existence of goals as well as upon the probable

realization of the goals, (e.g. a person with a strong desire to own

his own home is more likely to save than is someone with no specific

goal in view).

A larger amount of savings would probably be available in Somalia,

according to the report, if:

The rates of return were raised significantly for savings1.

2.
of available saving facilities.more aware

3.
4.
a savings system.

/

it seems unlikely that the nomads
’ ' ' - ) can contribute

'■or do fanners, who also
, appear to be any real

are potential savers among the

dwellers, bouh Somalis and foreigners, but that the predisoosition

deposited in the banks.

The general public, particularly in the cities, were made

The reoort recommends a s------
. (*-&>■—-tj _L v ( vX/

some of vhich'-vould_be__applicable to s.

allocation of <

More places to save were opened.

Specific savings goals,such as housing, were made part of

a series of measures towards these objectives,

similar situations in-other-co untries.

sophisticated mechanism in market towns for buying and salina
animals, wiuh day to day fluctuations,.in price?’Ince ZnlS?-
flocks under average conditions will increase at a much X
rate than could possibly be paid as interest on savings, mri
since tne very survival of the nomadic population dep^ds upon
maintaining adequate nerds, it seesns unlikely t^
(who can prise about 2/3 of the total population)
very much in the way of money savings. E_
operate very close to a subsistence level,
source of money savings.”

to save varies greatly among individuals, and the willingness to save

Z* Tnese7 would include the aritcation or a minW appropriation of government .
y \ furais for the construction of housing and tt/constructica^of a demonstration

Fund pilot project, which was initiated X the use of resources J/ '



the expansion of such a programme
invested in housing; a postal savings system whose unds
wouldxbe invested in housing; the eventual formation of

an example of where concern with
savings and housing finance has leu to the establishment of a national
housing agency^ another type of situation is one in which a national

on-going programme of construction.
means\of self-financing of its operations and is

wholly dependent upon government appropriations or the issuance of bonds o

of auction may be chosen, as follows.

operated directly by the National Institute of\Housing and Planning (INVU).

be established

be separate

as common services might be advantageous.

made for th

be headed by a Deputy Director, who would be responsible to

by encouraging savings in banks to be
the creation of

housing agency already exists, with an
£r\ -p 4?.

purposeso

in 19o5, and many of the
are being carried out./

Significantly,^in the Somali Republic
such a national housing agency was established

original recommendations
Although the Somali Republic is

\A report prepared by
Washington, D.C.

distinct from the other operating aspects of the Agency except
nation of this kind was

The\National Housing

but it has developed no

■ — yy- -
Here several possible coursep of a'„l_..

If the decree-law establishing the national housing agency so permits,
a special department ma^/be establishedswithin the agency itself for the

acceptance of savings /and lending for house construction and mortgage
The Savings and Loan System of Costa Rica, for example, is

J-1- - XT _ U- ”1 "V« — 4- — 4- 4- -P \ yt rr *■* / "0*1 ( I Nil / I I \

It may also be decided that a separate National Housing Bank should

; within the National Housing Agency,\hose functioning would

and di;----  --- . .
he adven+sgf’O”5. A recommendation of this kind was

 vhe'National Housing Institute of Niracaguav'

Bank woulc/b.  . „ .

NICARAGUA: Housing rinance_andjtelaf^dj^cts. j 
STldH7o‘r7^^^ International development.
/December 1963 0

a national housing
and savihvs bank, with a programme to use this as the nucleus of a national

housing agency after a period of time.



for

Department of Insurance, which2.

3.

behalf of the Bank, of notes

and bonds to obtain additional funds for the benefit of savings and loan

collateral.

vhen international loans are

and assets of the national housing

A .National Sousing Agency may also Serve as a seed bed for nurturing

associations;and the lending of funds to the savings and loan associations

on the security of their insured mortgages,which would be pledged, as '

purposes; as the existing resources

agency can be pledged to guarantee the repayment Ox such loans.

Department of Finance an

woulcf provide for the insurance of

mortgages and for the insurance of/£he

and guaranteeing the growth of a •:

savings and loan system./ In the case o:

the Director of the National Housing Institute fn,
- xijo nsuitute for its entire operation.

Three separate departments would have the following functions: K
1,.^Department of Audits and New Associations; responsibi^lhe

chartering^ savings and loan associations, and, oncK^tablished,

th e i r p er i o di c-exsjnin at ion and and it • S'

in Latin America.^

Banco Obrero} the government housing agency, provided initial facilities,

space and staffing for the establishment of the ind.epeno.ent savings and

loan system, which -has now. become one of the/most_,successfulxand thriving

This type of sponsorship is particularly important

made available for seed capital for such

new-independent" national-housing bank or

>f Venezuela,/for example, the

accounts of savers.

Investment, responsible for all the

financial and investment./policies and'transactions involved in the

Bank's operation, including the issuance, on

■--------------- . di
1/ As of 21 March 1?6 ^/independent savings and loan associations were
functioning throughout the country since the inception of the system m
1962.



In some.cases, credit unions

housing purposes may well fall under the

In

loan systems will be subject to regulations under the national banking laws,

and come under the jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Banks and the

The establishment of a new savings and loan system frequently will

meet the opposition of the existing banking fraternity, who will see it as

It will have to bea potential competitor for the accumulation of savings.

pointed out repeatedly that, based upon experience elsewhere, savings

systems directly linked to housing programmes serve primarily to bring

forth new savers and new savings, and thus add to the total volume of

savings within a national economy, rather than causing significant diversion

Superintendency of Insurance

may be the initial instrumentalities for
the formation oi equity capital needed

jurisdiction of whatever legislation

may govern co-operative organizations generally.

The development of

Ministry of Finance,

autonomous State enterprise,

Ministry of Finance, the Comptroller General of the Republic and the

Companies and Anonymous Societies, Its principle

for housing projects, or co-operative
housing societies may be formed for this

Prestamos), was

comprehensive housing programmes.

of such savings from one financial institution to another.
Some lessons in this respect may oe learned from the case of Chile,

where the Central Bank of Savings and Loans (Caja Central de Ahorros y
established in 1961, under a law passed in 1959, as an

functioning under the supervision of the

purpose as well as to develop
In such cases, the savings efforts for

new savings systems end institutions for housing
purposes will, of course, require certain controls and regulations®
most cases, however, the establishment of more comprehensive savings and
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(1) to authorizefunctions are: the for rat ion and existence of savings and
(2) to ;ctloan associations;

associations financial assistance by

means of long-term credits.

The
savings and loan associations run

invest them in housing loans. All depositors are members, and their

savings enjoy such advantages

from embargo, liquidity, dividends, tax exemption, etc.

The Chilean system is an "opai" one, not directly linked to contracts

for house purchases. It acts to channel various types of savings,

compulsory savingsincluding: individual savings for house purchase;

on the part of enterprises under a legal obligation to invest a specific

proportion of their profits or other resources in low-cost housing;

savings effected by co—operatives, which have become another important

The entirespecial accounts.instrument of financing in themselves;

purchases.

purchasing their mortgages or by

rhe sources of the Bank's funds are the

normal income accruing from its

agency for savers' deposits

(3) go give these

as value adjustments, insurance, immunity

volume of savings collected in this way must be invested in the issuance

of long-term loans for the purchase, construction, enla*geasnt or

completion of low-cost housing, essentially of social interest. In

Chile, within a space of five years, the system had grown to a point

financing 30 per cent of mortgage loanvhere the Ca.ja Central was

operations, contributions made by the

Government of Cnile and credits granted by international agencies.

as an insurance

and for loans granted by the associations concerned;

are private non-profit making bodies,

on mutual-benefit lines, which collect the general public's savings and



program

allocation They are institutions

money, on the security of real estate,

and which are authorized to issue

With the growth of independent

institutions, it vri.ll become

ming.

to be repaid in regular installments,

investment certificates or bonds.

apparent that they must form

overall housing policy and

-n places the Caja Central

of the

savings and loan systems and
increasingly

ail integral part of the framework of
In Chile/ recent legislation usj« c<!ntral uncier the

^msl^ and Jurisdiction or th. m„

efforts are under way to place the National

I under the jurisdiction of the

\lnrthe Presidency of the,. Republic.

vri.ll be increasing certainty that 1

are another type of financial instrument for the

of funds to investment in housing.

whose main business it is to lend

Mortgage banks are capable of tapping

a considerable volume of community savings for channelling into housing

construction. However, as their operation involves long-term investment,

a stable currency is needed to ensure a permanent market for their

‘ystem of Savings and Loans

proposed Central Office of Urban Development^
>^Jln such ways, it is expected that, there

the savings of the people will be used
rationally and effectively to provide housing and improved living environ

ments of maximum benefit to the national economy.

Mortgage banks

certificates or securities. This explains why banks of this kind have
found it difficult to survive in many countries which are undergoing
inflationary processes, as they have been without protection from the
inherent decapitalization which has resulted without the existence of
clauses providing for periodical adjustment of debts and interest.
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There is no doubt that
an

the developing countries. They do have

especially with regard to the market

investment scene.

to the vicissitudes of fluctuations in the

'The system, is not flexible

enough to adapt itself to charges in market rates

higher capital costs;

currency depreciation.

launch more attractive types of market securities and

resources.

the economies of developing countries become stronger and more complex.

Such banks may be created as public or semi-public agencies through specific

legislation, as in the case of the Central Mortgage Bank of Colombia or the

As in the case of Venezuela, they may alsoNational Mortgage Bank of Argentina.

In that country, the large existingwholly private endeavours.

commercial banks took the initiative to organize and capitalize the Mortgage

distribution agents foras

of Urban Housing.

Bank of Urban Credit in 1958, and bonds issued ty the Bank in large part were

Since that time, five additional mortgage banks have

new methods of tapping

sold to the organizers.

been established in Venezuela, some of them nourished initially by serving

Credit Fund for the Construction

mortgage banks

important role to play in systems for

of interest, and involves

there are, of course, the disadvantages attaching to

securities ■with xixed yields in economies labouring under situations of

The need for and growth of mortgage banking activities will occur as

I

. be organized as

can have and should have

the financing of housing in many of

certain other difficulties,

for certificates in the voluntary

Demand for negotiable

a special government

a role of wider importance in developing countries, they must study and

It seems clear that if mortgage banks are to assume

paper of this type is sensitive

the monetary situation and to

indices of rates of return on listed securities.
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credits and for loans made

usefully supplement-

y
In

tadora de Hipotecas Aseguradas, with joint public and private

participation, which operates on a self-financing basis. accumu-

the field of taxation governments have a most important?
instrument for fostering savings for housing purposes and for
inducing investment in loans and mortgages for housing. It is
significant that Western Germany, which achieved a remarkable
rate of rebuilding and one of the world's highest rates of home
construction, has made extensive use of the incentive of tax
concessions to stimulate the production of dwellings and the

Several methods are employed, including:development of land.\

v -

lating reserves through the fees charged for mortgage insurance

Z

directly, and thus enables a
broader mortgage market to be established,
ing the activities of mortgage banks or institutions. In Chile,
tnis function is performed by the ^aja Central de Ahorros
Frestamos, and in Japan by tne Housing Loan Cornoration,

Venezuela, an independent institute was established, the Fomen-

Insurance can

J 4-w Phi nines, the volume of mortgage insurance
In some countries, such as Japan an * which indicates that such systems.mot only
operations has not been up to expec a ’ . of ]_ocai capital market situations*
must be carefully tailored to the requ ■ potential investors in mortgages
but also require a good deal Ror\.S^^3 talents or may still have doubts and lacx
who prefer the higher yields of of such systems.
confidence in. the stability and permanence oi

To further encourage long-term inveetnent to housing,

several countries have Instituted nortgag. Insurance, such as

Guatemala, Chile, Mexico, Japan and Venezuela

be issued on short and long-term

through a building company or



1.

of a workers’ homestead
for owner occupation.

properties are

if the dwelling had not been erected.
2.

capital and interest, ere allowed within certain limits as a deduction

in computing income for income tax assessment, provided the contributions

are not used before the expiration of six years for purposes other than

the acquisition of a dwelling. Building society borrowers may claim

the deduction of the whole of their interest payments from their total

income for income tax assessment.

Buildings where more than two-thirds of the floor area are devoted3.
increased depreciation allowance

Increased wear and tear

There aredwellings.

Encouragement to employers4.
behalf of an employee to certainemployees.

limits, for a reduced

assessment.

Many countries
aid considerably to in

crease

in countries where this
because of its low priority

is clear that these can

for the housing sector, especially

for the first ten years of their existence.

allowances are also granted-for modernisation costs applied to old

also minor exemptions in the case of social

,„yu-

Exemption from acquisition

to dwelling purposes also qualify for an

housing from land registration charges and legal fees.

to contribute to the housing of their

the first ten years of the life of the building,

assessed at a lower rate, as

Savings contrioutions to building societies in respect of

are using tax abatement and concession techniques to promote

of a small dwelling for owner occupation from a public service

housing society and by first purchasers

investment in housing, and it

the total flow of capital investment
sector is not attracting sufficient private investment

or low yields on the capital invested.

of land tax for first purchasers

Payments by an employer on

savings media, including building societies, qualify, up to certain

rate of S percent in the employer's income tax

Also, with respect to the land tax during
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purpose are the

of tax

low-cost housirg absorbs a minimum of capital and can activate savings by

families who rarely save; it uses local materials and stimulates local

industry; it requires less construction skills, simpler construction

equipment, and nob only uses but trains relatively unskilled workers.

Housing agencies should, therefore, have an important role in establishing

and in evaluating the criteria and standards involved for the tax incentives

to encourage greater investment in middle and lower-cost housing and related

facilities and in the production of building materials.

In addition to certain tax incentives which are a form of special

there are other major methods

costs, such as:
to building organizations or investors1.

for dwelling units
Making land and services2.

a lease or rental basis.

3.

for building materials.

concession or subsidy for housing purposes,

stimulate housing production and lower its

The payment of premiums

constructed under certain conditions.

available at lowered cost, perhaps on

equity involved, this is where the

economic pocenoial of nousing can best be real i•?, p.d

purposes should be for low-cost housing.
In addition to the principles of social

available by which governments can

exemptions for new low-cost house housing.

It should be pointed out, however, that the focus of such techniques

abatement and concessions for housing

Eliminating payment of customs duties and licensing fees, etc,

Among the devices used in several countries for this

whole or partial exemption from national income tax of capital invested in

low-cost housing and municipal tax

as an enduring area of

need in a developing economy and as a key area of capital formation.

Compared uo private housing for upper income fazailiesj which renin re?

large quantities of capitalspecial materials and eouipzuentj often imported
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Direct4.

5.
loans.

In addition to
many countries with advanced

subsidies for

and special groups, such as the
elderly.

Norway is one country which instituted a basic state policy of subsidies

or "reductive" contributions so as to make possible the construction of

housing at rents not to exceed 20 per cent of average income. The technique

was to extend second "loans", exempt from interest and amortization, which

proved to amount to 15 per cent of total building costs, including land, in

These loans or "reductive

The amount of the subsidy also tookof a certain minimum and maximum size.

order to accomplish the objectives desired.

granted at a fixed sum per square metre of construction

government subsidizati

perhaps with preference to

basic part of overall housing

policy and programming. One objective of such subsidies may be to permit

the building of neighborhoods or communities which

or mortgage

measures such as the above,

housing programmes have instituted

into consideration the family income level, and was reduced or not given if

sufficiently high in relation to average building costs.

direct subsidies may also be provided to low income

overall policies of direct

housing purposes to low-income families

Rent payments or

families under certain conditions to enable them to buy or rent existing

dwellings which otherwise they would not be able to afford.

are not excessively

stratified socially or economically and v/hicn will provide for a greater

variety in living conditions.

on housing,

contributions" are

on of interest rates

lew-income families.

Although such subsidies may not be directly administered Vy the

housing agency, it is evident that they form a

such incomes were

for each of the zones into which the country is divided, and only for houses

"Grace" periods for repayment of construction loans



if the resources available

C.

that, though they have developed strong national agencies to centralize

bread policy and prog ramming in this field, much of their success is due to

the techniques of deconcentration and decentralization and the delegation of

authority and responsibility to local authorities and agencies for the

The most common deviceexecution and administration of housing programmes.

is to make grants or loans on favourable terms to local councils or municipal

housing authorities for land acquisition, the financing and construction of

families who

Sometimes, localotherv.ise would not be able to afford suitable dwellings.

or state bodies also assume functions of supervising or guaranteeing the

repayment of loans which are made to private,co-operative or other non-profit

In the case of
tradition of strong local

government arri

distrust of the possible dangers
staff is not available to local councilsSometimes, adequate

A review of countries vhich have made substantial progress in solving

their problems of housing and urban development will almost invariably reveal

housing associations.

countries in the developing regions, the situation is

housing and community facilities, or for subsidizing low-income

are to be utilized as effectively as possible.

or appropriate

National, State and Local Considerations

It is clear that the whole q uestion of housing subsidy policy, how this

is directed and administered, is one of the most important considerations

for a national housing agency's programme, and the attributions involved

must receive the most careful study and evaluation

considerably more difficult. Frequently, a

administration simply does not exist, and there is a

and abuses of delegation to local authorities.

or authorities in the developing countries.



Although Central Government loans

for housing purposes have not been
of Africa and Asia,

rule, maintain this

and programmes.

home construction, does

assemblies.

the cities. These

They rarely undertake

case is tint of Pakistan, vhich, in 1%5 had 22 improvement Trusts and 1C$

Municipalities, cut only 3 of the Trusts had qualified staff for physical

planning and housing, while the rest of the Trusts and Municipalities had

In other countries, such as India and Brazil, increasing reliance is

provincial government action for housing finance

In India, the Third and Fourth Plans provide for theand execution.

allocation of funds to State Housing Finance Corporations authorized to

no staff at all for physical planning and housing work.

being placed upon State or

are usually limited to specific

functions prescribed in their charters, mainly for the acquisition, clearance

and improvement of land on a self-financing basis.

of their housing policies

lor example, the Central Housing Board in the

which is the principle agency for promoting

so primarily by making loans to local authorities

whose applications must be approved by the regional

In other countries where municipalities

as one of the main features

In Kenya,

Ministry of. health and Housing,

common in Latin America, various countries

particularly those which have been under British colonial

issue shares, sell bonds and debentures, accept deposits from the public

and borrow money in the open market or otherwise, within prescribed limits,

with the approval of the Central and State Governments. Such Corporations

would also be the recipients of financial assistance, including subsidies,

placed at their disposal by the Central and State Governments under their

are still in an early development

stage, the governments have created separate statutory bodies called

improvement Trusts for bringing about improvements in

Improvement Trusts or Development Authorities

systematic planning and are best at executing specific projects. A typical

to municipal or local authorities
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or

or the purchase and
development of Land for housing and

the

In Brazil, most o± trie State governments have recently established

specialized agencies for dealing with housing problems. The first agency

was transformed into a state with the transfer of the capital to Brasilia

in I960. COHAB was created in December 1962 with initial capital of

Cr. 6 billion, subscribed 51 per cent by the State of Guanabara and with

a regular annual State budgetary allocation of 3 per cent of all taxable

extensive programme for the improver entreceipts.

In the State of Minas Gerais, a Departmentand clearance of Rio's favellas.

pro gramme

and urban development can
of administration is a necessity.

of Housing vas created in 1962, which receives by decree 20 per cent of the

financial resources of the State Savings Bank, and has enbarxed on a major

of this kind was COHAB, the Companhia de Habitaca'o Popular do Estado de

Guanabara, vhose jurisdiction covers the city of Rio de Janeiro, which

to individuals,

charitable institutions, local bodies,

improvement of houses

various housing schemes, for use in grants and loans

co-operatives, employers, public

The potentials of State or

be substantial in some of the larger developing

etc, for the construction or

community facilities. In addition to

the power of raising and lending money, the Corporations are vested with

power uo insure housing mortgage loans made by approved lenders, if

the loans fulfill certain prescribed conditions.

for the organization and development of housing co-operatives.

Provincial Government action for housing

countries, vhere decentralization

The economic capacity of State governments to assist with programmes of

housing finance will, of course, be greatly enhanced if more countries

adopt the system employed in Venezuela, of steadily increasing the share

of unrestricted allocations from the national budget to State governments.

It has engaged in an
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specific programmes of matching grants

It is at the local level,

carried on.

which

The Maracaibo Institute was created by the Municipal Council, and received

a donation of capital, several extensive parcels of land, and promises of

annual budgetary allocationsof 8 per cent of the Municipality's budget.

IVIMA's programme is currently being aided also by loans from other national

credit institutions such as the Foundation for Community Development and

Municipal Improvement.

Although these cases illustrate the growing recognition by municipal

governments of the necessity to organize agencies for direct action in this

field, it should not be forgotten that municipalities usually have within

measures which can be of utmost

of course, that the brunt of

execution of housing activity must be

to the Caja, a base

amount augmented by loans from domestic credit institutions

both established in 1959.

a permanent agency of the Bogota municipal government,

appropriates by law 5 per cent of its annual income

or special

Two examples can be cited for

illustrative purposes: the Caja de la Vivienda Popular of Bogota, and the

Municipal Housing Institute (IFIM1) of Maracaibo,

The Caja is

their control many indirect or peripheral

importance for progress in solving housing and urban development problens.

Among these are: municipal planning and the establishment of zoning controls,

subdivision standards, building and sanitary regulations, which vail aid and

as well as by

income from a brick factory owned by the Caja and operated on a profit

making basis. A ten-member Board of Directors has responsibility for al 1

policy decisions and the selection of applicants for the Caja's projects.

Stimulus can also be provided through

or loans in this field.

programming and

The growing number of
large municipalities vhich have established housing departments

authorities for this purpose is notable.



for lower and middle

communities; the clearance of slum or
blighted areas and the pooling of

ccmriunity

and

conditions; ard.

assessed value

of vacari no.i-urbanised land within city Units, to sake it less attractive

to hold it for speculative purposes, ard thus to reduce its cost by rutti

it on th e market; tne adoption of certain features of value ta sy st fcLrs

to encourage building,

Australia j the award of tax concessions and tax exemptions for certain

on luxury type construction exceeding a certain size or value. Income from

such special taxes should be used for investment in the development or

improvement of urban facilities and services or be directed into municipally-

organized housing programmes.

not hamper the provision of housing

land acquisition and the provision

The road will be a long one to travel for most developing countries to

in Sweden or the Netherlands, municipalities

municipal development plans.

for housing and community facilities has become part of a regularized

dev elopment process based on five-year "rolling" plans or projections for

as has been done successfully in New Zealand and

non-profit, co-operative or

Among the possible

s <.—lC-x can be employes are levies on

properties to permit rebuilding;
development programmes to .ofient'^omprehensiv^'and direct self-help

EHtual help efforts to improvs housing and neighbourhood

a whole kit o± possible taxation methods and devices.

the advanced stage where, as

are responsible for determining their housing needs and the course tnat

housing programmes in their respective areas are to take. They then proceed

to expropriate land, and usually make it available on a leasehold basis to

private investors in accordance with long-range

In Sweden, for’example, such municipal planning

categories of housing construction; and the imposition of special taxes

income groups;

and extension of utilities to facilitate
the construction of new housing and



planning and execution of housing

in this field.

D.

currencies steadily declining in value in relation to the cost of goods

and services.

boom or stimulus to construction activity. Instead of putting their financial

resources into banks or other savings institutions where they will decline in

value, people will put than into land or buildings where they feel the real

value of their investments vd.ll be maintained and generally enhanced as a

result of the speculative tendencies vhich accompany inflationary conditions.

To mitigate the effects of such conditions, especially in areas where

housing shortages are prevalent, rent controls

to assist low end middle-income families in maintaining a proper ratio of

The problem isexpenditure for housing in relation to their other needs.

relatively stabilized at levels which

Frequently, such a situation

caught in

severe inflationary situations, with the purchasing power of their

Cne result, of course, is that

longer is attractive for long-term investment.

nd. Policies and ^nag^gnt^a.s_Es=.enti els of Avoiding Decapitalization

Hany countries in the developing regions find themselves

specific requirements vhich are reviewed and

In many countries, the steps toward

are often imposed, supposedly

Sometimes, such conditions of inflation serve as a teuoorary

that the rents usually stay fixed or

gradually become fictitious when compared to the steadily rising costs in

other fields. As one result, investors in housing, which may include private

builders and institutions as well as government agencies, pension funds,

insurance companies, etc, receive in repayment for their investment, currency

vhich may be worth in actual value only a tiny fraction of that called for

renewed on a yearly- basis.

greater local responsibility for

programmes must be taken on a gradual

basis, bit this should be one of the clear cbjectives of national policy

by the original amortization plan.
housing, subject to rent control, no
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leads to the flight of capital to other

This type of situation will, of course, affect the flow and mobilization

of savings, and may also have most serious effects upon the programmes of

pension funds, social security institutes and other traditional sources of

investment in housing. In Brazil, for example, which finally is on the

way to arresting its inflation, the former national housing agency, the

Fundacab de Casa Popular, was almost totally decapitalized as a result of

'The various Social Security institutes,whichthe inflationary situation.

at one time had active housing activities,virtually ceased their work in

this Held.

time they were still obligated to meet medical costs and other health and

problem, and to achieve a

Corporation.

paid certain mining employees.

This usually-addp to the lack of
confidence in a country’s economic development potentials, and, consequently,

may be a factor in lessening overall political stability as other sectors

also find it difficult to mobilize adequate savings and capital resources

to fulfill tneir plan oojecuives,and\. socio-economic

They were similarly decapitalized, in large part because of

their housing investments from which they received fixed rents, in money

which lost its value in terms of effective buying power, while at the same

in Chile, one

programme^ tend to dow

and bog dom, effectively inhibiting and frustrating the sense of "rising

expectations".

now been adopted through the r

under the Caja Central and one

The Caja Central readjustment system is based on an index of

salaries paid farmers and the high salaries

are readjusted annually to

welfare payments for their members.

Efforts to encounter at least partial solutions to this overall economic

certain "maintenance of value" for housing, have

■eadjustment clause system which was developed

under Corvi, the Housing

salaries which excludes the low
The mortgages

countries where returns on such
investment are safer and more adequate.
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the nearest percentage after deducting 1.5
This

account the increase in real income

for Chile as a v?hole. The readjustment system which has been employed by

Corvi, the Housing Corporation,

A readjustment

average salaried

amortization.

As a result some mortgagers

In the Corvi savings system, people can buy bonds which go upclau s e.

readjustment clause based on the salaries

plus

for a house.

clause concept has been

without incurring the penalties

taken by Brazil with the
An even further step

Act of 1964.enactment of the National Housing
for real-estate contracts,

construction of housing
it is specified that contracts

employee to pay a fixed percentage of his income for mortgage, interest and

But the total cost of what the worker buys is more closely

and wages index, or the consumer price index, whichever is lower.

Savings ^nder-this-s-y-stexuare frozen for the

fa _

3 per cent interest per year.

first three years unless the saver applies his savings against a mortgage

of value feature through the readjustment

each year through application of a

This maintenance

one of the major incentives in Chile for the rapid

available for housing purposes, in spite of the

of the few ways available

also takes into account the consumer

price index, which seems to be preferred by the mortgagers.

system based solely on the wage index would require the

concerned with the monetary correction system

for the sale or

growth of voluntary savings

These plans represent one

related to the overall consumer price index.

feel- they are, paying too much under the Caja Central system, and there is

evident ^reference for the Corvi system. <--■ -o-7^ Ty- A < >

There is a substantial inducement to savings under the readjustment

continuing inflation.

to Chileans who wish to deposit their savings

of losses in buying power through inflation.

in this direction vas

In Article 5 of the Law,

per cent off the index.

1.5 per cent is a factor which takes into



cent per annum.

The entities comprising the Housing Financing System authorized by the

Act may provide for the application of the monetary readjustment system, in

the fo Hoving ways:

period of not1.

2.

3. For the Realty

by Real Estate Credit

of this law.

200 times the highest minimum wage rate effective

in the country, and There tne conventional rate of interest is not over 10 ner

National Housing Bank.

Bonds issued by the National housing Bank or

Companies in accordance with the provisions

For deposits within the Financing System for a

less than one year, which cannot be withdraw by checks and which

conform with the general policies of the National Housing Bank.

For loans procured both domestically and from abroad which

are designed for the implementation of housing projects in

accordance with the limits and general policies specified by the

facilities on credit,- or loans for the conoF^-r tne const ruction or purchase of houses, may
provide for the readjustment of the monthly installments, including both

principal and interest, and the consequent correction of the monetary value

of the debt, whenever the legal mto.um wage rate 1. altered. Th. readjustment

is to be based onIKKjariaJ.i-o^of a general price index, which shall adequately

reflect the variation in the purchasing power of the national currency and

vhich shall be determined or adopted monthly by the Economic Council.

The provisions of the article are applicable only in cases where the

construction area is not in excess of ICO souare meters, where the value of

the transaction is not over
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The readjustments provided for
housing

credit and loan activities of the

shall be

are met. ■

Solutions to the prcblea of maintenance of value for housing in countries

undergoing pronainced inflation do, of course, represent a forward step for

the recovery and repayment of public and privat

projects and programmes.

to the other fundamental problems of management policies and maintenance

Too often, in many developingpractices affecting all housing projects.

countries, it appears easier to build and construct housing projects than

Thisit is to provide for their proper administration and managenent.

rents, attention to tenant education,

and social standards of the families

living in the new projects.

there vill be

such ventures. Similarly, from

granted pri ority in obtaining such loans

specified by the National Housing Bank

of savings

maintained, and they ■will be

provided the general conditions

and other entities

accounts for the accumulation

by applicants for home purchase loans

<Z9 _

management of housing projects and for the recovery

attracting long-term private capital into

e funds devoted to housing

that there is some return of

families if existing projects are

the capital invested.

of the funds invested,

development efforts to upgrade economic
7

Without sound administrative standards for the

involves orderly processes to enforce procedures for the collection of

organisation and community

Although proolems remain, it is evident that the readjustment systems

adopted by Chile and Brazil for housing finance

However, this should by no .means obscure attention

are providing great stimulus

for the accumulation of savings and also for attracting longer-term investors

for housing bonds and housing mortgages.

no possibility of

the public investment viewpoint, it is

evident that additional resources will be available for housing more

properly administered and managed so

are applicable only to the

Federal Savings Banks

of the Financing System. Specie
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E.

national economies, of which

It is estimated that approximately §300 million of external aid is

Agency for International Development. However, total annual minimum

estimates of the global shortfall of investment required to keep the

housing deficit from becoming worse are on the order of §5 billion, of

which conceivably §1 billion might be a feasible target for external

investment as a "leverage" factor to promote the increased mobilization

of national resources on at least a four to one ratio.

Here it should be emphasized that housing is primarily a national

External aid

factor

for mortgage lending.
new savings and loan systems

more effective utilization of savings

housing is one.

resources,net only between countries and
regions, but between the major sectors of

being invested annually on

responsibility and requires national efforts to resolve it.

in any event can only be of limited value and should be used as an additive

or catalytic agent to stimulate the introduction ox new programmes

supported by the country concerned, or as a

of internal resources, such

or other

or techniques which can be

means of promoting the greater mobilization

as exemplified by the so-called "seed capital" loans which have been

provided to countries of Latin America, with good results, to establisn

institutional structures for the

are seeking additional

and economic development programmes. The

demand for external capital appears almwt Insatiable, am on,petition de

keen for existing international

a global basis in housing programmes, with the

bulk of this being directed^to the countries of Latin America through

the lending programmes of the-International Development Bank and the

External d.soproe^aOo^i^^.^ 

Many of the countries in the developing regions

resources to speed up their social



on economic and social development needs.

Special attention should be given to defining the requirements of

external capital for development of local building material industries

which would serve to reduce imports in this field and thus aid the balance

VJhere possible, the countries should also indicateof payments problem.

Efforts should be made to seek the most

of possible available expanded external

useful and rational application

assistance in this field, though in

some countries facing balance of payment difficulties

reluctance to accept such assistance in view of

resour c_es_for housi ng - and -urban._d.ev.elopment purposas. —

country to utilize efficiently external

It is

and, indeed, it may be a cause

■ the building industry if it is not properly directed and maintained.

can cause costs of land, labour and

of the masses of the people seeking homes

economy.

Cj^In.any event, tne countries should give emphasis to establishing the

appropriate institutional structures and arrangements reouired for the

effective performance of the housing sector^;

also to guarantee the capabilities of properly utilizing and managing

external capital funds so that they will have maximum favourable impact

preference for external capital available for longer-term investment, and

particularly for "seed capital" to-help-to-initiate_or_to-reinforce_pew

iristitutidnaI'"arrahg‘3Hents--f or- mobilizing—dcmesti-c-sajdngs_and_ot her

The absorptive capacity of a

aid in its housing programme should be carefully determined.

evident. nan be no magic cure-all for housing problems,

there may be a

Such measures vail serve

materials to skyrocket, to die detriment

, if it is simply considered as

the repayment difficulties

involved and in the light of needs of the other development sectors of the

evident that external aid can be no magic cure-an lor nousing

of severe dislocations or disruptions of

It



an "injection" requiring little or no

change.

and to promote

The conclusion isareas.
that the national planning office

on a broad basis, and that

absorbed.

I

or agency must be properly equipped to

. direct and to evaluate the uses of external aid

agency must be similarly prepared with

specific projects and programmes for how such aid can be best ut>5i i 7.ed. and

J

!

pr(grammes* It should be employed
desirable urban development

sound growth patterns of both urban and regional

the central housing authority or

internal administrative or structural
Moreover, external .U must be deait «lth an an integral part of

national social and economic plans and

so as to avoid distortions of



IV. BASIC ELEMENTS IN PLANNING AND EXECUTING HOUSING
PROGRAMMES.
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BASIC ELEMENTS IN PLANNING AND EXECUTING HOUSING PSCGRai-EffiSIV.

The administrative

requirements lor drawing up and carrying out housing programmes depend on the

type of programme and also upon the conditions in the country in question.

If Lhe first oojective is sought, it will be necessary to collect

detailed information on the existing housing stock, number of households,

the housing need within the regions, the maximum production with the available

If the programme is to serve primarily as a forecast or guideresources, etc.

line for the production of houses, it may be sufficient to limit the amount of

statistical data to a relatively few figures, as long as the general

characteristics and the prevailing trends are known and can be Verified,

For example, 92

countries collected information on

80 on availability of piped85 on tenure;

C

a forecast of production-capacity

id.th the aim of guiding production in the direction desired.

territories carried out housing censuses, the majority of which were fairly

comprehensive, and therefore considerable information is already at hand

with respect to major aspects of housing conditions.

the number of rooms in housing units;

within the regions.

It should be noted that during the period 1955-64, 125 countries or

through official statistical data, particularly from population and housing

censuses, supplemented by locally collected information on the conditions

91 on type of housing unit;

water; 78 on toilet facilities, and 66 on material of construction.

^W^uhtries-inn that they already have available a good deal of
information an some aspects of their housing stock. Almost all, however, will be m
need of additional socio-economic data, particularly with respect to the distribution
of family incomes, and ^hat-families are able and willing to pay for housing. -

ihe objective may be a strict and detailed production plan carried out

under rigorous control, or it may be simply

The planning of a housing programme may be conceived in several ways.



Housing programmes should be established

To utilize capacity and tonumber of years.

Still others,

such as Sweden, are adopting housing programmes which are based upon five-
year "rolling" municipal planning and development programmes which identify
housing needs and other key aspects of the housing problems, and are renewed
by one year every year.

The economic aspects of programming concern the question of the
financial resources to be available during the years covered, and whether
these are adequate to meet the demand as expressed in the targets fixed by

If public and semi-public funds are insufficient to

cover

Although some countries,

larger share of private savings into house-construction.

Here also very careful attention must be given to basic patterns of

income distribution within national economies, as a fundamental aspect of

the overall programme.

the desired investment, efforts must be directed toward channeling a

to be amortized over aproduction are
The investments needed for new

comparatively high, and will have

all planning and programming for the housing secuor.

according to the available general statistics, may have high per capita income,

a closer look will reveal serious maladjustments. Such maladjustments may be

so serious that they will severely curtail any efforts to programme for

housing in terms of effective market demand for more than a tiny segment of

on a long-term basis because
house building is a time-consuming process which, including design and

planning, may spread over several years.

programme production in an

economic and rauional way, will_also require a long-term planning period.

/^An example of long-term planning is set by Spain, whose housing programme

/ is for a 16-year period, ^ther countries link the duration of their

housing plans to that of the general national economic plan.



In suchthe population.

Any comprehensive housing policy and programme is likely to involve

several different levels of government

or departments.

thorough knowledge of local conditions.

Eouse-building in many countries is local in character and the demand must

Cons equ ent ly s

a national housing programme must be built up on the basis of local programmes,

whether these are prepared independently in the local areas, or are pa.rts of

a general programme allocated in accordance with local resources and local

demand.

The execution of a housing programme should also include the collection

of data which will form the background of programmes for the coming years.

should be reported and

As the capacity of the

and in the preparation of new ones.

construction industry is utilised for all forms

cases, more direct

will be called for, to enable

— & C> —

e-’Sis-

Although a special

housing ministry or deparument may exist, it is clear tha.t a housing nrogramme

cannot be prepared or carried out without close co-operation with the local

government action and subsidy

more families to bridge the gap between what

they can pay and the cost of new minimum shelter.11''

The experiences gained in the regions and the local areas, including the

mistakes, the miscalculations and the collaboration with local authorities,

should be utilised in the revision of current programmes

authorities and other bodies with a

of construction, housing must

investment for building materials, manpower, etc.

housing programs must, therefore, include projections for such other

preferably for at. .least.^—"' . 
4-inbie data and knowledge, that the cost O'based on availble only or three times more

five-ti^ss and re?ions. The targets of the UN
'n the devel « o q house in rural areas

? 151 ^'Xr^anita incomes in many developing countries.
terms of ner ch

compete with all other types of construction

The preparation of a

be met by the capacity and the resources within the local area.

construction__a_ctiyitiesj

1/Assvmptions are usually made,
a house should not be more J**” . iTftEe
than the annual income Oi a f<>mi y . ...
Development Decade for a $500 house .
shov'd therefore be appropriate m

, local, provincial and national, and
several different government ministries
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determine whether there is sufficient

In this process it is important to remember that in addition to the direct
inputs of materials and labour, etc.,

For example, the direct i:
input of concrete elements from

In considering the inputs of building labour
required, it will be important to give special attention to the need for
various categories of skills, and, consequently, the need for establishing
training facilities, though taking into account the scarcity of trained
supervisors and entx-epreneurs, etc.

Although information about the housing situation is important as a basis
for projecting new programmes, the accumulation of statistical data in itself

There is a

necessary to achieve the final product,
indirect outputs must also be taken into account.

!

■

£

H

capacity in all the subsectors of the
construction industry to meet all the goals.

to begin to meet what clearly are

in a

j!
i'
ll

number of developing countries where housing needs are so vast, it is

clear that the use of sample surveys will suffice in order to begin planning

and programming on both a comprehensive national and local basis.

danger of bRr.nming bogged down with the accumulation of facts and figures and

as an excuse to avoid or to postpone decisions

a prefabrication plant will give rise to

indirect requirements for cement and aggregates from the cement industry and

the stone industry respectively.

should not be an excuse for deferxung action on specific projects. In fact,

statistics and using this process

appalling human needs.



The United Nations has recommended the

analysis of the housing
stock and its composition, and to provide

countries - particularly those of similar culture and climate - and evaluate

national progress over time. The indicators are divided into two groups:

Basic Indicators and Supplementary Indicators. In tiie former category are

the following:

B-l

B-2

B-3

Per cent of occupied dwellings with toilets.B-4

S-l

S-2

vith flush toilets (urban).Per cent of occupied dwellingsS-3
vith toilets other than flush.S-L

S-5

The basic indicators

United NationsHousing Census.

Per cent of occupied dwellings vith three or more persons per
room.

Per cent of occupied dwellings with piped water inside the
dwelling or outside the dwelling but within ICO metres.

Per cent of occupied dwellings

construction in relation to estimated

use of Statistical Indicators

of Housing Conditions, to permit the convenient

of privacy,

The supplementary indicators (S-l through

As Supplementary Indicators, the following are listed.

Per cent of the nooulation living in housing units classified
as "rustic", "improved", "not intended for habitation", or
which is without shelter of any kind.

(for occupied dwellings

-/(referring to

Average number of persons per room
only.)

Index of dwelling
requirements.

(B-l through B-4) reflect universally recognised

elements of housing, such as protection against the weather, the safeguarding

a protected water supply, and the provision of sanitary facilities.

S-4) provide additional measures of

Per cent of the population living in dv.'eLlings
"conventional (permanent) dvrellings")

some yardsticks by means of which

countries can assess their housing conditions in relation to those of other

1/ As defined in Ggiera2^i^i2ies_for_a.
publication, Sales No. 58. X/Ii. y;___
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these elements, and indicator S-5 reflects the extent to which residential

housing shortage that may exist.

Although fairly realistic housing programmes can be prepared with the

comparatively few well-chosen statistics, knowledge of the full

For this purpose, it

is essential that close working relationships be maintained between the

in thiscentral statistical service in the country and the housing agency.

way, there can be joint collaboration in the preparation and execution of

for programming purposes.

tabulation of the data should, as a rule, be done by the national statistical

However,service. a

still be required.
of formulating housing programmesand make estimates

sample surveys and special
advice on

authorities responsiblestatistical matters to

■

In principle, the production of statistics should be centralised as far

where it is preferable for the information to

for the specific purpose

It would also formulate programmes for

as possible, but even in cases

be collected and controlled by the housing agency, the computation and

help of a

range of data vail be indispensable in the long run.

construction is seeping pace wiuh the need to house the increase in population,

to replace the dwellings lost from the inventory and to overcome any accumulated

special statistical branch under the housing agency may

Such a unit would co-ordinate and analyse available data

,  . VrtTiidinff material industries^ etc#development, town planters, builom^

censuses for housing and. population so that they will be of maximum value

are to be carried out by other

and of fol 1 owi ng. up their execution.

statistical investigations related to housing which

specialised agencies,V provide

for economic planning, regional
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Although statistical analysis can provide broad guidelines for

country.

In

most cases, it will be important and. desirable to follow the statistical

analysis with more detailed sample surveys, involving socio-economic

aspects of family and commu’iity living patterns, and also analysis of

local, and regional resources used or available for the construction of

Sketches should be made of existinghousing and community facilities.

special distributions within and outside of the dwelling units, and notes

taken of particular customs or cultural traditions which affect the living

environment.

Such socio-economic data, knowledge of local building methods and

pilot project efforts which

portion of the

finding process to

through pilot projects,

housing programmes which can be

population in need as possible.
statistical and fact-

interdisciolinary design groups,

will work out the

or -sharpened evaluation ox the statistical indicators will be aonarent.

for as large a

The sequence, therefore, is one

field analysis and. evaluation by interprofessional,

established by the housing agencies, which,

essentials of larger programmes to

leading from a

a stage of

particular regions within a

estimating housing needs and resources, determining alternative housing

programmes for population groups, and areas of need, it is evident that

careful consideration must be taken of the circumstances prevailing in

in some cases, the need for modification

realised within the availability of resources

materials, construction costs, and design characteristics ox existing

housing and communities are the basic and essential xactors to be taken

into account in planning for housing programmes. Cnee uhese factors are

known, analysed and evaluated, the housing agency should begin with modest

will set the stage for larger on-going realistic
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Klies for ths planning
and execution of housing pri ;r animes.

(since Z901), and Sweden, for \xample,

nee

"±s-far~di-ff e-rent;

rare to find effective local bodies operating in the housing field, and the

general picture is one of excessive centralization of planning, programming,

decision-making and most of the planning and preparation of specific projects

and programmes is carried on in the capital city, and local authorities have

little voice with respect to the type

provided in their respective areas.

Sometimes, there are good reasons for centralization in developing countries

States which may be faced with problems of social and

But itappreciation of national goals, shortages of trained personnel, etc.

is generally recognized that administrative programmes snould permit as large

the areas where the

the promotion of responsible local government.

situations will eliminate mistakes in planning and programming, and savings

possible to be taken in

people reside, because in this way experience is developed which will foster

Also, the knowledge of local

housing needs and to take the

'Ous:

the developing 'fegioi

nven in areas where there is

and particularly new

reserves.

is-of-the- world.,...however.

meet the needs of the total population.
In many of the highly deve!o|ed tc^trie'S"-

on the role of local government authorities

administration, such as

or quantity of housing which is to be

a number of actions as

a tradition of local government

those formerly under British Colonial rule, it is

political instability, traditional resistance to rapid change, lack of

countries, sqch as the Netherlands

bodies are required to determine

nsaxn/action for executing comprehensive

fusing programmes, including the acquisition of land
K (J

The' -situati-on-an -most o'f

S_;W^

--- there is increasing emphasis
■ s or/other b

In some c

loc£L be‘’

execution and administration of housing programmes. Too frequently, all
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the local needs in a more realistic way.

decentralisation wnich can be accomplished are such physical and cultural

factors as size and geography of the country, the accessibility of its

different regions, concentration and movement of populations, languages,

customs and traditions of the people, the prevalence of illiteracy,

The constitutional, legaldifferences between urban and rural regions, etc.

and political structures must also be carefully considered.

The two main forms of decentralisation of powers and functions of housing

agencies are deconcentration to area offices of administration, witn varying

degrees of delegation of authority, and devolution to or fostering of functions
/

broad policies, which

ard financial aid to private and public formstargets;

public services

needs;

programmes.

production of low-cost housing

in relation to housing projects,

such projects are related to transportation, industrial development, and regional

training personnel, and stimulating civic awamess of housing needs and

are often possible throu^i being able to tailor services and facilities to

or central level focus on co-i^he"majoi' functions of the national or central level focus on co-ordinatioXy

and direction and creating a certain energising and activating approach to the^J

■overall problem^'Typically, central functions will include: establishing

will involve research and the setting up of goals and

Incl'tided among tne general ccnsideratidns involved in the degree of

providing economic

of housing; establishing building code regulations and procedures for slum

clearance, urban renewal, etc; supervising, inspecting or evaluating the

and related community facilities; co-ordinating

as well as ascertaining that

by state and local authorities in this field, perhaps through loans or grants,

na.rticularly those which are on a conditioned or matciiing bv.sis.
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The devolution of housing functions
many advantages, but to be successful as a

If such-governments are to beexist.
sufficient funds to render the prepare the programmes
which are called for.

certain taxes, and to
borrow money or issue bonds, etc.
will fail. authorities in

there is v/idespread opinion'among the housing leaders of these countries that,
where possible, governments should decentralize activities and delegate
authority to the various levels of regional and local, government for the
execution of housing programmes.

Central Government
Formulation of housing policy.1.

3.

4. Housing standards

y

sources, such as the sharing of certain
revenues, being given permission to levy and collect

Functions of National Housing Agencies
Copenhagen, Denmark.

policy, certain preconditions must
given housing functions, they must have

necessary services and to
•Local authorities

Provision of finance.

the field of housing and urban development will also be of major importance.

S' Although recognising^that local governments in many^zdeveloping countries \

/ do not possess eitner sufficient expertise or the financial, material and
/ . . . 'V /
' technical facilities for. the effective implementation of housing programmes,

Establishment of financial institutions and guarantee of loans for
housing and land development.

2.

A suggested proposed division of responsibility among the levels of govern
ment in this field is shown below:—

As suggested by united Nations Study-tour - ’forkshop on Organization and
Functions of National Housing Agencies in Asia and the Far East, October 1965.

Without competent personnel, their programmes
The role of central technical assistance to local

to state and local governments has -

responsibility is to be encouraged,
they should also receive funds from other

may be given central grants for certain
programmes, but, if local initiative and



Central Government (continued)

5.

6.

Si?ts -ri-u-q

Ccrtrc-L <cf —.1.

2. * — — ^r smc _ion cl site - _

provision of soiree building -- ~ s.4-

5. Assistance in acquisition and develcp-ert of

Loes.l Gcverment

Construction cf houses for rent and hire-purchase.1.

2.

Maintenance of the completed projects end collection of rents.3.

Provision of social workers and community development programmes.4.
that is required, of course, is a strengthening of the administrative

But as local governments in the

developing countries are frequently-

institutionalised and channeled for maximum efiecuivity.

Acquisition and development of land for public housing and the
private sector.

Determination of ceiling costs.

bo—enmaaou of research and general supervision.

increasing attention is being given to how aid to local governments can be
>4 ___

'Cne—of-the'' rfo'st

capacities of the government at all levels.

so weak, technically and financially,

enibiiip&sua.nd..-far-reaching efforts of this type is being conducted by the

Foundation for Community Development and Municipal Improvement of Venezuela,

established in 1$62. The Foundation's programmes include technical and

financial aid to municipalities, the development of training pi-ograrmes in

all aspects of municipal administration, and special assistance to municipalities

for programmes of community action and development. The Foundation acts as a



/is skepticism still prevails in

responsibility and auuhoripy by the central government to regional and local

units or offices within definite geographical jurisdictions. The central

housing ministry or agency vail delegate to area offices specified functions

functions. no

transfer of final authority from the ministry or housing agency, whose

responsibility continues. Che example of deconcentration of functions to

regional offices is that of Colombia's housing agency, the institute de Oredito

However,Territorial, which has some 7 such offices throughout the country.

the chief functions left to the regional office

It seems clea:

They siwuld ala

resources, considerable use

is made of <=.nouher approach - area administration or deccncentration of

and give to them the necessary authority for discharging or carrying out such

Ait, the arrangement is administrative in nature and implies

or regional offices, y

on the other hand, have broader functions, and they are used xor uhe ±ull

performance of mary of the activities of the ministry itself, including land

planning and acquisition arid urban development generally.

.that one of the key objectives for the regional offices
established by .national housing agencies i\to place aXnonuy t<\make decisions,

at points as near as possible to where actionXtak^'place.

help to foster and strengthen the action and programming required at le.cal

are those of supervision of

new construction, social work, and certain routine administrative and management
functions. Spain's "delegaciones"/o7the Ministry of Housing]

some countries about the visdom of

delegating national authority to local and state-agencies, and of their

capacity to effectively use such authority and

central source of lending for housing, facllities aBj rthep

MrWM «t Slate and local levels, whether by public, private or non-profit

agencies.
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>s^l governments, so that eventually these-~l atter va.ll become.

B.

there is a general world-wide neglect of rural housing programmes in both

the developed and developing regions, in spite of the fact that relatively

much smaller, well-placed investments for rural housing and community facilities

can do a great deal to help slow down the rates of migration to the large

cities and thus ea.se the pressures of too rapid urbanisation trends which

cannot be properly absorbed, provided for or attended to.

Although the costs of building rural housing and community facilities are

undoubtedly much smaller than for urban housing, and large amounts of self

family ownership.

facilities in the urban areas

influxas soon as

greater benefit to

Although powerful arguments

more urban

devised for both sectors.

possible for the continuing

them for more productive employment of

economies generally in an age of growing

which inexorably reduces the need for small rural holdings in individual

Some argue that it is better to face the facts of

to upgrade existing housing and community

new services and facilities

and Rural Programmes - Deciding on allocation

of Resources Between Them

fullv/canpetent as so\m possible dearth the/hole r\e of pro/ems

involved in housing and uroas-isvelopraent.

help, mutual-help, community and local resources can be employed in such

efforts, there are still broad questions about the future o_ .jany rural

mechanisation and industrialisation

best means of rapidly equipping

national economic growth.

can be made for either more rural or still

"emphasis”, there is no doubt but that specific programmes must be

One basic question is vhether rural housing should

levels anp"’5y

inevitable rapid urbanisation,

snd to provide for

of rural migrants, as the
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reform and efforts to

j

In

where they are, or they will be 3

whole society.

also can have and. should have

they can oe a first entry into more complex living conditions and requirements

of a modernising society.

Ln many developing economies, it will be difficult if not impossible to

provide urban housing of reasonable standards for more than a small percentage

of the population until an appropriate level of public end private savings is

Rural housing programmes, on the other hand, not only are lessattained.

costly, but they may serve to upgrade building skills and techniques, stimulate

otherwise moribund rural economies, produce healthier living conditions, provide I
incentives for local pride in home and community, and serve to increase

They may also be focal points forproductivity in agricultural areas.

community development efforts, to organise co-operatives, and mutual credit

and commercial and marketing enterprises.

and related programmes can
impact. It is assumed, of course,

Theymaterials and manpower.

must be administered in such a way as to
dependent upon the crops

|
upon this factor, among others.

,where cash incomes are

for materials will be dependent

a more general approach, recognising the

importance of health end social development

be part of a selective approach, linked to agrarian

improve land productivity, versus

that such programmes will be based on a

and seasons.

problems for all families.

broad terms of health, hygiene and other factors, people must be attended to

sources of infection and diseaseyto the

Programmes for housing and community facilities in rural areas

In this context, it is clear that relatively small inpuus for rural, housing,

have potentially significant social and economic

substantial utilisation of local resources,
take into account the economic

a powerful education and demonstration effect:

situations in rural areas

Repayment of credits or loans
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labour.

of rural areas in developing countries vail have no understanding of the

importance of or need for better housing. They will frequently need stimulus

and convincing, and, in any event, cannot be forced to accept new dwelling

conditions unless specific advantages are proven to them.

Hural housing programmes should, wherever possible, be given priority

The typein areas of land reform or increasing agricultural productivity.

hafter careful study andof settlement pattern should be determined onl

This will

mean that
already existing Ministryan

dealing with rural affairs.

housing with

hural housing progrcmr.es vail also involve careful study of community

and cultural traditions and ways of living, as in many cases the families

i

of a special corps of personnel

devote themselves to rural problems.

have to be created, or that

i
ijI

conditions and willing to

a special Hural Housing Institute may

a special division should be established within

In most cases, placing responsibility for yural

contracting of specialised

Such credits, however, are interest-free, and repayable over a 20

year period, at times when cash incomes are available.

analysis. In most cases, opportunities should be sought for the effective

co-ordination of such programmes with other efforts to provide improvements

and community facilities, particularly rural water supply, schools and roads.

To be effective, rural housing programmes will also require the creation

and technicians familiar with rural living

In Venezuela, for example, where the Malaria Control Division of the

hinistzy of Health administers the large-scale rural housing programme,

credits up to £1,000 per dwelling unit are made available to individual

families for the purchase of materials and the

an existing national housing agency will mean that rural housing

needs, will become submerged and overlooked in the pressures of dealing with

progrcmr.es
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the demands of rapid urbanization,

given to rural

area may

programmes
are important elements in the initiation and

dedicated to the malaria control programme to supervise housing

responsible for other rural health hazards (particularly the
Chagas disease). In India, special xtural Housing Wings have been
established at four national engineering colleges, for research
and training, and in the U.A.R., the Ministry of Housing is
sponsoring a pilot project demonstration and ti'aining programme
which is expected to have eventual impact on the improvement of

■ •

i)

i-

attention to this
well help to slow rural migration to urban

In Venezuela,

the Ministry of Health trained its existing corps of oersonnel

organization of

rural programmes for housing and village improvement.

areas.

Special training and pilot project demonstration

ij

the thousands of villages in that country0

renewal.
urban development and urban

Taere will not be adequate attention
housing, in spite of the fact that

evident that existing primitive rural housing conditions were
programmes when malaria had been virtually eliminated and it was
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c. j

formulated for

tion of these objectives will be organized

tions, which must be translated through the operations of a national

As defined by Dr. Gulick,
POSDCORB is made up of the initials and stands for the following
activities:

Planning, that is working out in broad outline the things that need
to be done and the methods for doing them to accomplish the

training the staff and

and serving as the

g

economic and social

development programs, then attention must be focussed

j:
h

I

purpose set for the enterprise;

Organizing, that is the establishment of the formal stiucture of

authority through which work subdivisions are arranged, defined

and coordinated for the defined objective;

Staffing, that is the whole personnel function of bringing in and

maintaining favorable conditions of work;

task of making decisions and

II
I

on how the execu-

Directing, that is the continuous

embodying them in specific and general orders and instructions

leader of the enterprise;

"Posdcorb": Supervision and Controls

Once the housing problem in all its aspects has been surveyed, a

national housing policy established, and broad dans

meeting the goals as a part of overall national

z f n^=mw,,tion", in Papers on the Science
V Gulick, Luther, "The Theoryof Administration. Second

of admini st rati on ♦ Institute ox
Edition, New York, 1947«

housing agency for the accomplishment of the basic objectives, are

The chief executive func-

identified by the made-up word "POSDCORB", first used by Dr. Luther Gulick

in Papers on the Science of Administration
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through records,
research and inspection;

with budgeting in the form of fiscal6'

I.

Administration is generally recognized to be a process by which

Housing agencies are no different from all other public

and private organizations in that they must give due attention to these

Indeed, because the housing problem and housing programs impingefactors.

upon so many aspects of society and the national welfare, the administra—

unusually complex fusion of

participants served by organized housing

groups of concerned and involved national citizenry.

to the housing problem will also involve an unusual

only must the personnel of housing

architectural, land

■

ih

money, etc.).

■

are concerned

Reporting, that is keeping those to whom the executive is respon

sible informed as to what is going on, which thus includes

keeping himself and his subordinates infomed

tion of national housing agencies becomes an

physical, economic and social elements. Housing programs

both with physical results and with people, represented both by occupant

efforts as well as by the broad

Comprehensive solu-

Coordinatmg, that is the all important, duty of interrelating the

various parts of the work;

Budgeting, with all that goes

planning, accounting and control.

t

tions or approaches
number of professions and skills; not
agencies encompass the traditional skills, such as

systems of execution and supervision are established to carry out or
achieve an objective with a minimum of resources (effort, time, materials,



-turo-into_£onfJsi.on_o.r_f cist ration, -are-the~f ol-lowing:

Ob j ective;—Although - this -should be-d efined -through_thg_jjational_

ishousing policy and made ..known.tp_ all_ concerned-with -the-various-programs

Such coordination generally

structure as well as toinvolves

!

!

■

call_ed-f.oxL, Jhore-4-&-Lt-sti-lJ-exrst ^the danger that the specialized

efforts of the professionals, sub-groupings, or constituent departments

Theory and

1.

I

of a nato onal housing agency will not be adequately pulled together for
-//-frU-U. 3

This is well illustrated by the-two-diagrams--

37 fessya’1955
PPo 6 and 8»

2/ Ibid

maximum effectiveness.

below, reproduced from Catheryn Seckler-Hudson’s OrganizaJon and
1/'Management; Theory and Practice—^(-K-guro--^—and-ffgure--

rfheFsecond--figure shows the importance of coordination of specialized

efforts if the objective is to be achieved.

careful attention both to organizational

through ideas and ideals.

of the major processes of organ!za-

adninistration is shown in the-
2/Seckler-Hudson:— This diagram

planning, fiscal, building, legal, social work, etc., but at various

levels there must exist the ability to weld together the various elements

into reasonably coheient workable programs and projects, integrating

public and private resources and efforts.

Among., the_ key factprsjo-be.-taken--into--account7~i-f--alTls''not -to

the development of group purpose
An example of the interrelationships

various levels of

Po 62.

tion and management at the
/h/.— J (Jc y

diagram..below, also reproduced from Catheryn
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FIGURE 3

!'.s

THE DANGER OF SPECIALIZATION IN AN ORGANIZATION

Parallel lines of specialised effort that never interrelate
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COORDINATION OF SPECIALIZED

’OBJECTIVE
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RESULT: THE EFFORTS OF EACH SPECIALIST ARE-COMBINED ANO RE
LATED SO THAT EACH CAN MAKE A CONTRIBUTION TO^THE ENO
PURPOSE OF THE ORGANIZATION. THIS IS THE

FUNCTION. •
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EFFORTS IN AN ORGANIZATION
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FIGURE 5
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A listing of specific tasks or duties that must be carried out >y

and is presented below for illustrative purposes, with the recognition that

as management is d amic, the tasks listed are

They would seem

agencies®

Define objectives for\the enterprise (policy planning):1.

carry out these stated objectives (program

i!•

the management of
and efficiently has been made by the United States Bureau/of the Budget,

a.
b.
c.

a.
b.
c.

?lan programs t
planning): /

every level of performance and similarly each level of performance
conditions each process, -creating a total climate for the execution of

d.

2®

a public enterprise if it is to function effectively

determine the broad objectives in terms of desired results.
Set priorities for tnese objectives.
Decide the general/method of reaching these objectives, e.g.,
enforcement through education or prosecution.
Establish broad ,time, cost\and quality limits for these
objectives. / \

a specific program.

hin

serves to point out the importance of good performance at every level,
as the processes interweave and interpenetrate each other and condition

Determine activities, necessary to reach objectives.
Set priorities for these activities.^
Translate these activities into specific programs by:
(1)/ Forecasting work volume by activity and location,
/ clientele group, organization unit\ etc.

(2) Determining available resources; i.e;. time, funds,
f. skills, etc. \
(3) Identifying, through analysis and research, special

factors or situations which will condition the
program, \

^subject to being carried
on simultaneously, in a continuous and changing process.
appropriate in most instances for consideration by national housing
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Plan and build''organisation structure to carry out3. >rograms:

a ©

b.

c

4

Ho

5.

a.

6

Provide- the7 necessary information for controlling:7.
of management.ne what information various echelon:

b.
c.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

)>

\
\
\

So
b.
Co
d.

I

-■ocedures and systems for !
ce activities which give proper

Examine and compare all. basic work processes involved in
carrying out the agency's program activities.
Develop structure for line organization to integrate these
processes and activities, /

, Develop staff facilities required to serve each echelon
-'ll 'r*?*w* +■ -Cand develop a plan for staff activities.

Plan and install procedures and methods for activities:

Develop detailed routines, uro'
substantive, staff and ^eryl
attention to: \ /

Distribution and seouence of work.
Scheduling and contppl of work.
Worker methods, / \
Skill utilization/ \
Forms, space, equipment, etc.

Procure funds and administer finances:

Translate estimate's of staff,'equipment and supplies into
funds by time periods, \
Estimate revenue/
Make allotments/

Staff the organization: \

. j.._n ___.-x_-— —tha number required,
id schedule staffing priorities,
place individuals. \

(/■$ Preparing a detailed work plan for the program,
(5)\Setting schedules (both partial and final completion

dates) for both the program as a whole and its
comoonent parts. s'

and appropriations required.

Define individual positions and the> i
Determine and schedule staffing prio;
Recruit and ;
Train the- staff.

a. Dete^nii
will require: \
(1) To evaluate performance. x

/(2) To relate progress to program schedules.
/ (3) To see status of funds (i.e., maintain accounts),

staff, plant, equipment and material.



d.

e.J'
f.

8 Analyze the information provided for control:

■Program operations:a.

9o

a.

o

h

i.

i

j
IJ!

So
bo
c.
d.

g»

b„
c.
d0
e,
f.
g.

Co,

10o

bo

Motivate the organization: \

Measure the reaction of organization members to policies
and objectives/ \
Analyze external forces and conditions affecting attitude
Indoctrinate in organization policies. \
Interpret and communicate changes in goals promptly.
Develop economic; social and other types of incentives.
Develop andf promote staff according to a systematic plan.
Promote tile two-way flew of experience and opinion by

__ _ X - —. ______ — ——MAX4 zvv-> 4 r>+/iYinn r-o -P r» Prv

Develop/responsible participation and initiative among
workers.
Utilize performance data to inform worker of his progress

and surveys t^o determine: /
(a) Deviation, from standards. /
(b) Amount of\orogress in meeting program schedules

Realization. of schedules Zfor staffing, expen
ditures and \procurement.

, Establish a work measurement system to yield required data.
. Develop, where possible, standards of cost, quality and
\production for individual work operations.

. o(3t up a system of control records and reports to collect
and^ summarize this information for management's use.
Develop a system of operational audits as a continuing
contrql device.

. Determine what information is required about the pregram
effect on the community and provide for its collection

, Provide for the collection of intelligence and information
necessary for planning. /

(1) Analyze information on performance .provided by reports
pmH ci 1 YumTr a + r\ r] n-?-■> n a • /

(a)

(c)
U1UUXGO cUXU XUl'UUUXSiiitJliU*

(2) Authorize special'investigations and surveys to
determine causes ojf poor performance and necessary
corrective action. \ /

Program objectives: \ /
(1) Review information on^effect of program on community.
(2) Analyze outside survey'Aand intelligence data.
(3) Evaluation correctness of objectives and means in the

light of this informatioik

Adjust and improve program .operation^ and objectives:
Revise and improve organizations,\procedures, and methods.
Provide more adequate,-’staff facilities.
Improve the quality of personnel ancL supervision.
Alter program objectives and activities to meet external
conditions. / \

------------------------------------------------ . W
Indoctrinate in organization policies. \
Interpret and communicate changes in g__l_ prcmp’l,.
Develop economic, social and other types of incenti

I
stimulating communication and the interchange of information*
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Provide facilities and supplies: X11.

Maintain external relationships with:12.

13.

operations of national housing agencies, which must usually engage in

various programs at once, involving other agencies, different levels

and administration, decentralized operations, andof government

Among the positiveparticipation of private bodies and individuals.

1/for overall direction and supervision are the following.—measures used

V

a
b

Plan the establishment, maintenance and use of plant.
Procure and maintain supplies and equipment.

a©
b.
c.
d,
e.

Congress.
Administrative superiors.
Related agencies. \
Agency clientele, '\
General-'public.

J-ssue orders to carry out decisions and policies and develop '
a system foi’ the control and distribution of issuances,

___ -f~' ’i-t -r . Xv__ ——----------------------
Supervision' and controls are two most important aspects of the

Adapted from Decentralization for National and Local Development,
United Nation‘s ST/TAG/#19? 1962.
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Formulating national programmes, with targets, timing and costsa.

classified, in so far as practicable, on an area basis.

issuing general directives and guides fro::', tine to tine, includingb.

the setting of technical and other standards by circulars, handbooks and

model ordinances.

Training local staff in order to convey information and to developc.

their cap?bilities.

Providing technical help readily to individual local agencies fromd.

field units or from central offices, upon request or as the need becomes

clear.

Specifying minimum qualifications for technical and professionale.

officers to be employed.

Measures for purposes of control include the following:

Making on-the-spot checks from time to time and more formala.

inspection or. a periodic basis.

Requiring special or periodic reports on progress.b.

Controlling budgetary and other financial masters, including audit.c.

Applying judicial remedies, etc.d.

audit, inspection and supervision of housing programmes and projects are

5
public funds and resources, which are used on a loan or grant basis, buu also

The aim should be not to interfereto encourage good local administration.

excessively in details, but to ensure the strength and improvement o± uhe

here training and technical services in such fields as personnel,local units.

finance, purchasing, organisation and methods, etc, can be especially useful

especially important, not only because of the need for. proper accounting of
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reporting to enable a continuing up-to-date picture of the housing

situation on a country-wide basiso’ Prompt feedback of information to

) can be of value to immediate decisions on typ.es and size"central sources
>■3

if housing programmes

purposes was the institution of the "inspectorate of housing", which

provided a sort of counter-weight against excessive decentralization

The inspectorate was organized as a completely deconcentrated government

service, with a chief inspector attached to the ministry responsible for

housing and an inspector in each provincial capital. The latter had

considerable freedom of action, advised both the Council of Deputed States

course, vary considerably from country to country and region to region,

it would be well for housing agencies in all developing regions to give

careful and early consideration to how they can and should systematize

and institutionalize these important bulwarks of honest and efficient

would also do well to take careful heed of the general principles set

forth by the American Management Association's "Ten Commandments of Good

In the Netherlands,

perfoimiance in this fieldo

one device found particularly useful for these

^JLn.,increasing efficiency and in developing certain uniform methods and

and the municipal council, and performed a corrective but also a coordin-

ating.and "stimulating" function, f

Although the choice of tools for supervision and controls will, of

Organization", listed below:

Any approach to the problem of executing a national housing programs
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2

0
4.

7 o

9.

10.

Although rhe application and importance of specific\principles may

available

j

5o

3.

8C

that they do provide a working basis for effective organization\and

management in many situations.

6.

Specific problems of organizationand
staffing of housing agencies will be discussed in the following chapter.

Ko change should be made in the scope or responsibilities of a
position without a definite understanding to that effect on the
part of all persons concerned. /

Definite and clean-gut responsibilities should be assigned each
executive.

Responsibility should always be coupled with corresponding
authority. /

Ko executive or employee, occupying a single position in the
organization, should be subject to definite orders from more
than one source. 'k

Orders should never be given to subordinates over the head of
a responsible executive^ Rather than do this, the officer in
question should be supplanted.-

\ /
Criticisms of subordinates should, whenever possible, be made
privately, and in no case should a subordinate be criticized in
the presence of executives7 or'xemployees of equal or lower rank.

No dispute or difference between executives or employees as to
authority or responsibilities shquld be considered too trivial
for prompt and careful judication^

Promotions, wage changes, and disciplinary action should always
be approved by th,e executive immediately superior to the one
directly responsible. \

No executive or employee should ever be\ required, or expected,
to be at the /same time an assistant to, and critic of, another.

Any executive whose work is subject to regular inspection should,
whenever practicable, be given the assistance and facilities
necessary to enable him to maintain an inde^endenc check of the
quality/4>f his work. \

vary depending on such factors as geographical location, labor supply,

resources and tools, personalities, time, etc., itVrould seem
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ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING OF HOJSING AGENCIES.V.

There is no magic formula for prescribing the correct organization

Because causes and effects of the housingfor a national housing agency

problem are so different from one country to another, considering their

economic, social, physical and regional settings, there has been virtually

the countries of the developing regions

"housing problem" is usually national in scope, a strong dynamic central

administrative structure is necessary to achieve national coordination of

effort, even though the execution of programs takes place at the local

levels, where the housing problems and needs exist This central organiz-

financing, public services, community facilities, land acquisition and

development, etc.
review and to describe some of the elements of organization that will be

essential for the effective functioning of a national housing agency, and

to use as illustrations 'the organizational structures of several existing

agencies in various parts of the world Q

To begin with, it should be pointed out that no organization can or

should be "structured" unless it is in direct function of the objectives

These objectives must be much more clearly definesto be achieved. in

ation must include or be closely related to other agencies within the

overall government organization that have to do with planning, budgeting,

However, it is clear that as the

no comparative analysis to date of systems of housing administration in

Given these general criteria, it may be possible to

I
L



the broad guidelines which are likely

the mechanisms through which flow tasks, responsibilities, authorities,

information, resources and instructions, and it must also provide the

channels to collect, synthesize and coordinate performance and to

These must be open lines of

communication spanning every level of the organization if it is to

as stated by father C-ulick,

An organization chart, in any event, is a useful device for

showing the main units of a ministry or agency and serves as a ready

reference to the primary relationships within a hierarchy. However,

it can never be static because the relationships shown on such a chart

require continuing analysis as new factors and conditions give rise to

new problems. Also, such charts do not show the volume or flow of

work, the complex network of communications and the informal relation-
J ships which prevail in administrative organizations. Often the growth

of informal organization by people renders the formal one obsolete or

supersedes the structure shown on an organization chart.

1/ ' Gulick, Luther, Pacers on the Science of Administration, orn cit. p.38»

I I G <

terms of specific programs than

to be part of the national housing policy or national economic and
\ /

social development plan. The organizational structure must provide

measure progress against known policies,

confront and to deal with the dynamics of the housing problem in its
) A <Ccc

rapidly changing contexts, (Above all, as stated by Lather Gulick,
"The structure of any organization must reflect not only
the logic of the work to be done, but also the special
aptitudes of the particular human beings who are brought
together in the organization to carry through a particular
project. It is the men and not the organization chart
that, do the work" c 1/
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Housing is a large-scale, complicated enterprise which requires

many men to carry it forward at all levels, and, for efficiency in

achieving the policy objectives, there must obviously be a division

Organization is an effort to interrelateof work among these men.

the entire enterprise,— Such a structure of authority requires not

only many men at

single directing executive authority. The problem of organization

thus becomes the problem of building up between the executive at the

network of communication and control,—

Among the key elements to be taken into account here is that of

the "Span of Control", or the number of men that an executive can

personally direct or supervise in any given organization. Although

the number will vary depending upon the nature of the organization

and the tasks to be performed, it is clear that there are real limits,

few persons upon whom he must depend to direct others, and upon them

in turn to direct still others, until the last man in the organization

of superiors to subordinates, reaching from the top to the bottom of
1/

op. cit., p.7

work in many places at selected times, but also a

the subdivisions of .work by allotting them to men who are placed in

2/ Gulick, Luther, Ibid,
1/ Gulick, Luther, Ibid, op. cit., p,6

center and the subdivisions of work on the periphery an effective
• - - .................................. - 2/

and that the executive of any enterprise can personally direct only a

a structure of authority so that the work may be coordinated by orders



At the same time, there should be rigid adherence to theis reached.

principle of unity of command or else there vail be certain confusion,

inefficiency and irresponsibility in the functioning of the organization.

Efforts should also be made to bring together in single units work

divisions which are homogeneous in work, in technology or in purpose,

In practice, the problem of organization of

agency may well be approached from both top and bottom.

hand, those concerned with working from the top down will attempt to

build major subdivisions under the chief executive, recognizing that

the principle of limitation of the span of control must apply. On the

other hand, those working from the bottom up, vail look upon the

organization as a system of combining the individual units of work into

aggregates which are in turn subordinated to the chief executive, in

full recognition of the principle of homogeneity. This latter vail not

be easy because any attempt to group tasks of individuals without viol

ating the principle of homogeneity will find that most must also be

characterized by major purpose, such as project design or project

management; process, such as architecture, engineering, statistics or

accounting; persons or things dealt with or served, such as immigrants,J
farmers, veterans, the elderly, etc.; or the place where the service is
rendered, such as the City, County or State, etc

In practice, most national housing agencies will involve organiz-

a national housing

as this will further aid in promoting efficiency,

On the one

ation both by major purpose as well as by process,, First of all, the



effort to create a national housing agency itself implies recognition

of major purpose, and the desire to bring the whole job under a single

director with immediate control of all the experts, agencies and

services which are required in the performance of the work. But the

national housing agency itself may also contain several constituent

programs or subdivisions which may be ma jor purpose in character, such

Urban Renewal, Rural Housing, Resettlement Projects, Savings andas

Loan, etc., each of which may be provided with integral direction and

staff and resources to be able to proceed on its own. As for organiz

ation by major process, this is the bringing together in a single office

or department of woi'kers vzho use some particular kind of skill, know

ledge, machinery or profession, such as a technical or site development

department which would bring together land planners, architects

Other services, such as budgeting, accounting,engineers and draftsmen.

purchasing and planning are usually set up on a process basis and may

also serve as instruments of integration, central coordination and

control,

Housing agencies will also be concerned with the process of organiz

ation by clientele or materiel, particularly on the basis of the persons

served or dealt with in the case of the occupants of its housing projects.

they usually will have separate departments of projectFor this purpose,

management, facilities administration, social wrork, tenant education and

projects and programs are to form a large part of the agency's activities,

special units or departments may be formed for the purpose of organizing

and supervising groups involved in these programs.

community development and community relations activities. If self-help
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Organization on the basis of the place at which the service is

performed brings together all of those who work in a limited area

regardless of the service they are performing or of the techniques they

This process has been touched upon in the discussion ofrepresent.

decentralization and deconcentration, with which all housing agencies

Typical examples would include project development,

reconstruction in disaster areas. Most national housing agencies will

also, in one way or another, be subdivided on the basis of geographic

(Figure 6)organization, as illustrated by the diagram below: -

2/

J

areas, which may also provide for considerable variations in form of

______-- xx - — — XX vx xlx xl V XXX XX «v 1 T X X ixx"!* XXX r. x"x X"1 T-vx r + l-x X /I X r, xx VI xx XXX Vx XX V XXX X x

as well as emergency planning, programming and action for relief and
are concerned.

From Gulick, Luther, Ibid♦, p.28
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As shown, the geographical subdivisions of an office may be within

the central office or they may be located away from the central office

they may be centralized or decentralized.

Although there are many advantages to decentralized subdivision of3
work, it is also apparent that the men in charge of the field offices

must be men of ability equal to if not superior to those selected to

Inevitably also, with

the variety of problems and tasks confronting a national housing

agency, it will be found that with the concept of geographic areas in

the structure of organization, either as a primary or as a subordinate

plan of division of work, there xri.ll be a continuing problem of deline

ating appropriate boundaries.

Another concept which should be taken into account is that of

Included in the term "staff" are all persons who"line and staff".

devote their time exclusively to the knowing, thinking and planning

functions, and in the "line" are those chiefly concerned with the doing

functions. The overhead directing authority of the staff group,
usually a board or committee is the "general staff". As pointed out
by Gulick, a common fallacy is to consider a budget director, purchas-

> ing agent or controller, as "staff" officers. In reality, he points
out, because they have important duties of direction and control, which
are line functions, they cannot be considered as "staff" officers, who
do not organize others, direct or appoint personnel, issue commands, or

In reality, most national housingtake responsibility for the job.

head centralized departments of similar scope.

in the field, that is,



agencies would have few staff officers as few have developed independent

planning agencies as aids to the chief executive.

frequently identified, perhaps, is the independent consultant,individual

3 firm, contracted for longer or shorter periods to advise the executiveor

It should be evident from the above that in any national housing

agency all four basic systems of organization will probably be present,

process, deal with sone persons, and serve or work at some place. If

w’ork, it will quickly become necessary to recognize the other character

istics in constructing the secondary and tertiary divisions of the work.

Moreover, it will be found that any organization is a living and dynamic

entity, and its various activities subject to birth and decline as well

as modification because of technological and other developments as time

proceeds.

What will hold it together and keep it alive is the power of an

idea or dominant ideals, which are the foundation of coordination, at

energizingThis stimulus,the heart of all organizational efforts.)

element and continuity must be provided through creative leadership,

There is no final answer to how any organization should be structured

to cany out its objectives in a constantly changing universe of

public 1'elations, planning measures, etc.

What would be more

or a line department or officer on such matters as policy and programming,

as each staff member will be working for some major nuroose, use some

an organization is erected about any one of the four characteristics of



Ideas and persuasion must provide, through effective leaderproblems.
ship, the unity of purpose necessary to override the questions of whether

necessary to carry out its objectives and responsibilities.
The appointment of the director or chief executive of the national

housing agency should be the first major step in developing the organiz
ation of housing. Such an appointment may be made by the President in

Directors of a Housing Agency or Institute, after appropriate canvass

procedures. The director or chief executive may serve at the pleasure

or discretion of the appointing authority or for a fixed term, which

would seem preferable considering the weight of the responsibilities

involved and the length of time needed for thorough familiarization

with the national housing problems and programs.

In the case of an existing national housing agency, the new director

or chief executive may use his appointment as an opportunity for promoting

reorganization and rationalization. For a newly established agency, the

new director or chief executive will probably have to develop his organiz

ation in a gradual way, first building a nucleus team and organization and

) adding on to it as suitable personnel becomes available and as programs

grow.

as previously indicated, there must be careful attentionIn all cases,

to contemporary organizational theory which recognizes that bureaucratic

organizations are social institutions as well as being created for the

or not a housing agency is properly organized and with the authority

the case of a Ministry, or, in other cases, by vote of the Board of



performance of certain public or private functions. The motivation
and morale of the work force will be influenced by the social organiz

ation, which will involve patterns of behavior in human relations, and

pai'ticularly attitudes with respect to supervisory behavior, whether

this authoritorian or democratic Skillful leadership and direction

can imbue an organization with high morale, drive and creativity from

all its members -which can place it well in the forefront of other

This is especially import

ant for national housing agencies, which face unusually complex and

difficult problems in the accomplishment of their functions, and there

fore require more than their share of dedication and "esprit de corps"

on the part of their personnel. It should always be remembered that

any organization is after all, composed of a group of people united in

No matter what the underlying legislation,a common task or tasks

regulations, resources, technical apparatus or location, they will be

ineffective if their own relationships to each other and to the organiz

ation are not fully understood and harmonious.

In these contexts, the functions of national housing agencies in

many countries can be grouped together under three main headings:

1.

2.

3.

Financing, including direction and supervision of public and
private mechanisms and resources applicable to the sector;

Planning and sectorial coordination at the national level,
statistics, budgeting and programming, research, etc,;

mechanisms in the administrative hierarchy.

Technical functions related to the provision of housing and
community facilities, including land acquisition and develop
ment, architectural, engineering and construction operations,
etc,;
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As indicated above, the responsibility for functions to be

performed in a particular country may be decentralized or delegated

to intermediate levels of authority, regional, state or provincial,

In some cases, the national housing agency mayor local. serve mere

as a ."holding company", providing the incentives and resources to

enable municipalities, non-profit organizations, cooperatives oi'

private enterprises under certain conditions, to execute major por

tions of the national housing program. In other cases, it will

operate directly in certain fields, at the same time as it also

delegates functions or decentralizes them. The important point is

that the major functions should be represented in the central

administrative structure, where coordination must take place, standards

and procedures must be established, and measures of supervision and

tries, illustrate how Israel (Chart III), Norway (Chart IV), Manama

(Chart V), and Costa Rica (Chart VI) structured their national hous

ing agencies for basic division of functions at the national level, and,

in. the case of the first two, taking account of the important relation-

ships with municipalities and non-profit building societies.

In Israel, the l-linistry of Housing's central office is composed

Administrative, Technical and Services,of three basic groupings:

with a geographical subdivision also on the basis of five districts.

Administrative and management services, including community
development and social work activities for tenant occupants
at the project level, etc.

control must be exercised. . -,A ..
3 ‘ ’I ? - ■ ■ '■ i i '

The four organization charts below, all from rather small coun-



CHART III

Organizational structure of the Ministry of Housing in Israel
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CHART IV

NORWAY
Administrative Organisation of Housing in Norway

Ministry of Municipal and Labour Affairs
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In addition, a direct line of supervision and control runs from the
Director General and involves the public housing and settlement bodies,
the mortgage banks, the Amidar National Holding Company, and the non
profit building organizations such as the Shikun Ovdim and the Rasco
Company<>

In Norway, the Housing Directorate of the Ministry of Municipal

and labour Affairs, has a some-./hat similar grouping, but also adds two

sections of "Statistics and Planning" and "Building Licenses", which

in Israel's case were not separately categorized. Nonway apparently

gives heavier emphasis to principles of decentralization of functions

to municipalities than does Israel, which "deconcentrates" through its

It should be noted that the financial functions,five district offices.

as represented by the Housing Bank and Smallholders Bank are also at

the top level of the Ministry, and are "tied in" to the programs of the

In Panama,

centralized administrative pattern is apparent in the structure of the

Institute of Housing and Planning. There are five basic departments,

three of which have been grouped under an Administrative Sub-Director,

The Institute takesfor purposes of simplifying the

The Department of Design andits special department for this purpose.

TheRehabilitation is

third grouping, of a Department of Mortgage loans, Department of Social

Research, and Department of Secretariat is, of course, somewhat unusual

Municipal Housing Committees0

"span of control".

as is true of many Latin American countries, a more

a typical grouping of "technical" functions.

a more direct role with respect to regional and city planning through



to

is recognized through the International Advisory Office and the Technical Council. In

Costa Bica, the Hanager of INVU appears to exert more direct control and supervision of

the various departments, and such functions as personnel, library, and public relations

i- - i

ii

The schematic diagrams below, showing rela-devel-oped., inevitably become more complex.

Scandinavian setting (Figure 7)j the structure of Swedish housing and planning

administration (Figure 8); and Cash flow in the Financing of Housing (Figure 9)

illustrate these complexities There is key stress on the economic planning aspects,

including the role of housing- in relation to the dynamics of industrial employment

needs, but the seemingly complicated nature of transmittal of resources through the

various bodies and a three-mortgage system will not be dealt with here. One of the main

points is that increasingly planning and development for housing responsibilities are

being decentralized to municipalities through the five-year "rolling" plans, commented

upon earlier, and the financial mechanisms serve the overall national goals and the

local

also reproduced; Figure 10 shows that at least 10 government agencies

are involved in this process, and Figure 11 is a Flow chart of the financing and its

sourceso

The three organization charts below, of Colombia (Chart VII), the Netherlands,

(Chart VIII) and Spain (Chart IX) show the central organization structures of

In Colombia, thecountries with large-scale and active housing programs.

General Manager is provided with key staff services through the Office of Plan-

Tnerening and Statistics and the Office of Administrative Coordination.

J

programso

'1‘o-shew—that the Scandinavian countries have no monopoly on s<~=iugly complex

'*■ ‘-a. ,-u J.. s
The housing programs which serve/jcountries that—are-socially “and^economically

organizational and financing arrangements for home construction, two diagrams from the

Philippines are

It might be noted that, in this developing country, more special attention is given

social research, social studies and social work. Also, the role of "staff" functions

are more clearly identified.

tionships between agencies, institutions, etc., concerned in housing programmes in a
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and Commercial and Lggal Affairs. Under the Assistant Manager for

Construction is a programming office, and two major departments,

J Technical and Construction, with the latter divided on a zone basis

An unusual provision, but emphasizing the importance of the function,

is that the Department of Land and Special Plans reports directly to

The Assistant i-ianager of Financial Affairsthe General Manager.

heads both the Financial Department and the Administrative Department,

anager for Commercial and Legal Affairs heads theand the Assistant

Commercial Department, which includes the Real Estate Management

lanager is also responsible for the variousThe General

Regional and Local Offices of the Institute, which are more limited

The Bogota office, located in the capital, is large

enough to exercise jurisdiction over four other sectional offices in

Its prime functions are to direct new construc-nearby municipalities.

tion, to direct the administration of projects, and to provide social

services.

In the Netherlands, as shown in , the Ministry of3 Housing and Building exercises direction of a very fully developed

governmental apparatus for the promotion and construction of housing

This structure, ofand community facilities in all their phases.

force, placing full responsibility

Managers, for Construction, Financial Affairs,

Section.

on municipalities for building

are three Assistant

in functions, as shown by the chart of the Bogota Regional ("Seccional")
i < l! AT v'.'V ■ > '

office below.

course, has evolved since 1902, when the first Housing Act came into



regulations, ordering housing improvements, providing for expeditious

expropriation procedures, drawing up development plans, and channeling

As shown, the Ministry contains three maincentral financial support.

a Central Directorate of Housing and Building, selfsubdivisions:

contained and fully equipped to provide a wide range of functions and

a Government Physical Planning Service;services; and a General

Directorate for Government Buildings.

The Schematic organization of the Ministry of Housing in Spain,

Architecture, economics and Construction Techniques; Urbanism; and

The General Direction of Housing is theGeneral Technical Secretary.

prime action and construction agency, and includes the National Housing

Institute, the Syndical Housing Agency, supervision over non-profit

The General Direction of Urbanism is thebuilding organizations, etc.

land planning and development office, which works closely with

municipalities, and the General Technical Secretary provides a wide

range of services, information and publications to all concerned with

The funds or resources available forhousing developments in Spain.

housing through the savings banks, mortgage bank and credit institute

come together at a central point under the National Housing Institute,

which makes determinations with respect to the complementary loans and

grants needed for the execution of various housing programs

which has carried on a vast expansion of housing activities since the

initiation of the 16 Year Housing Plan in 1961, is shown It»x
consists of four basic elements or General Directions: Housing;



IL1L/

One other example may be given of the basic departmental organiz
ation of a special parpose national housing agency in a fully developed
country^ in this case the Japan Housing Corporation; established in
July 1955

Administration Committee and

8-man Board of Directors; including the three most important branch

managers; and three auditors. There are six basic departments: General

Affairs; Finance; Planning; Site Depelopment; Architecture and Construc-

There are also six major Branches.

The Housing and Development Board of Singapore; a five member body

appointed by the Minister of National Development; which was responsible

for completing 1^,000 dwelling units in the four years since its

establishment in February I960; functions through six major departments -

as an Allocations Committee

In Hong Kong; a somewhat different pattern exists; with a 24 members

serving on the Hong Kong Housing Authority; and functioning in large

part through four major committees with the following functions:

To consider routine reports to coordinate theExecutive Committee

work and decisions of other committees; to ensure the implementa

tion of the Authority's decisions; and to consider such proposals

for amendment of policy as are referred to it;

To exercise the functions of the Authority inBuilding Committee.

dealing with the selection; planning; and lay-out of sites; the

tion; and Facilities Administration.

This corporation is headed by a President; advised by an

1)

a Vice President; who presides over an

Secretariat; Finance; Building; Estates; Jjands and Resettlement; as well



design, construction and erection of buildings; the acceptance

of tenders for building work; and the appointment of one member

to the Executive Committee.

)) To exercise the functions of the Authority

in dealing with: the control and management of estates includ

ing the conditions of tenancy, rent collection, repair and

maintenance and community development; the selection of tenants;

the naming of the Authority’s estates and buildings; and the

appointment of one member of the Executive Committee.

To exercise the functions of the Authority inFinance Committee.

financial matters generally or in respect ofdealing with:

individual housing projects; staff requirements, coordinating

the recommendations of other Committees; the annual estimates

one

Authority’s decisions are carried out by the Housing Division

of the Urban Services Department, which operates under the

administrative control and direction of the Commissioner for

TheHousing, the Authority's principal executive officer.

H', Administration, FinanceAuthority has four major divisions:

and Accounts, Architectural, and Management.

The case of Chile’s new ministry of Housing and Urban Development,

Management Coinmittee o

and the examination of the annual audit; and the appointment of

member to the Executive Committee.?/The execution of the

established in 1965, has been described above, and the organization

chart' is reproduced below as an example of a major effort to superimpose
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and to strengthen central advisory, planning, coordination, and bud

geting functions by means of a Ministry to secure integrated urban

and community development through the functions and operations of

The National Hous-four major but separate operating organizations:

Central Savings and Loan Fund; National Housinging Corporation;

Service Corporation; and the Urban Development Corporation.

As a matter of special interest, shown below' is the basic

structure LChart X-A) of one of these "constituent agencies", the

Central Bank of -Savings and Loans or Savings and Loan Fund, which was

established in 1959, and has proved to be one of the most successful

organizations of its kind in a developing country.

Also shown below (Chart XI) is an arrangement proposed for

Nicaragua, to graft on the functions of a National Housing Sank to an

existing National Housing Institute. This may be applicable to

situations in various developing countries, where Savings and Loan

functions may well have a place within the organizational structures

of existing housing agencies.

une effort to achieve coordination among various existing operating

agencies, the proposed Organization of a Central Office of Urban Develop

ment for Venezuela, is shown below ^Chart XII). Located in the Presidency

of the Republic (with the Central Office of Coordination and Planning —•

Office of Urban Development would serveCORDIPLAN) this proposed new

to focus and bring together for better defined common objectives the

programs of the National Institute of Sanitary Works, the (I.N.O.S.),
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the National Housing Institute (aanco Obrero), Foundation for Commu

nity Development and Municipal Improvement, and the National System

of Savings and Loans. Three of the major Divisions of the office would

be concerned with planning, urban land development and municipal improve

ment . The fourth would be a Division of Tenant Management, to supervise

and to dispose of the stock of housing in public ownership,

The Venezuelan proposal is to some extent-continuation of the

preoccupation with organization and effective implementation of national

One of the major problems of that

time was to promote the reorganization of this national housing agency

which had the control of administration and direction of departments

responsibilities.

the situation, ' was to centralize in the

General. Manager the functions related to the establishment of general

policy, socio-economic studies, evaluation of programs, long-range

planning, programming, public relations and administration of personnel.

!The other two members of the board were made responsible to the General

Manager, rather than exercising equal powers with him, 'and the Secretary

was placed in charge of the offices of general services, legal services,

The Deputy Managerlibrary and scientific interchange, and catastro.

was placed in charge of the major operating functions, including the

i
i

I

H
pi-

lodged in a three-man board, all with substantially equal but diffused
\ A'-.--''

primary recommendation adopted to improve

housing activities which began with the Evaluation Project of the Super-. •—•— — • _  ———
blocks of the Banco Obrero in 1958.
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"Still another reorgan irrational proposal for trie housing and

urban developuent sector is found in the fhilippii.es, where, to
overcome the lack of coordination evident in Figaros 10 and 11, and
t’ improve the execution of the various programmes, it is proposed
•cat a Secretary of Housing and 'urban Dove loro; ent, be established in
the Cabinet, as illustrated in Chart .* As spelled out in the
Chart, there would be three Ur.der-fec-etaries, for Ho...e Financing,
for Planning and Research, and for Development ar t Resettlement.
Two important Centres would also be established, a National Housing
and Urbanization Research Centre, to engage in broad economic, social,
teo-.nical research and documentation, and n Central Institute for
Training and Rehabilitation of Urban Squatters, to assist tie Icvern-
ner.t in coping with a series of problems involved in squatter training,
relocation and naxagenent. These broad proposals »ere under study in
19c6 by the Government of the Philippines.

fhilippii.es


Administrative Department, Social Service and Community Development

The above brief review of typical organization and department

structures of national housing agencies in various parts of the

world should serve to indicate some of the prime elements which

existing ones reorganized.

organization are likely to be far easier to evolve than such other

problems as Recruitment, Staff Expansion, Education and Training,

B. Recruitment of Porsonnel and Building of Nucleus Team.

The process of staffing an organization is usually considered

effective recruitment andto have the following major elements:

selection; sound classification and pay plans; correct placement;

training and development; orderly promotion and transfer procedures;

sound management-worker relationships; and adequate provision for

All of these aspects are related to eachseparation and retirement.

Recruitment policies and procedurespolicies of the organization.

If employees are hired and promoted on themorale and performance.

basis of political patronage, nepotism or other such factors, there are

ment,

to which attention will now be given.

should be taken into consideration when new agencies are formed or

However, overall recommendations on

are particularly important because they have a direct bearing on

other and must be administered so as to support the objectives or

and Public Relations,

Department, Technical Department, and Department of Housing Hanage-



few incentives for the typical employee to do his best, while if the

organization has high standards of recruitment and promotion, the

employee will take pride in career advances and has a real incentive

0
One of the first requirements, then, is that there exist a clear

idea of the staffing pattern required for the accomplishment of the

overall objectives and the specific projects and programs, and that

appropriate standards be set, defined within a sound classification

system, before any recruitment takes place. In general, for many

national housing agencies it will be better policy to strive to fill

their posts with personnel of the most appropriate qualifications and

than to rush into personnel appoint? for reasons of expediency and

desire to demonstrate utilization of funds available. Another safe
guard, of course, is the practice of probationary appointments

tive staff members

The organization of a housing agency, just as the construction

in which it engages, should be built up block by block, component by

component, making sure that all elements fit well together in terms

qualifications, drive, interests, and personalities.of experience,
Obviously, the key department heads should be selected first, together

central executive staff which may include legal counsel,with the vital
To aidpublic relations counsel, planning and programming functions.

. in these tasks, it should be a definite objective to establish a

high standards even though qualified personnel may be quite scarce,
, , , , .  .

for doing his best work.

J /°
enable an agency to size up the abilities and experience of prospec-
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The recruitment of personnel should be undertaken on a positive

2 and active basis, including publicizing the opportunities for develop

ment, promotion and growth, and malting known suitable schedules for

tests, interviews, examinations and other recruitment devices. Liaison

should be maintained with the universities and also commercial and

professional associations not only in the capital city, but outside as

Candidates, for top managerial positions, should be scouted from

exp erienced sources in both government and private sectors, and a

variety of interviewing and examining techniques should be used to

C. Staff Expansion and Administration of Personnel,

Each organization will develop its own rhythmn of activity, but

because of the complexities of the operations involved, expansion of

the staff of housing agencies should proceed carefully to ensure that

all concerned know the objectives and programs and have the opportunity

There should be regular opportunity and systematizedcomers are assigned.

As the organization rows, it willprocedures for employee evaluation.

be necessary to establish methods for service ratings and discipline

when necessary, as well as opportunities for promotion and transfer.

Ch the question of promotions, policy should be established as to whether

• i

personnel office headed by a competent personnel officer as early as

possible if the organization is to be a large one.

A/

well.

determine the suitabilities of key personnel.

to feel themselves integrated into the organization before more new-
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promotions from within the organization are to receive priority for

al 1 positions, or whether open competitive examinations will be held

to help, energize and invigorate an organization from time to time

J Policies should also exist with respect to such matters as retirement

and whether this should be permitted after completing a certain number

of years of service or should be dependent on age factors

Among the administrative aspects of personnel natters which must

receive attention are the following:

Personnel Rules and Regulations. These should be carefully

drafted with the advice of legal counsel and, after adoption,

should be distributed to all agencies and individuals concerned

with their contents

Manual of Procedures. This manual should describe step by2.

step the procedures to be followed by department officials

in each of the most common types of personnel transactions,

such as requisitions, appointments, layoffs, leaves of absence,

3. This should set down in clear, nontechnicalEmployee Handbook.

language the facts about application for employment, conditions

of work and other common questions affecting the employee’s

status within the organization.

■Personnel Ke cords. A file folder should be provided for each4.

employee, containing application form, the test papers and

all communi cations and documents relating to him.

1»

discharges and similar matters.



Education and Training Aspects,D.

Three types of training are necessary for the employees of national

pre-entry training in the knowledge and skillshousing agencies:

required in various positions to which they are recruited, training
JI

and general training in order to keep them conversant with new develop

ments and techniques and to qualify them for higher positions

An essential prerequisite to a successful training program is the

active support and cooperation of the employees themselves. They may

be classified into separate groups for various types of training pro

grams, or all hiay receive essentially similar general indoctrination

There are a wide variety of training methods, as illustrated by the

following list:

Decisions will have to be made about the use of outside training

facilities, as represented by local schools, universities and vocational

education institutes, and to what extent the share of the training

burden should be borne by' existing employees of the organization on an

Formal plans involving special recruitment and promotion:
Apprenticeship in the skilled trades or professions, internships,
alternating employment and study

Individual instruction off the job:
Correspondence courses, supervised reading and research, read
ing clubs.

Individual instruction on the job:
Supervised practice, rotation of assignments, etc.

Group instruction off the job:
Course work, lectures, inspections, tours, field trips, demon
strations, simulated situations, laboratory, conferences, dis
cussions, institutes and short courses, seminars.

on the job to inform them of their duties and related activities,

in-service basis.



Among the administrative policies that vail have to be decided

upon are those of optional or compulsory graining; incentives and

Rewards; distribution of . raining uosts; /-eaves of absence for

-/raining, and scheduling of /raining classes.'J
A typical national housing agency's concern with its training

requirements is illustrated by the following paragraphs from the

Annual Report of the Housing and development Board of Singapore:

II

b-O >V-Z C-

7

12 appointments were made during 1964 to the Intermediate
Professional Officers Scheme under which recruits are given in
service training and encouraged to study for professional quali
fications ...

n
t -<t

Serving junior officers continue, in increasing numbers, to
avail themselves of the training facilities offered by the
Singapore Polytechnic. During the year 78 Board officers attended
Polytechnic courses leading to Diplomasin Architecture and

.Architectural Draughtsmanship (16), Structural Engineering (14),
Building (32), Civil Engineering (5), ^and Surveying (9), Account
ancy (1) and Mechanical Engineering (1). These officers are
released on full pay for one whole day (or two half days) per week
in cases where they are required to attend lectures during the
working day, and must also attend evening classes.’ They are
required to serve the Board for a minimum of 3 ysars after complet
ing their courses*

Vacation employment was given by the Board in 1964 to 6 students
from the Singapore Polytechnic, 13 commercial teacher-trainees from
the Teachers' Training College, and 2 students of Architecture from
London. These students were attached to various Board departments
to gain practical experience and training related to their courses
of study. They are paid an allowance of §>3/- per day by the Board
for the period of their attachment.

During 196.4 there was a further intake of1 31 nevz recruits
under the Board's scheme for training its own Works Apprentices.
This training scheme was initiated in 1961 because the Board
experienced difficulty in recruiting Clerks-of-Works of accept
able standard to supervise its massive building programme.
Since the inception of the scheme, a total of 166 recruits have
been taken on. 84 of these have passed their second examination
and been promoted Junior Clerks-of-Works, 14 have been promoted
as Draughtsman or Housing and maintenance Inspectors ...
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Not the least important aspect of employee training is that having
to do with relationships with the public.
meetings should be held to discuss with all employees particular major
problems of policy and matters of general institutional Inconcern.

this way, basic difficulties or suggestions are likely to emerge and

be expressed that otherwise would remain hidden at lower echelons and

never' receive adequate attention. It should always be remembered

In general, the staff and employees of an organization should

be the first to be informed about policy changes, new programmes, etc.

All too often, in some countries, they receive such news first from

the press or radio as it is transmitted to the general public. This

is not the best way to establish staff sympathy or understanding of

management objectives.

Regular conferences or discussions should also be held in the

Such training would include the standardizationa continuing basis.

and simplification of procedures involving correspondence, telephone

calls, replies to inquiries, complaints, licensing procedures, courtesy

to callers, adequate facilities and identification of vehicles, offices,

Such training will notand personnel, good physical appearance, etc.

only develop esprit-de-corps among the staff, but will also help in

creating a good impression to the general public of the efficiency

and spirit which pervades the organization.

The national housing agency will also have special responsibility

at other levels of government, where proficiency, understanding and
Illi

p
I

J

ganization are essential for efficient management and performance.

Regular conferences or

that satisfactory methods for two-way communication within an or-

enieavor to improve the whole gamut of citizen-agency contacts, on

for the development of seminars and training and demonstration courses



cooperation is required, in connexion with housing and urban development

Such training efforts may be developed at local andprogrammes.

municipal levels, as well as at project and community levels. There

should be systematic evaluation of such training efforts.

The functions of education and training are not, of course

restricted to the staff members and employees of a housing agency.

housing sector programme will be the sponsorship or organization by

the agency of special courses and training opportunities for many

sectors of the building industry. These may include, for example,

courses in office management techniques and field supervision for private

contractors engaged on housing programmes; courses in construction

technology; internships and courses for housing project managers,

for social workers and for home economists; courses and apprenticeship

programmes to produce skilled labor and construction foremen, etc.

Wherever possible, the housing agency should help to open doors to

both

nationally and internationally.

Housing agencies would do well to encourage existing universities

and training institutions to organize or expand courses that would be or

In many cases this would meanimmediate benefit to their programmes.

stimulating faculties or schools such as law, economics, public health,

in the nature of the housing problem and the contributions that respective

II

scholarship and fellowship opportunities in this field,

architecture, urban planning sociology, etc; to take a greater interest

Of equal importance to the accomplishment of the overall goals of a



professions can make to it as well as encouraging interprofessional

cooperation to these ends. The housing agency can also help to

encourage the establishment of specific new professional training for

such fields as housing administration and management.

The housing agency, wherever possible, should assist in the

formation of national centres which would provide opportunities for

concentrated and across-the-board training, documentation, and re

search in the whole field of housing, building and planning.

II

I

X
J

J



Public Relations and Information ResponsibilitiesE.

Good public relations is based upon good performance, which, in

turn is based upon a properly trained staff operating under clear

directions and guidelines, and with a sense cf security as to their

status, functions and responsibilities.

But for a government agency, and particularly one operating in

a field such as housing and urban development

aspects of the public's interest and concern and therefore is particularly

it is important that leadership be

taken early in establishing a public rqSl,tions and information policy

and programme which is maintained and carried through on a regular, systematic

basis. Such a policy and programme will be part of a two-way street of

contact, with the citizenry. On the one hand, there will be the usual

current of press releases, informative circulars and bulletins, press

and radio interviews, press conferences, There should be clearetc.

understandings as to who is authorized to speak in the name of the

agency, and, above all, confidence should be established by the honest

and frank way in which the news is released and discussed. On the

other hand, in various ways, there should be regular attempts to evaluate

5 public opinion with respect to specific projects or programmes. Such

methods would include the analysis of press, radio and TV, reports and

editorials, complaints, reports given by staff and employees regarding

t

vulenrable to comment and criticism,

, which affects so many



the comments and. criticism of "outside" friends and acquaintances, and

perhaps occasional sampling of public opinion through various polling

Talks before citizen groups, demonstrations and exhibits, motion

pictures, radio and television, and printed reports are some of the typical

media, used -in^t-erm-s—of public reporting and publicity.

should be taken to tailor the material to the specific public aimed at,

rather than using a costly shotgun technique and not being sure of the

results.

A national housing agency will have innumerable "publics". The

public "publics" will include the chief executive and the parliamentary

body, other Ministries and public agencies, as well as State end local

bodies concerned with the range end impact of housing and public services

programmes.

unions, financing institutions, professional groups, groups concerned

about special housing needs — for the elderly, for large families, etc.

Each of these

While the annual report will satisfy some informational needs,services.

it obviously will not serve those of the population who are illiterate.

The radio may be helpfulThe proper media must be carefully selected.

in certain campaigns aimed at the tenant-owners of housing projects, tut

it will certainly have little influence in the circle of financial institutions

And so it goes—concerned with credit operations for housing programmes.

each group must have special attention, if impact is to be achieved.

Other publics will include the agency's staff employees -

it’s'Internal'public,V landowners’, future tenant-owners, materials suppliers,

In all cases, care

methods, etc.

contractors, industries concerned about housing for their employees, trade

"publics" has special needs and requirements for informational



to "be kept informed.

everywhere.

its public reactions programmes.

Given the recognition of this important function

clear that there must be a proper place within the organizational

and at a high level, for the direction of public relationsstructure,

activity. The chief executive of the housing agency should have easy

access to the advice and services of a public relations office within the

organization.

operating departments, who will regularly review ways of improving

public relations aspects of their respective programmes as well as of

the agency as a whole. Another approach is to designate an administrative

assistant to the chief executive, in charge of public relations. If a

more formal establishment is created, a public relations department,

with a director, it may become inclusive enough in scope to take in

the following four major categories of functions: employee relations,

community relations; information and publicity; and institutional ad

vertising, special reports, etc.

A housing agency will literally, of course, have its own

in" public—the people living in the projects built or financed oy it.

this public deserves special attention

\^ n iz

I

Next to the agency's own staff,

4-Z

"built-

Moreover, the public in general now knows that it has a right

In some cases, it will be useful to establish a public

, it is also

relations committee, composed of representatives of each of the major

The pressure of public opinion is also felt
In one large world-renbwne'd public organization^the

Ft? 7'0
achievement of its objectives is^three fundamental elements: (1),

administration; (2), financing and scientific techniques^. and (3),



because its satisfaction or disatisfaction with the agency's performance

will inevitably be the subject of much wider comment.

In countries that have made substantial progress with their.

housing programmes, it is not unusual to find that citizen and pro

fessional groups have often been in the forefront, at both local and

national levels, in urging legislation and action for housing ob

jectives. The possibility of working with or aiding in the establishment

of such specialized citizen groups should be encouraged by any housing

agency, as it ’will help in gaining recognition and support for expanded

programmes and activities.

As the profession of public relations has become increasingly

specialized, its performance and techniques merit the same considerations,

careful planning and programming and execution, as any other aspect of

It involves much more than doing "favors"a housing agency's work.

for certain influential sectors or individuals, or sending the photo

graphers out to picture the laying of the corner stone, or the entrance

On the other hard, in this particularof a family to its new dwelling.

field, it is apparent that all need not be dull or cut-and-dried either;

the public relations functions should also be a means of adding a semblance

J
they live.

i

of enthusiasm, stimulus and humanity to the operations of a housing agency,

which, after all, is concerned primarily and directly with people and how



FUNDAMENTALS OF PROGRAMME EXECUTION.VI.

T
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FUNPAICT'JTALS OF PROGPJUKE EXECUTIONVI

The continuum "between planning, programming and excution of

housing and urban development projects must be clearly understood. Efficient

execution of any housing scheme can only be the result of careful planning

and coordination for the acquisition of land, financing, provision of

this takes time and effort, including sizable allocations for the pre-investment

A United Nations study in 1953 found thatstudies which will be necessary.

it took from three to six years in places as widely separated as Singapore,

Liverpool, New York City, and Celje, Yugoslavia, from the time that a

■term programming on aThe importance of policy directives and Ion,

regional and local basis therefore becomes quite apparent.

Preceding the detailed design of a particular project also are ths

In a developing region,physical location and planning determinations.

the dynamic growth centres must be defined, as well as their minimum size,

to attract and to sustain efficient enterprises, and their needs for social

It may well be found necessary, as in Norway anaand economic services.
J

Sweden, for example, to concentrate efforts on the creation of a limited

number of viable growth centres rather than dispersing limited resources

This will have important implicationsnumber of centres.

for the quantity and type of dwellings and infrastructure to oe provided.

United Nations Publication, Sales

J//

1/ Urban Land, Problems and Policies.
No: 1953, IV.22.

in too large a

national,

preliminary housing scheme is submitted for approval to the authorities,
or site selection is recommended, to the completion of construction.-^

public and community services, design factors and other aspects. All of
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For the ^development of long-term programmes of housing and

1.

3.

4.

J
sufficient scale of operation.

United Nations Publication, Sales No.:

Future requirements
ment and developmen
of households.

based on projected population move-
. in the size, composition and number

1/From

housing and of community facilities and
1___ ____ ____ *»___Z___3 — 4-V. Z-, ^*U CT '

building and environmental engineering.

the ' Report of the Ad Roc Group of Experts on Housing and Ur^.an,
Development. United Nations Publication, Sales No.: 63UV.1

J)

related facilities, comprehensive information will be necessary on
the following lines,/

Housing shortages in urban and rural are/s in general,
in urban areas of specified size, and in other broad
geographic e^reas. /

Surveys of housing and \ether urban requirements should
assess the socio-economfc status and characteristics of
the families represented yj these requirements.

a. As part of the information necessary to plan housing
programmes, current production of housing and related
community facilities should^be surveyed. The volume
of production of housing andkrelated facilities should
be ascertained in merms of numbers, quality, location
and cost category; \

b. The existing stricture of production should be as
certained, shoeing the agencies engaged and methous
of financing,/including the acquisition and development
of building land. \

2. Qualitative deficiencies in relation to defined means,
including lack of community facilities and state of
habitability. \ /

c. The main technical features of currentVroiuotion of
housing and of community facilities andXservices should
be analysed, including the characteristics of house
building and environmental engineering. \

When the above information is known, continuing programmes of

housing and ur’oar/development should be established and resources to

carry them out, should be assured for a
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around whether to build or to promote more intensive development within

the citj1-, perhaps involving urban renewal or redevelopment techniques;

whether to extend existing public services and build on the outskirts,

communities or new towns. In all cases, the economic and social costs

and benefits must be weighed and carefully analyzed before a particular

It goes

eg that the minimum standards and assumptions of such a plan

must be realistic and in accord, with the socio-economic needs of the

population to be servedr-—This~ild—notr-be--an-easy_task-of—definition,

p

overall approach is frozen into a physical development plan.
S.rki /Kf,

without -,s'y-n=n1

as-indi-cated_by2fhe following paragraphs from a recent report of the

Hong Kong Housing Society^ r'3v’

"At the end of September, Government published a white paper -C,
setting out the proposed policies for squatter control and re-
settlement over the next ten years.

"Licensed squatting areas with huts at $3 monthly rental <j
will be established on new sites, but existing tolerated
squatter areas will not be allowed to expand. Families
evicted from dangerous buildings are given some priority but
advance rent in a lump sum will be charged, as these people
receive compensation.

"The white paper proposes that some squatter areas be
cleared and that it shall be illegal, with the landlords
subject to prosecurtion, to erect roof top shacks."

"Government aims to re-settle 1.9 million persons in ten
years at an estimated cost of $1,700 millions and to provide
low cost housing for 290,000 persons at an estimated cost of
$353 millions.

"Government has hinted that to undertake this huge programme
of resettlement and Government Low Cost Housing, it may not be
practicable to provide additional funds for the expansion of
other low cost housing work such as that carried on by the
Housing Authority and the Housing Society.

"Whilst the measures for stepping up Resettlement and
Government Low Cost Housing are indeed welcome, the needs
of other sections of the population are pressing and no less

or whether to make the investments necessary to build completely new

/I In the large metropolitan areas, such decisions are likely to center^k/vicz/
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It is evident that decisions on particularly projects cannot be

made in isolation from each other, and, in fact, will form part of a

pattern or web of conscious national policy, programming and planning

for urban development as a whole. How is it possible to move from one

stage to the next so as to achieve and put into practice a National Plan

on Urban Development?

In Chile, three stages were proposed, in connexion with the
2.establishment of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development in 19°5-‘

The first stage, of transition and organization, to—be—terminated-~by

.• March'i960, called for four groupings of functions, as follows:

A.

B.

min mu

important, and no reduction in financial provision should
be made. It is understood that in spite of the Colony's
tremendous achievements there was still a backlog of half
a million units. It is important not to concentrate
completely on minimum standard accommodation. Deplorable
housing conditions are the most serious social problem, and
the greatest fear menacing the people of Hong Kong is the , >
fear of being forced into the street with nowhere to live."

Elaboration of Policies, to include: (1) Analysis of the
present system of investment decisions, (2) Review of present
legislation revision; (3) Review of Master Plan and pro
gramming concepts; (4) Preliminary basic surveys, (5) Temporary
national scheme, urban development, (6) Long-term basic surveys
programme;

Institutional Basis and Functional Mechanism, to include:
Xl), Promulgation of the Law; (2) Definition of internal
functions; (3) Personnel requirements,;. (4) Working programmes;
(5) Internal and external coordination; and (6) Foreign
assistance;

2/ Astica, Juan B. Use of Urban National Policy and Local Planning in the
Process of Integral Development. The Chilean Case. Cornell University,
November 1965*

_1/ The Hong Kong Housing Society. Annual Report for the Year ended
30 September 1964. Post Office Box 845: Hong Kong.



D.

(1)B.

(1)C.

D.

A.

B.

I

The Third. Stage, of active implantation of the National Plan on
Urban Development, would, involve the following:

Under these same groupings, the Second. Stage, of Construction of the
National Plan on Urban Development, would, be completed in ’'arch 19^7,
involving the following steps under the same four groupings:

(2) Compatability with investment programmes ani schedules of other
sectors;

Long-term basic surveys, (2) Analysis of the National Urban
Development alternatives, (3) Adoption of the alternative
chosen for Urban Development, (4) Establishment of Urban
Development Policy;

Connercion of Housing programmes with community facilities
and revision in accord with scheme, (2) Control of program^
fulfillment in accord with temporary schemes, (3) Connexion
with regional development plans;

Bstablishment of committees for communal planning, (2)
local Urban Development

A. (1) Information system organization, means of communication with
Municipalities and Odeplan, P.P., Budget Office, (2) Revision
and preparation of the urban development legislation, (3)
Organization of the coordination with Municipalities and
Central Government Offices (establishment of permanent
committees);

(1)
Definition of purposes and projects:
through Municipalities and other channels of participation;
(3) Preparation of programmes and plans for long-term communal
development; (4) Preparation of 5_ye£-r development programmes.

0. Urban Development Programming, to include: (1) Information requirements:
statistics, research and surveys on housing, (2) Offer of information
availability of statistics, information and surveys of lands, land
use, municipal resources;

(1) Adjustment of information and coordination mechanisms,
(2) Revision of law establishing Ministry of Housing and
Urban Development, (3) Review of urban development legislation;

Assistance to Municipalities and Relation with Private Sector, to
include: (1) Local planning seminars, (2) Local data organization
and research, (3) Training courses for Ministry of Housing per
sonnel to be assigned to Municipalities, (4) Pilot project programme
on municipal development.

(1) Policies statement (principles, purposes and decisions
adopted by the Ministry); (2) Statement on urban development
standards, (3) Annual control of policies: progress referring
to the urban pattern in accord with regional development plans;

C. (1) Community Facilities and Housing programmes, annual connexion;
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conditions of existing slum or squatter neighborhoods must be identifiedThe

This will provide a clearer picture for urban andand plotted on maps

metropolian planning authorities who will be concerned with projecting

In many cases, they will be able to identify

which areas are likely to have stability over a period of time, which ones

must eventually face clearance and renewal (perhaps because public services

cannot be economically extended to them), and which ones can be partially

Having done this, of course, the real job will begin, of systematic

programming and organization, which will involve consulting with the

communities concerned, deciding on priorities, analyzing resources available

for concentration on specific projects, and the establishment of co-operative

and collaborative relationships between national, state and local governments

for the purposes to be accomplished. A subsequent phase will involve

budgeting and scheduling so as to harness all the available resources most

This might well include, for example, making available public

works equipment to facilitate the work of community groups on weekends, then

they can contribute their labour for such projects as building or improving

streets, drainage ditches, water supply lines, community'centres, etc.

In se'eral countries of Latin America programs of this type have become

sufficiently important to be institutionalized on a national basis so that a

number of Ministries and agencies work together within the framework of a community

development approach to solve the problems of their slums and squatter

agency has an important role to play in these efforts, and its worth may well

——TI

capital investment needs.

effectively.

be judged by the success of such undertakings.

rebuilt through temporary relocations of existing squatters.

neighborhoods in cooperation with municipal authorities. The national housing
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Project DevelopmentA.

The development of a specific project, whether it is a new

town or a self-help building land and utilities scheme, must be

specifically related to the socio-economic needs and capabilities of

the population it is intended to serve. This means that careful social and

economic analysis must precede the determination of type and minimum

standards for a project, assuming that it will fit into an appropriate

physical planning framework of urban development. This type of analysis,

including a projection of effective market "demand," will in large part

determine the size and type of investment to be made and to what extent

public resources and public subsidies will be required if the project

Once overall objectives for a project are reasonably well-defined,

then there must occur a projected synthesis of the major variables, to

the extent, if possible, of producing design alternatives. These

variables would include site selection and development costs, perhaps

analyzed on a stage-by-stage basis so as to avoid excessive initial

capital investment in a project that may not mature or be brought to

The availability of financing and on what termscompletion all at once.

as well as the provision and timing of the neededmust be considered,J)
public services, utilities and community facilities.

public /health

building code requirements, taxation, licensing and other aspects.

is to fulfill its objectives and to meet the housing needs of the people
ypyproposed to be served by it.

Municipal and

authorities must be consulted about sanitary aspects.,.

Ill III IIIIIBIII Hill
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Determinations must be made as to the availability and costs of building

materials and equipment required for the project. Similarly, the

availability of skilled and unskilled construction labour and its costs

must be surveyed and projected in relation to the requirements of other

5 The extent to which self-help techniques can be used in theprojects.

building process should also be estimated, and will, of course, vary

programme for squatter

a core house or roof-loan scheme, or an$ improvementresettlement, programme

for existing housing and community facilities. Not least important will

be an effort to identify people's existing cultural and social standards,

achievements and aspirations, as reflected in their existing dwellings

The objective will be to incorporate certain

traditional elements in the provision or arrangement of space and facilities

for their furniture and belongings. This should also include an effort

to determine acceptability or rejection of certain proposed construction

materials or design types.

If the project is a large one, the process described may well require

the services of a special development team or design group organized on

that will be required in order to present specific solutions that will'
J

be—requi-r-ad—in—order—t-o—present-specific-solutions that will put together

all the principle factors involved.

as possible, is the type of developer.

Development Corporation, as with the British New Town schemes, clotael wivh

broad authority and legal and financial attributions to proceed with all

Another major aspect for decision, which should be known as early

Will it be a publicly-established

and community environments?

an inter-profession basis to take account of the elements and decisions

depending upon whether it is a "site and services"
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aspects of development, organization and administration of a project until

converted into a municipality in its own right?it is ready to "be

several private "builders constructing for profit,Will it "be one or
perhaps with some

3" be sold or rented on the private housing market? Will it be the housing

agency or the municipality itself serving as sponsor for a particular

project?

grouping of interests and serving a pre-determined area of housing need?

In most cases, no matter what the type or nature of the sponsor,

the particular project, unless it is of the self-help type, will be built

by private contractors. These elements should therefore be asked to

collaborate in the design process at an early date, if this is feasible,

not only because of their knowledge of existing techniques, costs,

materials and manpower, etc., but also because they nay be able to

identify areas of saving, cost reduction, efficiency and speed of

construction, which should prove useful to all concerned.

Once the major elements of a project become defined, then the

process will begin of detailing its costs, related services, estimating

beginning and completion dates, and budgeting for the financial and other

J) resources required.

It is important to recognize that in the developing regions although

the construction industry may account for as much as 60 to 70 percent ox

organized and will be characterized by low capital investment, absence oi

long-term commitment of 'work and impermanence of laoour force.

” 1 I !«,niniwinrrwwn™.i

employment on a large scale,"Sviii, the

the fixed gross capital formation and provide directly or indirectly

''g-tfrii, the industry as such will not be well-

Will it be a non-profit sponsor, such as a patronato.trust,

Foundation, housing association or cooperative, based upon some existing

element of public subsidy, dwellings or apartments to
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Improving productivity will reqire action at administrative, organizational,

financial and technical levels. Improvements and reduction of costs can be

brought about mainly through adequate advance planning and budgeting for materials,

ensuring a continuity of demand and long term advance orders, enforcing

ponents, reducing the variety of house types, integrating the building

process by closer association between the client, designer and constructor,

improvement in site organization, rationalization of building codes and

bylaws, and training of skilled workers.

In order to achieve utmost economy in construction costs, careful

attention is necessary at all stages of a project, starting from the

conception involving major decisions regarding densities, construction

Translation of these decisions into actual execution involves rational

architectural and structural designing, choice of materials, and attention

Careful consideration must be given to building materials, whichto details.

may account for 60 to 70 percent of the building costs in some countries. As

mat erials—industri e'S’_uan~be-establi shed.

project,

will aid in the organization of efficient site operations, from the in

stallation of public services and the digging of foundations to the

planting of the shrubs and flowers by the future tenant-owners.

I

a detailed time table and work schedule can be prepared which

standardization and modular coordination in building materials and com-

With a clear plan, programme and staging for the development of a

techniques, standards, etc., which all have a direct bearing on costs.

building materials industries are not always well-developed, budgeting for
, v* " S* "O' k ■- — vc. •*-* - -■ y* f >_***

building materials are hdt-alwaykfweii-devblope-d,—budgeting.^or—bui-l-ding
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A pjroperly organized site reduces stoppage of work to a minimum,operations.

duces inventories. Recent studies by the louwcentrum of Argentina indicate

J

materials.

As for industrialized methods of house construction, it is apparent

that these systems in some countries are reducing man hours per dwelling

full scale prefabrication more in keeping with the socio-economic realities of

many of the developing countries.conditions i:

In many developing countries it is still to be recop>?nized that

site organization requires a clear visualization of sequence of construction

prevents wastage of materials, increases the productivity of labour and re-

that very substantial savings can be made by careful attention to organization
I A fand management of site operations, even with the same impetus of labour and

and the existence of a certain minimum infrastructure.,.^^- rational comoination

of traditional and prefabricated construction, keeping a sharp eye on tne

prices of mat erials and labour, appears to be an intermediate approach to

unit'by 30 percent _and also reducing the time of construction by over

50 percent'! A substantial portion of the building work is transferred

from the site to the factory. However, in most developing countries,

there should be a cautious approach to the adoption of prefab construction,

which ’^presupposes the existence of long range building programmes,,;a level y

of standardization in the building industry, the availability of skilled labour,

b i.z </.-

<L<_1C.-a_ Ck, ' C-J-^-2



kvre.T<i of ContractsB.

The development of a project to the point where contract plans

and. specifications can he prepared, may he the responsibility of the
=

housing agency and its design group or department or it may be provided.

by a planning, architectural or engineering firm engaged for this purpose.J
The extent to -which a housing agency proceeds to prepare final design

drawings and detailed specifications, estimates of quantities and costs,

of overloading and inefficiency in the bureaucratic machinery. Private

firms may do the bulk of this work—if they are available. Sometimes,

there will also be an effort to stimulate innovation through new processes

of home construction and community building, which can be achieved 'ey

providing standards and cost limitations for a particular project, but

allowing the builder or contractor to work out his own techniques and

materials for ju-.t how the job will be accomplished. This type of

approach will tend to favour the use of prefab construction methods

and materials, in toto or in part, and a more integrated approach to

the whole building process.

Contracts for engineering and architectural services are generally

other of the following ways, frequently depending upon

the existing customs or regulations prevailing within a particular country:

Fee based on a percentage of the actual net construction cost;a.

b.

c.

Cost plus fixed fee with a guaranteed ceiling;d.

Fixed fee based on a time rate.d.

In some countries, there is an

effort to avoid this type of work as a public function, consequent dangers

awarded in one or

Cost plus fixed fee, which provides for a fee for profit only,
since all engineering costs of the project, including overhead
expenses, are reimbursed by the client;

A

Lump-sum fee based on a percentage of the estimated construction
cost;

etc., may vary from country to country.



Rosters of qualified professionals usually are maintained by the

architectural or engineering societies in each country, Public agencies
may sometimes find it to their advantage to establish their own registries
of such professionsals who may be required to be licensed, etc., according to the
prevailing legislation. The specific amount of fee will usually depend

J
upon the complexity of the work and the scope of the sei-vices desired,

Conditions and practices also change fromprevious experience, etc.

time to time^ and it may prove necessary to adjust methods of compensation

to meet such new situations.

■ Architectural or engineering services'are usually accomplished in

(1) a preliminary report, including preliminary surveys,three phases:
designs and comparative estimates of cost; recommendations as to the most

suitable solution and economic justification of the project; (2) preparation

of contract plans and specifications, including preparation of final

design drawings and detailed specifications, estimates of quantities and

including field layout, inspection and supervision of the

checking of working drawings prepared by contractors, progress andwork,

estimates and reports, issuance of certificates for progress andfinal

payments to contractors, and revision of contract drawings to showfinal3
of the work.changes introduced during progress

the problem of professional services is satisfactorilyOnce

force account basis, or, as is sore

costs, preparation of instructions to bidders, and assistance in obtaining

and analyzing bids and the award of contracts; and (3) Supervision of

public agencies concerned directly, on a

likely for housing projects, by private contract.

construction,

resolved, the construction work itself must be performed, either oy the
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There are three types of construction contracts: lump-sum, unit

price and cost-plus.

I.umo Stun Contracts The contractor must be fully informed as to
J what is required of him through precise plans and specifications. The

more uncertain the contractor's risk, the higher must be his bid in order to

provide for these contingencies. Where a considerable risk is involved,

the contractor may be tempted to ignore it so as to be able to give a low

If the risk materialized, he may try to get by with inferior work orbid.

One of the greatest disadvantages of lump-sum construction is thatmaterial.

the interests of the developing agency and the contractor are essentially

in opposition.
Unit Price Contracts. Bids may be taken on the price per unit,

either of work or materials. The unit prices are multiplied by the

estimated quantities and the products added together to determine the

estimated total cost. A contract for a particular project can be based

For example, foundation work may be based on unit prices since it is some-

it can be covered with precision in the plans and specifications.

Where there is considerable uncertainty as to

the exact cost of construction, it would seem reasonable for the developing

agency to pay the cost of construction, and for the profit alone to be the

Tne public agency will pay the cost ofsubject of bidding or negotiation.

Cost Plus Contract.

what uncertain, but the structure itself can be based on a lump-sum since

on a lump-sum bid for part of the work and unit prices for other parts.



construction and the profit to the contractor will "be equal to a specified

The chief objection to this type of contract ispercentage of the cost.

that it provides a temptation for the contractor to add costs. This

objection has been overcome in the case of certain housing projects in the

United States by providing incentives for the contractor to make savings

below a certain pre-determined project cost, even though operating on

In one such arrangement, the savings made by

the contractor, which are carefully checked and audited, are divided

half and half, with half going to him and half to the developing agency

or to the future tenant-owners of the project, if it is a cooperative.

The process of awarding contracts usually involves competitive

bidding, the results of which are then evaluated by the responsible

authorities of the agency or by an expert group cr committee. Some

times there are built-in procedures for disregarding the highest or

lowest bids, and for approving those which seem closer to the estimated

cost that the agency itself has prepmed. In some countries the com

petitive bidding on specific projects is not on a completely open or

unrestricted basis, but, rather, for each project which is announced in

advance, upon application firms are selected who. will be invited and qualified

Many public agencies now recognize that seeking the lowest possibleto bid.

bidder is no guarantee of effective or responsible performance and that

their own interests are more likely to be served by working to improve

the performance and reliability of the entire building industry rather

than by encouraging under-capitalized operators who may be all too prone

of a housing project or programme.

a cost-plus arrangement.

to bankruptcy because of miscalculations and inexperience, in the execution



Inspection of PerformanceG.

exact inspection of contract construction, housing agencies are often

well advised to hire an experienced professional firm to carry out this

responsibility. In many Latin American countries, for example, this

function is known as that of "interventor" and architectural and

engineering firms may be duly registered to perform these functions

for public agencies. While specifications must be carefully followed,

there are a multitude of details about any project which are impossible

to include in a plan of specifications, and the inspector must therefore

be guided as much by knowledge of construction practice as by the plans

and specifications themselves.

professional firm for the inspection does

not relieve the administrative officials of the responsibility for

careful checks of the project. Frequent checks are also important as

a basis for the progress payments which are made at various stages of

completion of the work. These are usually certified to by the "interventor”.

The posting of performance bonds by a contractor is another method

of insuring compliance with the terms of a contract, its timing, quality

of materials and construction, etc. If the specified deadlines are not

met or the work is inferior, the contractor will risk the forfeiture of his

performance bond.
Another type of problem is posed by the building of projects which

Tho agency involved will have touse aided self help or mutual aid.

provide almost constant supervision and inspection, which probably should

be carried out by an experienced, skilled construction worker or foreman,

However, even hiring a

Because of the overriding importance of careful, thorough and
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cases, in addition to the inspection of constructionIn most

performance as

and certification from other agencies, particularlyquire approval

public health and municipal departments, before certificates of occupancy

can be issued and families can move into their dwellings.

The inspection process is important, not only as an administrative

and financial control, but because it offers the opportunity to feed-back,

through reporting, information concerning problems, difficulties and

deficiencies, which should be corrected through improved organizational,

design, or other approaches of the housing agency for present and future

programmes.

A much ereader approach^ to the whole problem of inspection is

illustrated by the case of the Ministry of Housing and Building of the

deconcentrated government service.

the ministry responsible for housing and there is an inspector in each

The latter has considerable freedom of action andprovincial capital.
Hisdates and the municipal council.advises both the Council of Deputed

Since World War II,evel basis.well as coordinating programmes on a project

other government services,the inspectorate of housing, together with certa:

1/Por further information on the organization of self-help projects, see
United Nations Manual on Self-Help Housing, Sales No. 63.IV.4 and Self-
Help Housing Guide, Inter-American Housing and Planning Centre. Bogota,
Colombia, 1962.

such, housing and urban development projects will re

functions include those'of reporting on e:<dsting practices and problems, as

who will direct the construction of houses by a member of families at
+ • 1/the same time.

Netherlands, which created an "inspectorate of housing" as a completely

There is a chief inspector attached to



In each provincial

J)

'JI

has been incorporated, into the^Central Directorate of ^Housing and Building

(reporting to the Ministry of Housing and Building).

capital this service now has a bureau headed by an engineer in chief,
who at the same tirae holds the office^pf^ inspector of health (as far as

housing is concerned)

1/ Housing in the Netherlands. Ministry of Housing and Building. The
Hague, June 1964 •
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VII.

The construction of large new housing ani urban development

projects creates formidable problems of management involving social,
e'

taken into consideration well before construction is started. The

responsibilities of the sponsoring agencies, the professionals and

technicians concerned for the long-range success of an individual

community or project far deeper than the quantitative constructiono’

of a specified number of units. The projects must be designed to pro

mote the creation of balanced and integrated communities. They must

be satisfactory for family living, provide the opportunity for self

growth, and produce a sense of security and stability. Housing projects

should not be separated from the normal flow of municipal and social

sense of segration or isolation.

Project management represents an effort to coordinate three

broad and inter-related categories of functions: the socio-educational

guidance and development of the occupants; the collection of payments

Cn the socialfor the dwellings; and the maintenance of property.

there are several objectives — to help maintain a stable andside,

responsible outlook on the part of the families housed, to assist them

to cope with the daily problems of living, and to become integrated into

New living conditions will usually providethe life of the community.

channel individual traits and habits into new channelsopportunities to

that families will be helped to help

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS AND PROVISION OF COMUlilTY SERVICES
TO COMPLETED PROJECTS

services, nor should their design and location be such as to breed a

of action for a fresh start, and, so

economic end physical design and maintenance factors which should oe



These opportunities should

The economic factor of project management is no less important,

and failure in this respect can often make social development efforts

Once a project is created and occupied it is, in fact,inoperative.

more similar to a business-administrative unit, albeit with social

objectives, than to a government operation. However, the antecedents

for success in this respect begin at an early date—the project location

must be located in an area accessible to economic productivity and em

ployment of one sort or another, so that there will be at least a

minimum family income. The housing must be of such utility and quality

that persons will want to pay for it, either on a sale or rental basis.

The process and criteria for family selection will obviously affect the

later collections of payments, as will the type and form of subsidy

The pre-scheduledthat is incorporated into the plan for the project.

taxes,

utilities and supervision must be collected, if it is not to be sub

further direct burden on the national treasury.

With respect to property maintenance, the usual economic principles

given property should have at least a market value equal

Simply protecting the into the outstanding indebtedness against it.

vestment, however is shortsighted, and the standard of property maintenance

Inshould be higher than just to preserve

rental housing, high standard maintenance is vital to longer amortization

For owner-occupied housing, whichperiods which achieve lower rentals.

occupant share of operating costs for interest, maintenance,

a minimum, diminishing value.

themselves through educational and other means.

be capitalized uponYenlightened management policy techniques.

sidized as a

dictate that a



families will ever possess, careful protection and guidance is needed so

that value will be appreciated wherever possible. Prom the standpoint

of national welfare, high standard maintenance is critical to the total

housing stock, as each year of life added to a dwelling unit helps to

combat the total housing deficit of the country concerned.

One important aspect of the management function is to strive

for greater efficiency in project operations, much of this related to

costs and. the elimination of wasteful methods, but for organized social

housing projects, success in this respect will usually hinge upon the

degree of occupant cooperation that can be achieved

Community integration is a management function concerned with

the job of interpretation and communication between the occupants of

People living

outside a new project should be drawn into the use of its facilities,

school or health clinic, etc.such as shopping centre, church or mosque,

On the other hand, there are various services, within the larger community

which project management should enlist for the Benefit of a new project.

In self-help construction, management competence also comes into

play at an early date, for the organization of human resources into effective

This is true whether the activities concerned are forproduction units.

building a house, repairing a leaking-roof, making furniture, or uniting

citizens for the building of a community hall

credit union or cooperative.

a project and the larger community of which it is a part.

or establishment of a

frequently represents the only form of savings and major asset that many



Form of Occupancy and Stimulation of Tenant ResponsibilityA.

The forms of occupancy of housing provided in the developing regions

will obviously vary far more widely than the set patterns’ that have evolved

in the industrialized countries. It should also be remembered that develop

ing countries are changing from agrarian rural societies into industrial

societies, which involves dramatic transformations in productionurban

methods, in transportation and communication, in occupational and professional

skills, and in expansion of the monetary sector. Rural housing has been

However, in urban housing the monetarymanagement-occupant relationship.

sector prevails, and even though there is a huge growth of shanty towns

built by rural migrants, a better quality of equipment and housing stock

usually exists in the cities.

In the developing countries, housing for low-income families is

dependent upon the funds that can be obtained from public or private

sources and by the extent to which the population itself can contribute,

in either cash or services, to the construction and maintenance of their

own dwellings. The policy is usually to bridge the gap between the invest

ment and repayment capacities of families, and the cost of the house as

reflected in the "social rent" - the capacity to pay for the recurring

that financial assistance for urban housing must be considerably greater

However, the new migrants to the cities in needthan for rural housing.

of housing must be educated to their responsibilities of paying for their

of self-help, elided self help and mutual aid techniques involving no

generally characterized by a non-monetary output of houses through the use

services rendered by the house - and the "economic rent," this means
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allocated share of the. cost of dwellings and to maintaining and improving them,

different from what they were accustomed to in their prior rural environments

or small villages and towns. The establishment of efficient housing adminis

tration and, in particular, good management and control of organized social

housing projects can contribute greatly to increasing the flow’ of both public

and private capital assistance for new housing programs. I'his is dependent

in large part, however, upon the tenant-owner attitudes toward management and

the sense of group responsibility for solving common problems. The form of

occupancy is likely to be one key factor in this total picture

Among the various occupancy systems traditionally used are the following:

"owner" tenant-purchaser; or hire-purchaser.

The cooperative system combines some of the characteristics of all of the above,

but may have its own variations, will be explained in Part B. There is alsoas

the condominium form, which may vary somewhat from country to country, but

which basically involves a mortgagor-mortgagee relationship. The use of

arrangements for the land involved in the building of organized

social housing projects is still a further complication to the thinking and

attitudes of the new’comer who finds it hard to adjust to a concept which does

not involve having his own little house on his own clear-titled piece of land.

In the "owner" or mortgagor-mortgagee type of occupancy, the position of the

occupant is that of a mortgagor until the loan - along with the interest - has

been repaid, at which time he becomes an "owner". The mortgagee may be the

financial institution providing the loan in the first instance, or an intermediate

agency, public, non-profit or private, which takes the position of mortgagee.

"leasehold"

even though they may be living in a form of occupancy of such housing quite

or mortgagor-mortgagee; tenant;
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The same legal mortagor-mortgagee contractual relationship exists when

housing is provided by a public agency in part by capital subsidy and in

part by lean elements.

In rental housing, there is a tenant-landlord relationship in which

the tenant is liable to pay rent regularly calculated or fixed on the basis

of capital and recurring costs as reduced by subsidy In the case of tenant

purchase, the tenant is given the right of ownership if he pays rent for a

Discount adjustments are occasionally made forcertain length of time.

early payments.

In the case of hire purchase, the eligible families or individuals

are allotted houses or flats in apartment houses and are required to deposit

a lump sum in a determined proportion of the capital cost or subsidy.

-‘•nterest on this investment is credited to the allottee's account until he

earns the right of ownership after completing his installment payments, which

are spread over a certain number of years. Untilthese payments are completed,

the allottee is considered a lessee However, the period required to earn

ownership of the house can be shortened if the allottee pays the full cost

of the house under certain stipulated conditions, such as non-transfer of

The right of ownership is thenownership by way of sale, gift, etc

conveyed and vested in favour of the allottee.

The condominium form, which has come into growing vogue in many develop

ing countries, especially for multi-storied dwellings, is for the sale of

However, there are usual 1 y built-in arrangements for the management of central

apartments on an individual basis under a mortgagor-mortgagee relationship.



services within a dwelling or community project, which may be determined

by a board of directors or committee elected by the occupants according to

specified conditions

The cooperative is generally recognized to be a superior form of

occupancy and housing management because it tends to promote both individual

responsibility and group solidarity and encourages the development of

initiatives and community projects which will tend to make living in a particular

project more attractive and desirable.

Because housing needs are likely to be overwhelming in relation to avail

matter what the form of occupancy, which should be based on socio-economic

criteria, and also be considered as the first step in a long-range program of

occupant education before an occupancy agreement, as such, is concluded.

The contract interview and the availability of a well-prepared occupant hand

book are two other steps in this process.

Large-scale construction and standardization in design are tools to help

bring shelter costs within reach of low-income families. Yet, the results

The stimulation of tenant responsibility has as its primaryone place.

objective to rouse occupants to action to do things for themselves, because

in this way there will be savings in project operating costs and also there

will be

To avoid the destraction of the normal urban patterns of living and the

opportunities for social interchange and communication, housing programs must

envisage a much wider range of assistance to the low-income families. But

pattern of social and economic development.

a growth of self reliance and group action within an accelerated

able supply, careful attention must be given to the selection process, no

- III

are large assemblies of people, with many human needs, brought together in
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rather than being "stigmatized" socially through occupancy in a large low-

income project, with an inevitable tendency to diminishing initiative and

responsibility, families should have more choice and flexibility about their

dwellings.

■f

fostered are the following:

The construction of smaller, less-institutionalized projects thata.

would be more susceptible to eventual cooperative ownership and management;

b

direct public assistance with housing that is privately initiated;

-tent subsidies in the form of rent reductions that are geared to thec.

individual family by carefully graded rent-to-income rations;

special housing payments for families with children;d

■Rehabilitating existing housing and helping to stabilize otherwisee.

deteriorating neighborhoods and communities;

differential interest rates and longer amortization periods forf.
groups or individual families that merit special consideration, e.e., the
elderly;

Providing special incentives and aids to private builders to reduceg

costs;

JI Certain capital subsidies, tax reductions, etc.

country.

integrated neighbourhoods is more likely to be fostered by some of the

alternative approaches indicated than it is by exclusive concentration on

large economically stratified projects for low-income families.

*-any possibilities are available, depending upon the conditions in each

h.

tut it seems clear that responsible community living in socially

in Sweden, for examole, income or social eligibility for housing

has been eliminated/"//Among the ways socially integrated housing can be /

C !

A deliberate policy of "mixture" of housing that receives more

-.7
//



Non-Profit Associations and Cooperatives.B.

Non-profit housing associations and housing cooperatives are grovring

rapidly in many countries of the world because they meet the needs of sizable

sectors of the population who would otherwise be unattended by traditional

market mechanisms or by the public authorities. ihey offer one of the best

operation capable of surviving the rise and fall of particular governments.

-*-n a number of European countries; housing associations and housing cooperatives

particularly effective as instrumentalities for working closely with municipal

and local government agencies in their planning, clearance and urban renewal

VIn the small country of Denmark, for example, in 1954=u there were over

290 such associations of wide diversity, divided among four basic types:

housing cooperatives, limited-profit joint-stock companies for the construction

and administration of housing, associations for the construction and adminis

tration of social housing, and philanthropic housing associations The Danish

government does not construct housing itself, but uses these associations as

terms and other attributions. Only those associations are eligible for aid

2) which undertake continuous building operations - the legislative interest

here being to make these associations and building societies self-supporting,

with permanent professional staffs. Their technical and financial organization

the projects built by them must eventually be turned over to the public authorities

dnited Nations Sales uo. 56.IV.7

-

Housing through Mon—Profit Associations,

programs.

account for from 20 to 40;S of all housing construction, and they have uroven

an instrumentality of housing policy, by granting them loans or favorable

ways for people to help themselves in the housing field because they stimulateVZ

/^individual and group effort under sound and proven standards and systems of

must be determined by purely social considerations, and the capital saved on



According to the Danish Housing Aid Act, the by-laws of the housing

associations must contain the following provisions:

2.

3.

4.

5.

The occupant of housing constructed by the associations or cooperatives

does not have an individual right of ownership to a particular house or flat,

but merely the right of membership in the association and of the use and

unlimited enjoyment of the premises, including the right to transmit the premises

He may not, however, freely transferand the attendant obligations to an heir.

possession of the dvrelling to a third party or make a profit through the rental

or conveyance or, much less, through the sale of the premises.

Develooing countries may also be particularly interested in two other

A General Federation of Danish Housingaspects of the Danish housing scene.

Associations, made up of delegates elected to

associations every three years, has been particularly helpful in consolidating

It has helped to establish a central wholesalethe efforts of this movement.

in bulk at lower prices, and

established a Hui 1 di ng Estimates Institute to seek ways of improving construction

methods and reducing building costs.

agency for the purchase of building materials

6,

The Ministry of Housing may appoint an inspector, who, on behalf
of the Government, will supervise the activities of the association.

The association's accounts should be verified by a certified auditor
and a financial statement submitted at the end of each fiscal periof to the
Ministry of Housing for approval.

Savings realized in the form of surpluses and reduced mortgages should
be used to construct new housing or to modernize existing dwellings.

The association should aim at constructing housing as economically
as possible by taking advantage of the most modern and efficient methods

Persons employed in a social-housing association may not, without
the permission of the Ministry of Housing, engage in construction
activities onside the association.

a general assembly by the affiliated

©

1. The purpose of the association is to provide adequate housing for
persons of limited or small means.



A central advisory service, called Arbejderbo (The Worker's Home),

supervised by a chief of section of the Ministry of Housing, and composed

of various trade unions, cooperative, craft and housing organizations, serves

services, in that it supervises projects during the construction period. The

organization operates through 11 district managers whose duties are to visit the

localities concerned, make preliminary surveys of needs, convene general meetings,

explain the Housing Aid Act, the advantages of non-profit associations, and

government allowances for large families, etc determine probable annual

1hese general meetings usuallypayments per square metre of dwelling, etc.

The district managers thenresult in a decision to establish an association.

follow up by providing advisory services for all aspects of the project,

including management*

a number of countries.

have

advisory services which are endeavoring to provide some of the functions carried

In the united States, at least three central organizations for

the Foundationthe promotion and development of cooperative housing now exist:

for Cooperative Housing, the united Housing foundation, and the Middle-Income

Housing Association.

Chile is one of the "developing" countries in which housing cooperatives

indicated by the following

figures:

on by the HS3*

movements in Sweden, as illustrated by the case of the large national cooperative

housing society, the HSB.d Similar organizations exist in Norway and Finland,

-/'J'J

are showing surprising and vigorous growth, as

and several countries, such as Chile, Colombia, Feru and Argentina^,

established national federations of cooperative housing societies and/'or technical

Cooperative housing societies have developed special and unique impetus in

Among the outstanding examples d-s? the cooperative housing

as an advisory organ and also as an agent for the associations requesting its
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17 housing1951 - cooperatives

I960 - 226 It 1!

Dec. 1965 - 540 11 n

in addition, 180 were in the process of being formed.

Most of the cooperatives in Chile have between 30-100 members, and during

After securing their basic loan, which is usually on a single mortgage basis,

the individual or attached houses are built, which are owned by the cooperative,

the members having an occupancy agreement.

About 80 cooperatives have joined the Chilean Federation for Cooperative

housing, to represent the movement, and to provide educational and accounting

Most of the cooperatives have a contract for technical assistance,services.

in different degrees, with one of the 5 existing nonincluding management

profit auxiliary Institutes, the largest of which are Ih’/ICA, TECK1C00P and

These institutes provide a broad range of technical, supervisory andASICOOP.

management services for 'which they may charge up to 2 per cent of the mortgage

on a project

Most of the mortgage-loans for the cooperative housing projects have been

Mortgages are rediscountedhandled through the private savings and loan system.

Terms are 4.5/’by the Central Bank of Savings and Loan

and 20—25 years amortization, with a readjustment clause for repaymentinterest,

An estimated 1/3 of the houses have been cuilt withbased on the salary-index.

1-2 years ofThese are mostly based on savings and loan contracts:groups.

&
(Caja Central).

loans from the National Housing Institute (CORVI), mainly for lower income

a oeriod of from 2 to 8 years they collect savings, buy land, and improve it



prior savings amounting to 10% of cost of houses; readjustable loan for

22% of total cost vzas covered by savings of the cooperatives prior to

Many projets consisted of shell-houses, and the cooperativebuilding.

members once inhabiting these, complete or expand them with their own

resources

Another area of Latin America where the cooperative housing movement

is achieving rapid success is the State of Minas ^erais. In this case, the

State Savings Bank (Caixa Economica) has provided the leadership and financing,

advised in the initial stages by the Foundation for Cooperative Housing under

below.

In Sv.’eden,

built or provided for more than 200,000 dwellings, some in association with

municipally-sponsored community housing corporations or public utility

What are the unique features that have enabled this organization to

achieve such success and, in effect, enabled it to achieve the status of a

1

the advantage of (a) permitting continuous building activity, with its result

ing retention and accumulation of experience, know-how and valuable centralization

significant new social invention?

As can be seen from Figure [ }

fold national, mother (community), and daughter (project) structure which has

90% with 2% annual interest and 20-25 years of amortization»

companies,,,

a contract with the Agency for International Development. The steps advocated

for the organization of a project in Minas C-erais are shorn in Figure /./

a country of less than 8 million population, the HSB has

one special feature is the three-

J-n the housing projects handled by IRVICA and. TtCNICOOP an average of
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FIGURE | 7
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research and legal work;

supervisory skills for new projects, and close contacts with individual

and (c) decentralization of ownership andmunicipalities and officials;

management of the completed projects, with use of techniques resulting in9
2.

overcome typical difficulties in obtaining building loans during project

Mother (community or local) societies serve as branch officesconstruction.

for a savings bank incorporated with the national association cf H3E societies.

Members, of course, often use their savings to finance down payments or equities

in new Hot cooperative projects.

3. Diversification of operations, with interests in both apartment

Direct production of building materials and equipment, and prefabricated4.

houses, for sale to member societies and to others

The H33 is organized on three levels - "daughter" societies which own and

"parent" societies which initiateoperate a single project or development;

projects and perform certain bookkeeping, banking, purchasing and supervisory

functions for their offspring; and the "national" office which performs architectural

engineering, and financing functions and operates the various business3 enterprises — banking, materials, manufacture, prefabrication, and architectural
and town planning consultant service to municipalities and industries, etc. - for
the society.

The mother societies, formed in about 155 major towns and communities, by

people who want to solve their housing probl am through the cooperative movement,

of functions like architectural, planning, engineering, finance, purchasing,

(b) development of initiating, organizational and

keen individual and group interest in their proper maintenance.

building and individual house construction.

Combination of savings and building functions, inis has helped to



take the initiative in building new houses and maintain the continuity of

They also collect savings from theirthe movement in a particular place.

members, help to obtain building sites and manage all practical details

••hen the houses are completed, the motherconnected with the building work.

organization still sees to the bookkeeping, arranges and supervises the sale

and exchange of flats, and assists in the purchase of fuel and material, etc.

The finished HSB house is taken over by a so-called daughter society, made

up of the H8B members who are going to live in that house and who buy their

flats. That means that they have had to pay an initial deposit, usually

amounting to some 5 per cent of the building costs, in order to obtain flats on

life tenure at low costs. There is consequently a separate daughter society

for each house or group of houses representing the members as owners of the building.

•bach society administers its own house, and it is a separate legal and economic

If they succeedunit, under a management committee elected by the members.

in keeping expenses down, the members secure the benefit of this themselves, in

the form of a reduction in yearly expenses. As the loans are paid back, the

yearly expenses are lowered correspondingly.

If a tenant member wants to move or leave the organization, he may sell

his flat to any person approved by the management committee, which - in conjunction

with the board of the mother society - must also examine the conditions of
•vs

As a rule, the maximum priceevery transaction to see that all is in order.

allowed is the initial uayment plus the amortization payments of the out

going member,

Variations

countries are, of course, possible and often desirable ana necessary in the

on the coonerative housing techniques employed by the European



Several techniques do, however, appear to have general

Latin America, is that of a "Single Mortgage" to cover the financing for an entire

9 the dwellings or apartments on an individual basis.project, rather than This

has many advantages - of lessening paper work and servicing costs, promoting

xf a very strong preference for individual and traditionalgroup solidarity, etc.

home ownership still exists in a particular country, an option for this can be

Governments must,

with respect to both financing and technical assistance, if cooperative housing

is to make much headway in a developing country.

in favor of this type of approach

programs v.'ith momentum are to be established which will meet the popular housing

In mostneeds of low income, poorly educated, unskilled groups of people.

in under-developed countries there is little prior experience with consumercases,

cooperative organization or other voluntary group activities for the collective

Government must show the way, and efforts should beeconomic and social welfare.

made within the national housing agency to establish a special office or department

to assist in all matters having to do with the development and organization of

non-profit housing associations and housing cooperatives.

Government attention must be focused on the importance of fixing responsibility

and creating permanent "technical core" organizations, central staffs, even though

small ones, which will devote themselves to aiding the development of cooperative

There must be a

applicability, in addition to the general principles which guide all cooperative

undertakings.-1— ■ One of these, as conceived and applied in several countries of

3-

considered after the mortgage or financing costs for a particular project have

been paid off. :

of course, provide a certain leadersnip, particularly

(17^developing regions..

clear policy
'^’^7

This is particularly necessary if continuing
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At the national level, such agencies vail coordinate engineering,

education, organization and construction, supervision, and link these viith

financial loan and grant services. They will have their counterparts at state

provincial and municipal levels, each with separately defined functions foror

In some cases, such organizations will be
in others, they will be integrated into the work

^ne of the majorand operational programs of existing government departments.

objectives of these government organizations should be to encourage and assist in

the establishment of strong, continuing non-profit building agencies thar are

relatively independent in character, and that eventually can develop their own

self-sustaining methods of savings and building to serve as wide a variety of

In the initial stages,housing needs as they find economically feasible.

determined government support and nurturing of these infant enterprises will clearly

be necessary until proper techniques and methods are developed, until there is an

adequate body of trained leadership, and until there is general public understand

ing, acceptance and participation in the various projects and undertakings.

Moreover, direct government financing aid - whether through direct loan

areas in the foreseeable future.

Technological innovation s

housing.

meeting various categories of needs.

credit at national, state or local levels, or though the .guaranty of mortgages -

will undoubtedly be needed for most forms of cooperative housing in developing

revolving funds for equity or "down payment" purposes, the use of government

new administrative structures;

engineering-ski-lls-and--urofi.alennia.

and—g-ro+to—l-oadershin—imdeFst-andinHiKt-t-e-chr.iques There must be a focus on the

human objectives - the building of houses is net an end in itself, but only one

iiherever possible, cooperative housing efforts should go forward through

existing organizations and institution^ and the aid and assistance of community

leaders and officials mus^pbe enlisted at an early stage.

must—be-on- a—!I’next—step"—basis-—-—that-ls, they-cauhot. oa„too-.aav?nced_jg;itjnust be

-simple-,—SFreetf-i-e—and—identified. w?the—oe.onLelerhaps _th.e_<cnieu^lesson^is that

tz—03-~—.^3. t-fl—COHavUr.XT.yi —■z>2."C 1 OH



step in a spii’al of self-improvement and community improvement. That is why cooperative

methods are important - they stimulate group initiative and working momentum that

■Principles of Management - Tenant RelationshipsC.

Management begins with the selection of the tenants and this selection cannot

exist in isolation from the housing program as a whole. Public confidence in housing

management will be lost unless it is evident that the basis for the selection of

tenants is equitable.

in establishing eligibility for housing projects, the socio-economic needs to

be met should be ascertained and kept under review; field personnel should sake

on-the-spot surveys and studies to supplement application data, particularly for

slum-clearance projects. An order of priority will have to be established to

allocate tenancies, and it is essential that the rules, procedures and principles

of allocation be simple, well-publicied and clearly understood by all concerned,

Each allocation should be decided on its merits within an overall priority system.*

A points system or

a ballot can, however, be useful where there are large numbers of applicants having

similar needs or circumstances.

These decisionsThere should be/clear

complete and reliable information on the circumstances of the

similar fields and

Bureaucratic attitudes and procedures should be avoided in tenant selection.

An effort should be made to keep prospective tenants informed of the status of

their applications, and there should be willingness to explain to disappointed

including the public at large, the prospective tenants and those making the allocations.

a responsibility for the selection decisions.

should be based on

can be applied to other affairs#

a good knowledge of the area and the persons concerned

so that human and personal factors can be taken into account.

families submitted by persons with training in social welfare, public health or
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applicants the reasons fox' the decisions made. ihe selection system must be

safeguarded against abuse or malpractice.

In the process of organizing new housing projects, management has an unusual

opportunity to stimulate self-respect, ambition and awakening the sense of

belonging to a group in which the new tenants can create their own social9 space

Habit patterns of irresponsibility and shiftlessness can beand security.

replaced by responsibility; latent creativity, long forgotten, may be stimulated

into activity

Among the first steps in management-tenant relationships are the following:

'easing interview.1.

sign papers.

The scheduling of

interviews should allow for a careful unhurried discourse in a conversational

xhis is not a screening interview, but rather this personal contacttone.

in turn, respects certain fixed obligations that are inherent in responsible

X/,tenancy. 'ach pre-established rule and regulation should be reviewed, but too

part of the tenants - and both male and female neads of the household should be

present - that here is an opportunity for a fresh start in life*

2 Tenant s1 Handbook The main objective of this is to help tenants to

maintain their houses properly and to use the community services. It is a

textbook for all members of the family, and should be presented at the

much detail should be avoided, as the end result should be a feeling on the

This should be much more than a business meeting to
I

oming froma slum or squatter settlement, applicants may arrive

with fears, apathy, resentment or a sense of insecurity.

close of the leasing interview.

method of education should attempt to establish rapport - that management is

ift interested in respecting the indivual, but must insist that the individual,



Group meetings and group work. housing project,3
relatively small groups of new occupants should be brought together for

further explanation of matters that the management wishes to communicate.

An explanation of the reasons for certain requirements b - the management is

part of the educational process to van tenant cooperation. Moreover, this

$ type of group meeting will serve to introduce group techniques of discussion

civic and professional activities.

To facilitate tenant participation in the

simple structure of representation which can be served by the formation of

a tenants' association. This is not advisable immediately after occupancy,

perhaps, but only when the tenants feel the need for it and are prepared to

be responsible members.

of such associations, the housing agency may do well to make or approve rules

governing the by-laws, functions and election of members and officers of the

association - especially if it is to serve an official purpose in connection

with the management or maintenance of the project

Che of the most important requirements of management-tenant relationships

is ensuring that rents are paid as due.

employment of door-to-door collectors; the use of tenant committees; arrangements

0 orders on salaries or pay deduction plans; the

use of collection depots in housing project areas; the use of other collection

agents, such as the post-office, etc.

The use of door-to-door collectors is preferred in some countries where incomes

are low and arrears would otherwise grow.

I

i

I

administration arid in community improvement,

to collect at the source, e.g.,

4. Community developmente

As there are also some dangers of disruptive use

Before moving into a

it is necessary to have a

a project for all manner of

nowever, it would appear that this isa

question of tenant education, taking into account the comparative cost of collection.

Another, fac&or is that the collector may have other duties, such as those of maintenance

and participation which will eventually serve to producing leadership within

This may be facilitated by: the
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In any events it is clear that the collection system must beinspector.

in arrears, so that the management can take steps to remedy the defaults, to the

extent of contract termination and removal from the project if this proves necessary

in accordance with duly established procedures.

There is no set pattern for meeting the diverse individual and family problems

when recourse to all available servicesthat may arise in a housing project.

fails to remedy a situation affecting the rights and welfare of other tenants,

But in the case of conflicts between

neighbors, it is better if these can be resolved by social sendee guidance without

D.

The importance of maintenance becomes clear when it is recognized that the

existing housing stock is usually the largest single capital asset of a country,

and that in some countries, its capital value may even be equivalent to the

A reasonable annual allowance for the maintenance andgross national product.

typical project involves three types of work:

(by periodic upkeep, such as painting;electrical work, leaking taps, etc,;

must provide for the following aspects:

V V b'VlU--

u

I

I
I

supplemented by an efficient review system that can readily indicate when a tenant is

The Maintenance Factors,

management interference.

(a) day-to-day repairs, such as

and (c^ major repairs requiring heavy expenditures and the services of technical
•l f

re-roofing and storm or flood damage. Management

(a) Determining the responsibility for

authoritative action may be necessary.

e-'-

experts, e.g., foundations,

administration of housing is up to 2 per cent of the value of the housing

Stririctly from an official? point of view> the maintenance problem in a \

... ..



in the revenue from the housing*

There are also three distinct areas of control: the residential stricture

(2), the yard and walkways adjacent to each unit, and (3)and its interior,

common areas and common use spaces, such as community rooms.

true is that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, in all cases - and

that serious efforts at tenant education and to promote tenant understanding of

maintenance problems will repay themselves many times over in real savings for

the project as a whole.

the benefit of savings in maintenance can be passed on in part to the individual

occupant, thus adding an incentive for his increased care and responsibility for

the property.

It is essential, in any event, for a housing agency to make definite financial

It may build up a fund based on a percentageprovision for maintenance expenditures.

of construction costs on a fixed charge per unit, or it may charge actual expenditures

There isannually, as incurred.

fixed allocation from revenue for the maintenance fund each year, that essential work

Cn the other hand,may be deferred or that inadequate allocations may be ma.de. F
sizable fund for maintenance may also risk declines in

As maintenance must be met at current prices,J) value if heavy inflation takes place.

a charge based on original costs is not as satisfactory as a fixed annual charge for

•Lhese annual allocations should be credited to a maintenance

reserve fund which may either be invested separately or re-invested in the housing

repairs; <b} Ascertaining what work is required or when it is required; (c)

Arranging for the work to be done; (d) Making some allowance for maintenance

a danger when there is no obligation to make a

^b) Ascertaining what work is required or

establishing in advance a

each dwelling unit.

-u

°pecific practical techniques can be vrorked out so that

zj nF.

Each of these must be treated in a somewhat different way. But undeniably

ma.de


J.0^-

project itself by being applied to reduce the mortgage or loan. This would

offset the effects of inflation.

good deal of community

cooperation also, especially in areas of rapid urbanization, particularly with

resoect to points such the keeping of animals, fowl and pets, the buildingas:

of yard sheds, ths erection of fences and walls, the handling and storage of

garbage and waste materials, etc. 11 of these points must be carefully considered,

and be the object of rational, “ertain other aspects,

such as the planting of trees, flowers, and shrubs and their care will also

require careful consideration, but here an opportunity will exist to arrange special

events or ceremonies at which the occupants and their children participate in olaning

or watering this greenery and thus themselves become custodians and caretakers,

with regard to the private housing stock, beyond the direct control of the

housing agency as such, there may still exist important maintenance problems

If rent control is inwhich the housing agency may wish to concern itself with.

effect, there may be questions as to how the existing stock is being maintained by

private landlords who may be lacking incentives to keep up their properties.

Similarly, questions can be raised about the extent to which credit or financial

assistance is available to assist in conversion, remodeling or repairs of

j Provisions for such credit or financial assistance shouldexisting structures.

be considered in all national housing programs.

unit and the type and durability of the building materials used, it is apparent

that there should be fairly direct feedback to the "home office" of particular

problems that appear to be universal and difficult so that suitable design and

be made as soon as possible.

relieving management of much of this function.

Maintenance factors are likely to involve a

pre-determined controls.

specification changes for new projects can

As many maintenance factors and problems stem from the design of the dwelling
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Extension of Coirrunity and Social Send.ces

group served oy a housing program.

the more acute are the social problems and, therefore, the more necessary are
the social services and community facilities in such projects. Furthermore, special

attention must be given to rural migrants to urban and to former slum-dwellers,areas
J

gocd physical environment
does not automatically create a good social environment - and special social services

new ways

The planning of social services should be based on practical research and

data regarding the family groups who are intended to be housed. Such data will

help the planner to estimate the type and size of social services to be provided

in connection with a specific project.

and services in the area where a project is to be built. °uch a study should

not available, and the agencies responsible for providing them. xhis analysis may

at the same time provide an opportunity to explain to the various agencies the nature

of the

should

assistance to the housing agency to provide the necessary services.

■Wherever possible, the social services available in the community-at-large

should be extended to the population of the new housing project, to avoid

duplication and to facilitate its integration into the community. In areas where

no social services are readily available, facilities for these should be included

in the housing estate and the services should be made available to both the occupants

It has been found thatof the housing project and the citizens of the community.

grouping various social agencies in one building will make for better coordination

E.

of urban living.

The creation cf a

The lower the socio-economic level of a

are doubtly necessary for people who are seeking to adapt themselves to

It will also be necessary to analyze the structure of community facilities

indicate the health, educational, recreational and welfare services available or

as new occupants in housing projects.

of their services and. also prove more acceptable to many citizens, “owever, a

project that is to be built and the families that will live in it. This
s

facilitate the provision or expansion of the required social services, or



With regard to the types of services and the agencies responsible for then,

it may be well to consider them in three categories:

rublic services, such as water supply, sewerage system, transport,1.

telephone, electricity, garbage collection, street lighting, street cleaning.

Wherever possible, these services should be performed by the agencies regularly

responsible for them within the municipality, although the housing agency should,

of course, endeavor to aid in programming and coordinating these services so that

they will be available when the construction of a project is completed and the

occupants are ready to move in

Social programs, such as those for' health, education, culture, recreation,2.

community organizations responsible for them throughout the rest of the urban

Here again, often the housing agency, in league with its tenant-owners, canarea.

help to stimulate the extension and improvement of such services for a particular

3.

many instances, attention should be called to the opportunity for organizing some

J

the 1
costs,

welfare, social improvement, etc.

> of these, on a consumer cooperative basis - so that all residents will ben?
<

project area. '•

Consumer goods and services, such as bank's, shops, theatre, restaurant,\

.•markets, etc. although these will normally be provided by private enterprises in

Wherever possible, these should also be performed by the regular municipal or

or nearby.

minimum requirement for any housing project is some simple meeting place or

community center, either within the project boundaries

„ „   ___ andI < X
\ exercise a degree of control gyr the quality of the services rendered^" Frequently,

(a small informal newspaper or .’.bulletin, will prove to be ^valuable means of inter

communication within a particularwiousingproject,

prOfpOU^d n°b~be.overlooked fromthe beginning that areas for consumer, commercial, and
the !SS10nal Iaci-ibies within a housing project can be sources of consideable income for

* + ■°using_ agency. Sometimes, such income can logically be devoted to reducing monthly'
3 s, subsidizing interest rates, etc., for lower income families.



In some areas, the management of housing projects and programs will

obliged to take a more active role with respect to theundoubtedly feel

stimulation of certain activities that will have a directorganization and

economic well-being of their inhabitants, such as creditinclnence on the

union, perhaps special vocational training courses, the organization of nursery

The range is infinite, as is the variety ofschool and libraty services, etc.

however, judicious discrimination vail be desirable in thehuman activity.

endeavors to stimulate group endeavors and any tendency to providing all the

Even ideas planted by the management should beinspiration should be avoided.

For management to attempthandled so that they unfold with apparent spontaneity.

to dictate group performance is to add a phase of institutionalism that is

contrary to the social objective of promoting individual growth, and it must

be recognized that mistakes and failures are an important part of group

education and growth

Because of the need for the services, and the sensitivity of the problem

many housing agencies have found it desirable and essential to establisninvolved,

within their administrative organizations special offices or department of

Such personnelsocial work and services, . stalled by trained social workers.

will serve to advise the agency with respect to the whole area of social

services in connection with a particular project, and will also be helpful in

Such staffs will be particularly

^any housing agencies will also find it

specialized services of a home economist, to assist management and occupants’ of

large influxes of rural migrants who need adaptation to urban livings

useful and desirable to employ the

necessary, and heloful, in areas undergoing rapid urbanization where there are

the case work and group work that may be required.



of their facilities; and to conduct training and
such matters as furniture; food preparation and

increasingly and inevitably, housing agencies in many countries are becoming

concerned with the whole complex of services necessary to upgrade emoloyment and9
economic opportunities for the occupants of their projects, as well as helping

consideration of opportunities for developing vocational training courses assisted

cooperatives, special rules and regulations for shops and small businesses within

Although it is not a traditional function for housinga project area, etc.

management, as such, sometimes a more positive and activist posture on such

matters will pay both direct and indirect dividends in terms of project

stability and return on its investment*

h

r

conservation, sewing, etc*

by project management, possible organization of small production facilities or

a. oroject to make the best use

demonstrations with respect to

with their typical "social" needs. Among other aspects, this will mean special
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Periodic Beview and Evaluation Functions of Housing AgenciesVIII.

(1) to accelerate feedback for improvementimportant for a number of reasons:

in project conception and design between the realities of living in a completed

oroject and the sense of practicality

of materials;
i

repayment schedules, maintenance of value of such repayments, effects of

taxation policies and service charges, etc; (4) to review community development

aspects of a project growth of self-help and group activities, etc.;

(5) to explore integration of

(6) to investigate provision and adequacy of public services and community

(7) to check on administrative structure of agency responsiblefacilities;
for project management,

These functions will inevitably focus attention on the great needs

for much intensified research and development at all stages of the housing

No national investment plan can ignore these

needs,

and evaluation arm, whether this is constituted within the agency itself or

whether these activities are performed under separate arrangement and agreement

It should be clear that the

In. fact, in some countries it has

been found that

of a particular housing or community design effort; (2) to revive durability

(3) to investigate financial aspects, including compliance with

etc.

by specialized permanent institutes or centres.

centre referred to is meant to be far more than

limitations of resources, creativity or

a project with its surrounding neighborhood;

a building materials testing laboratory.

such specific functions, particularly ol materials testing

nor can any national housing agency be without a research, development

and urban development process.

type of permanent institute or

The functions of periodic review and evaluation of housing agencies are



separate framework.

conducted in an academic atmosphere, divorced from the realities of public and

private building enterprises. Far from it — the experience with such institutes

in the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, etc., makes it clear that they

derive their vitality and influence in the whole building sector because of the

fact that they serve as a meeting ground of the real common interests of those

in government, private industry, commerce, and the professions concerned with

the improvement of the processes of environmental development. For these reasons,

they have been able to clear the way for innovations of technology, organizational

concepts, building methods and materials, which have resulted in substantial

increases in efficiency, better quality products, and lowered costs for housing

and urban development.

In the case of Denmark, for example, the Ministry of Housing has the

responsibility for research, development and standardization in the field of

building, building techniques and building organization. The objectives of the

Danish state-financed National Institute of Building Research are :

I

I

Otherwise, there is a real danger, that, with the pressure

of testing and reporting on materials, the other basic aspects of research in

I
I

f

I

This is not to indicate, however, that the programmes and projects of

research institutes in the field of housing, building and planning should be

J

<)

4
i

11  to follow, promote and coordinate technical, economic, sociological
sanitary and o£her investigations and research work likely to contribute
towards the improvement of building and the reduction of building costs,
and to disseminate results also of foreign building research."

the field of housing, building and planning will tend to be submerged by this

one technical activity.

while undoubtedly Important, should be organized and conducted in a somewhat
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The functions of the Institute cover eight fields, as follow :
Town Planning Research:1.

urban areas should be organized to effectively fulfill their functions.On how

How roads and railv.-ays should be planned. How sewage systems and other public

work utilities should be provided.

Uwe Hing Research:2.

To find data and information on the most effective layout of bathrooms,

kitchens, furniture and other domestic utensils, or for the needs of hospitals

In general, the Institute takes the initiative in conducting such

research projects, but at times it carries out specific research projects at the

request of firms or other organizations.

Farm Building Research:3.
To find the most proper building designs for livestock in regard to planning

The Institute has a laboratory for the purpose ofinsulation and ventilation.

experimenting with animal Living in different kinds of climates, and the results

Buildin.? Material Research:4.I
To ascertain the quality and safety for the people in using new materials in

The Institute advises the Ministry of Housing on thetheir construction.
I

suitability of new building materials to be used, which automatically sets the

standards for the producers and importers of

5. Architectural Construction Research:

Research into standardization and modular co-ordination, including a

industry, designs, etc«

'J

new building materials.

or factories.

are used to arrive at standards for the design of the buildings.

publication on different kinds of construction components in the building



Civil Engineering Construction Research:

This is a small section in the Institute, responsible for research projects

relating to civil engineering.

Building Physics Research;7.

This type of research relates mostly to climate conditions in the building3)
The outdoor and indoor effects of the climate upon materialsand outside.

Sanitary Research:S.

This field covers such research as related to ventilation and other sanitary

problems of the house or building.

In Sweden, the Institute of Building Research

research vrork on building activities not undertaken by traditional technical

institutes or by voluntary private research groups The vrork is performed by

various teams within the institutes who are assisted by one service pool of

Another servicestatisticians, sociologists, physicists and other technicians.

pool for public information prepares the results of the research for printing

The institute is financed by a special tax paid by the

building industry, equivalent to 0.4 percent of the total wages in the building

This fund is distributed by a Council of Building Research, for varioussector.

investigations performed by Government at the central, county and municipal level,

and by the private building industry.

The Institute is also permitted to performInstitute of Building Research,

other work under contract for government bodies and for the building industry.

The building industry has established

state subsidy, containing a building standards committee, which is now

collaborating with the Institute in fixing modular standards of building components

as well as equipment.

and distribution.

6.

a standardization commission with a small

was created to carry out

used for construction, climate control in the building, etc.

A full third, however, goes to the



In both Denmark and Sweden, there are also Building Centres which

maintain a permanent exhibition of building materials, provide an information

and consultant service, and organize educational activity. Probably the most

famous of such building centres is the Bouwcentrum at Rotterdam, which is self-

supporting and operates on a non-profit-making basis. The Bouwcentrum incorporates

number of Foundations, each specializing in its own sphere, but whose activitiesa
J

In all, in the Netherlands, there are about fortyare closely interwoven.

institutes and organizations concerned with research, documentation, training

In the field of standardization mentionand information in the field of building.

should be made of the Foundation Netherlands Standardization Institute, -which

has 208 committees, a number of vhich are specially engaged in technical

building problems.

Hany developing countries will find it particularly important to establish'

housing or building research institutes or centres, even on a modest scale, as

soon as possible not only because of the need for improved technology and

savings in the housing and urban development sector as such, but because the

construction industry is the channel through which such an overwhelming part of

any national investment programme must flow — and therefore it must be efficient

no substitutes for such

national institutes which should be devoted to the problems and utilization of

resources within each country’s prevailing structural and technological conaiuions

industrialized countries at the present time.

to undertake period review andupon, as part of their research programmes,

i
I

usually far removed from the sophisticated research being carried out by the

These institutes should be called

if national resources are to be fully utilized.

It should also be emphasized that there are
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A.

■ An inter-professional approach to review and evaluation functions is

essential because of the complex aspects of all housing and urban development

Such review and evaluation functions should be carried on at periodicprojects.

intervals to enable the housing agency to establish

and targets which are deemed to be feasible and practical within the limitations

Systematic evaluations are of vital importance toof resources available.

every housing agency and should include economic, social and administrative,

during periods of dynamic social and economic change in the life of any country

Architects, planners and housing administrators

find the independent evaluation study useful for its insight into relationships

between project, neighbourhood and the larger community area for its information

serviceability and costs as long-term investments of community effort and wealth.

In the case of public housing or urban development projects, often

planned on a large-scale, assured of a market, and involving a highly-centralized

body of decisions, the evaluation study may provide unique opportunities for

"consultation" with the housing consumer, to determine his points of view and

psychiatrists, etc.

residential environment, and

III

In recent years, various groups —

— interested in the relationships between housing and

mental health, family stability and social structure,

adaptability to the physical surroundings that have been created for him,

whether they give pleasure and stimulus and recognize nis varied needs and desires.

social workers, planners, sociologists,

new objectives, goals

or major metropolitan area.

on housing utilization and for its measurement of construction standards,

as well as technical and design aspects.

Evaluationsof housing projects and programmes take on special significance

evaluation functions of specific local housing projects and programmes.

Importance of Inter-Professional Approach.
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delinquent-criminal sub-cultures, and separation from normal society activity.

It is apparent, of course, that housing is much more than physical

shelter — but never has the importance of co-ordinated physical and social

of course, be based, in turn, on an awareness of the design and subdivision

alternatives, financing problems, and city and regional development, all of

which help shape the ecology and social system of urban communities.

Housing agencies in developing areas must face the fact that for many

years to come they will be concerned primarily not only with very low-income

families, but with families unaccustomed to urban standards and living

conditions, families who have migrated from rural areas unequipped culturally,

socially and emotionally for the "shocks" or for the disciplines imposed by

To what extent should housing policy, housing programmes and housingurban life.

design be shaped to the needs and traditions of these families, if there is to

well as the development of social and

physical environments in which basic human dignity is respected and civicJ)
resoonsibility can be fostered to the utmost to meet tne demands of a rapidiy

occupiers.

neighbourhood environments which not only fail to encourage social movility

and desirable behavioral change, but, to the contrary, generate hostility,

answer.

have become increasingly concerned with sub-standard housing as a major

factor in perpetuating the culture of poverty.

can be frustrated by

growing nation? ihese

The simolest form of "evaluation" usually occurs at the project

manager level, when complaints come in about construction defects from the

In addition to taking remedial action, the project manager must

be a minimum of management problems, as

are the questions that evaluation studies can help to

planning become so meaningful as in the last few years. Such planning must,

They have come to recognize

that even the most skillfull therapeutic efforts



"head office" — so that, the design, construction, or materials’defects are

evaluation usually turn up which involve design limitations, poor space

utilization, inadequate equipment, leakages, lack of protection, non-existence

of properly planned community facilities, etc. If these prove sufficiently

serious, the time may have arrived for the executive of the housing agency to

These would thencall for a series of inspections, reports and spot interview’s.

provide the basis of various meetings and seminars in which the major groups

would be brought togetherof professionals directly concerned or interested

for frank review and discussion of the improvements required for the projects

Sometimes,

in to conduct a special study or review to be submitted to the chief executive

If a particular project or programme is

especially large, important, and the problems cut across many areas of

national concern and involvement, it may be desirable to request a full-scale

inter—professional mission from and international source to conduct the

evaluation required.

In at least three countries of Latin America comprehensive evaluation

3

and planning authorities, to

studies of the latter type have been made, in collaboration with CINVA, the

The first was

or to the Board of Directors.

a private consultant or a management firm may be brought

Inter-American Housing and Planning Center in Bogota, Colombia.

a research project carried out mainly under the direction of Peruvian housing

evaluate certain aspects of the model neighbourhood

see to it that the results of such complaints come to the attention of the

involved, as well as for future projects.

not repeated in future projects. More difficult problems suitable for
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of Barrio

carried out by an interr

students under CINVA’s directiondisciplinary team of The third evaluation

study, which proved to be highly successful in that it led to a complete change

of national housing policy, programming and administration, was the Evaluation

Project of the Superblocks of the Banco Obrero in Venezuela, carried out in

early 1959

The Venezuelan project was particularly Important because, in proportion

to its population of less than 7 million inhabitants, Venezuela had made a

greater investment in public housing between 1954 and 1958 than any other

biocues, eighty-five in Caracas on twelve project sites and tvrelve in the

However, the management of these buildings}nearby port city of La Guaira.

housing an estimated 180,000 persons, became surrounded by serious physical,

social, economic and administrative problems and difficulties almost from the

1.

construction of superblocks.

beginning and, after the fall of the dictatorship, the government housing agency,

the Banco Obrero, decided to request outside assistance in the form of a thorough

principal objectives:

• To establish criteria for future policy with regard to the

country of Latin America.
ninety

concentrated in/se”cn 15-storey high-rise apartment buildings known as Super

Quiroga, a Bogota housing project built by the Colombian housing agency, the

Institute de Credito Territorial. This evaluation was

This investment, of over 8200 million was largely

project, "Unidad Vecinal Ho. 3". The second was an evaluation

evaluation study.

In consultation with the key officials of the Banco Obrero, it was

agreed that the evaluation should be comprehensive in scope, with the following
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To recommend to the Banco Obrero immediate steps for improving2.

living conditions in the superblocks and for the conservation of the

investments that have been made in this type of construction.a
To recommend to the Banco Obrero and other authorities concerned,

long-term steps for the management of the superblocks and the

integration of their inhabitants with the community by means of

educational and social programmes.

To achieve these objectives, it was agreed that :

There would be maintained complete co-ordination with the personnel1,

of the Banco Obrero, including conferences and specialized training in the

social work field and periodic meetings to review and discuss the preliminary

observations and conclusions.

During the study the necessary steps would be taken to help the

community to understand the problem of the superblocks and the general problem

of housing in Venezuela, in order to obtain public and civic support.

and information would be obtained through :Orientation
(a)

(b)

(c)

3

Congress on Housing, and the

Regular meetings with an Advisory Committee, composed of
distinguished representatives of professional and civic groups.

.■

L

-

*
3

3«

3.

2.

results and conclusions of the study

final report to be ready and available for

Special meetings with the residents of the superblocks to interest
them in the evaluation and to obtain their co-operation in
educational and community action programmes.

Meetings with representatives of public offices and with civic
and professional groups interested in the various aspects of
the superblocks.

4. A policy of information and public relations would be maintained

with the interested institutions and the public at large, and the preliminary

to be made available to the First Venezuelan
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distribution by March 1959.
An inter-professional, international team was assembled for the

evaluation project, and, by dint of hard work and excellent co-operation,

|

J
study have been described in detail elsewhere,

to indicate in Section B the steps leading to the establishment of new long

term and specific objectives for housing policy and programming in Venezuela.

.Establishing New Objectives, i

Evaluation projects, if they are conducted in depth and are comprehensive

in scope, may well indicate new directions and new objectives for housing policy,

Often there will be a sequence of interprogramming and administration.

In the case of Venezuela evaluation project, the

!

1 I

S’

i

I

■ ‘

-
1

related steps to these ends.

pattern of the Superblocks.

The Town Plann:
Banco Obrero,
Carlson, Eric.

~7~4 i t

• the study was completed within a three-month period, and its conclusions were

first step was to provide a definitive finding with respect to the existing

This was stated as follows:

not only accepted, but the recommendations were put into practice in short order.

As the detailed methodology and principal'finding s' of "this evaluation

it may be of interest here

"The construction of superblocks can be conceived as one of many partial
solutions to the housing problem, but in no case is it a definitive answer,
even in the city of Caracas where the high densities and the scarcity of
available land constitute a serious problem for urban development.
The Government should suspend all construction of superblocks until, there
exists a defined housing policy in relation to the economic and social
development of the country and within a process of national planning and
co-ordination. , ,

Another fundamental reason for detaining the construction of superolocks
is the lack of a series of basic considerations for. their normal operation.
There is inadequate management and there exist multiple factors that.do not
facilitate community life and which profoundly afiect the possibilities for
establishing we 11-integrated communities. The massive construction of
superblocks brings with it a series of human problems which should be
seriously considered and which run counter to the nomal processes of
urbanization.

There should also be considered the high cost_j)er apartment, a cost
Carlson, -Eric\"Evaluatioh‘^Oousing Tracts and Brograemeq'1 A

m--- "'‘—-ling Review. Liverpool University Press\ OctdberUW. \
Proyecto de Evaluation de Los ouperbloQues. Caracas, 1959

Ibid I-7
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Secondly, the framework for a long-term housing policy was outlined by

which can be appreciated by studying the amount of money invested in the
construction of the superblocks; also, it is necessary to take into account
the high cost of maintenance and conservation, 'Aiese facts indicate to us
that because the housing problem is so serious and generalized in Venezuela,
more rational means can be found for attending to the problem with similar
investments; other types of housing programmes should be considered, taking
into account the recommendations of this report,”

the evaluation team, in the following points:
"An appropriate allocation of public capital for housing is necessary.
Such an allocation should take into account the nation's need for increased
productivity, the importance of putting idle labour and other resources to
work, the need to stabilize the levels of construction activity and employment,
and the importance of achieving a steady and significant improvement in
housing conditions. It is also essential to have an appropriate allocation
of housing between the different cities and regions of Venezuela; and this
allocation must be geared to the requirements of economic development, and
the Government1 s general policy of encouraging a more decentralized pattern
of urban settlement.

It is necessary to create a modern national mortgage system which will:
increase the supply of savings for housing through incentive programmes;
facilitate the flow of mortgage capital to different regions; lower the
high interest rates throughout the country; improve the terms under which
self-liquidating loans are made to borrowers, such as reducing down payments,
extending the period for repayment of loans, eliminating extra commissions
and discounts, establishing 'level payment' plans, and so on.

The Government should encourage the building industry to expand the
production of houses in attractive neighbourhoods at lower costs to the
consumer.

An incentive system is necessary, possibly in the fora of mortgage insurance
to make possible cheaper credit and larger scale production of houses;
but such assistance should be extended only to builders who will construct
housing at price and rent levels below a stipulated maximum. Arrangements
should also be made to provide a secondary market for these insured mortgages.

A long-term programme is needed of well planned and well designed
subsidized public housing with all appropriate neighbourhood facilities.
■Lt should be made available to low-income families at low rentals.

Technical and financial assistance should be provided for housing
programmes sponsored by co-operatives and non-profit organizations, where
feasible such housing should be managed by local co-operatives, formed by
labour unions, government employees, and the like,

A high priority programme of loans, of technical and financial assistance,
and of research is necessary: to provide inexpensive land, utilities and core
housing for squatters and migrants; to encourage minimum standards oi land
use, and effective rehabilitation in rural areas and urban neighbourhoods
where the quality of the housing justifies such programmes; to develop

sb-
Banco -.Obrero^ ProVecto de~ 3vaiuacion~de Los -Suuer.blqGues-.^C&racas  ̂1959
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economical and easily assembled prefabricated housing components, using
self-help methods along lines which have proven successful for rural and
even urban housing in other countries with similar problems.

An effective urban land use and planning policy is needed which will:
curb inflationary land prices; establish realistic zoning of land uses,
adequate land reserves and a well planned transportation policy to counteract
quasi monopolistic land values, wherever prevalent in Venezuela; ensure
that housing will be built within a framework of long-range local and regional
land use plans for urban and rural development; give to the community and
the nation a method of sharing through an efficient system of ad valorem
taxes and property assessments existing and future increments in land values.

Efficient and just policies must be established for the management and
disposition of the existing stock of housing built and owned by the Government.
Emphasis should be placed on co-operative and local management, where feasible.
Appropriate safeguards should also be taken against sub-leasing at a profit
and against speculative re-sales if ovmership arrangements are made.

A new national agency with cabinet status is required: to study the
housing problens and needs of the country as a whole in relation to the
problems of encouraging economic and social development; to plan, supervise
and to develop the housing policy and programmes of the nation; to explore
the test means of establishing and guiding municipally sponsored urban and
rural housing programmes; to establish minimum housing standards; to collect
data on construction activity, ranchos and their families, migration and
population trends, movements in rent and price levels, and so on; to
encourage appropriate personnel training programmes and the necessary technical,
social and economic research programmes; to recommend other policies and
programmes which may be necessary for the solution of the nation’s housing
problems."

Thirdly, the specific recommendations for solving the immediate problems

V

units to* determine their real value, taking into account that during their
construction cost inflations were normal.
the new rent and management policies.

Progressive regularization of rent payments, occupancy standards, etc.,
based" on the reappraisals and the newly-calculated payment schedules.

A subsidy policy for low income families, based on establishing rent
. scales somewhat higher for upper-income families so that lower rents are
possible for those in worse circumstances; also offering lower-income
families special terms for acquiring their apartments, by extending payment
periods and lowering interest rates enabling lower monthly payments.

Standards of permanent occupancy. Offering families who have shown
responsibility and regularity in rent payments for a certain period of time
the* option to buy their apartments under favourable terns that they can afford.
Special diplomas for all families making regular payments, as well as the.
possibility of certain prizes a:d rent rebates. Emergency fund ior families

' Carlson, Eric "Evaluatq.cn ofz Hpusing\?rojects and Programmes", ~
The Town^ianni^gxRevie\\^Uverp<?pl UriiyersityJ’ress, .October 19oQ^__

/Banco Obrero, Proy^ct'^de^Bval^cion de-ws ^rbloGues. Caracas.'1959.

of the superblocks were listed as follows:
"Reappraisal of the costs of the superblocks and the individual apartment

This reappraisal to determine

Evaluatq.cn
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Finally, after a try-out period for testing specific recommendations in

one of the project areas, the following points were made public policy in a

I

I

t
!

major radio-TV public relations and information campaign, directed to all
5/occupants of Banco Cbrero project:-"

in difficulties, to be raised from rent collections, and administered
by a board consisting of Bank employees, representatives of the tenants
and a social welfare agency.

Decentralizing all functions of rent collection and payment to the
projects, establishing special offices for this purpose, which would also
stimulate savings deposits by the tenants.

Encouragement of consumer co-operatives. Review the situation of existing
commercial establishments in the projects, put them on a regular rent-paying
basis, and encourage the organization of consumer co-operatives as a means
of helping to lower costs and stimulating community development programmes.

Extraordinary administrative measures. Indispensable for resolving the
situation caused by the invasion of 4,000 families into vacant apartments
and still living in them in illegal conditions after one year.

Special Provisional Office. Such an of fide, headed by a highly qualified
official, responsible directly to the Director of the Banco Obrero, is needed
to devote itself exclusively to problems caused by the invasion of apartments,
to establish occupancy standards, and the like, and to translate policies
into effective administrative measures, which, once in effect, are to be
carried out by the regular departments of the Banco Obrero.

Functioning of Special Office. Duration of this office should be clearly
established as temporary, for perhaps two years, with possibly six months
extension, to clear up all major problems. The office will initiate educational,
social work and all other programmes necessary to confront the emergency
situation, but without, interfering with routine work of the other departments
of the Banco Obrero. bne work of the office should begin in one of the
projects where the chances seen good for successful accomplishment within a
short time, the experience with this pilot project, suggested as 'Simon
Rodriguez’, to determine the type of action and programmes necessary in the
other projects."

"Reappraisal of buildings and apartment units to establish their actual
■worth and new payment schedules. In almost every case this will mean
reductions in appraised value and therefore lower monthly payments.

All occupants must begin paying regularly after June. In May 1960^all
occuoants who have made 12 regular payments will receive a special certificate
or dioloma, and the Banco Obrero will cancel any previously-owed rent,
provided they are in conditions of legal occupancy. (The Banco Obrero was
authorized to take this step by the Venezuelan Cabinet).

7 Carlson,-"mpic. 1 'EvaluatiohNof Housing^’rdjects and Programmes".
Thez-Town Planning Review. jXverpopl University Press. October I960.
Banco Obrero .^oy ecto de Evaluation de.Los Superblooues. Caracdd952i__

S>
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the establishment of new objectives based on a more comprehensive and realistic

view of national requirements for the housing sector.

A different type of evaluation may become increasingly important to many

housing agencies who are concerned with the basic problem of improving existing*1
housing stock; and upgrading the community facilities and living conditions in

They will, of course, be facing the realities that

to improve the conditions in situ

Among the prime considerations to the community:
i

here are likely to be
An order of priority must be worked outsafety from flash floods, fire, fete

b housing programmes needed in the near future, organized efforts must be made

of families who are living in conditions of

large squatter areas,

as sufficient resources are not likely to be available for all the large new

illegal land occupancy or "squatting".

environmental health and sanitation aspects, as well as

Occupants who do not pay their rent will be subject to special
investigations, and,, if necessary, to legal action.

All occupants will be offered the possibility of acquiring their apartments
in ownership. Basic terms are 10 % down payments, with balances to be paid off
at 4 % interest, over either 25 or 30-year plans. If the tenant does not have
sufficient cash for the 10# down payment, he can enter into an option-to-
purchse-plan and acquire his equity over a five-year period by making slightly
higher monthly payments.

Tenants who do not wish to purchase their apartments may continue in
occupancy on a straight rental basis at rents that are still below the payments
required for even a 30-year purchase plan. But they will be required to
adhere to all the rules and regulations of occupancy.

For tenants who have been punctual and regular in their rent payments up
to May 31j 1959 and who wish to purchase their apartments, 25# of their
monthly payments in the previous year will be applied to their 10# down
payment. For other tenants who have been paying rent regularly but do not
wish to purchase, the Banco Obrero will award 25# of their monthly payments
in the previous year in the form of household equipment and furnishings.

With better care of apartments and buildings by the occupants, it is
expected that maintenance costs will drop. If this proves to be the case,
the Banco Obrero offers the possibility of reducing monthly payments
correspondingly for the buildings affected,"

Ci L/C e _
In this case, therefore, the evaluation project of a housing agency served

as a lever for effectuating sweeping changes of policy and administration, and
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i
for such housing and community improvement programmes, taking into account

extension of minimum public services. These latter have to be done in

collaboration between various levels of government, public service corporations,

and neighbourhood or community associations who may guarantee to provide all

contractual agreements as to the costs to be paid by individual families or

I
of Cali in

1957-195S, and in Barrio Belo Horizonte of Bogota in 1958. The latter project

served to stimulate a comprehensive and continuing programme by the municipality

ana its public utility corporations for the provision and upgrading of community

services on an organized basis, involving

under the direction of the municipal planning office, in co-operation with

evaluation of the socio-economic
involved,

improvement projects and programmes

various city departments, and the establishment of revolving funds to provide
"tothe injection of small credits needed/and carry through many of the projects.

The first step in each area to undergo progressive improvement^, is the

realities and existing physical conditions,

groups of familieso

I

or part of the labour required for specific projects or provide the basis for

Comprehensive methodology and techniques for such improvement programmes
u-i iL-rfciUc/a ja-1-—Al--' . _

have-teen""worked out by the Inter-American Housing and Planning Center (CIHVA),

a community development programme

as well as the possibilities for the financing of home improvements and the

also the "felt needs" of the inhabitants of such low-income squatter areas,

□

so that, in co-ooeration with the community leadership and groups

can be planned and executed.

as illustrated in the projects carried out in Barrio Siloe
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National housing agencies may well be called uoon by municipal

authorities to assist with endeavours of this type. Indeed, they must assist

with financing if substantial headway is to be made. Such progressive

betterment programmes, in many developing countries, must be an essential

(1?

for urban renewal and slum clearance projects in an organized way.

or specific purposes
ie applied

as an aid-'in evaluation^ and in specifyineirivestaient\oriorities and

character, and obviously

local and nationa.would require modification

intries.' However, something like it would

arid programming purposes.

amounts is set forth in the table below :

1/ Adapted from Utria Ruben D., \
del Des ar o llo^iatino-amer ic ano"

establishing new investment targets/i

An illustration of a type of point system that may

El Problems’de-Ja Vivienda en"e.l dontexto
X. CEPAL. Santiag^February 1$56,^

characteristics in the various o

be helpful in arriving at a first general approximation useful for planning

counterpart of efforts to construct new housing or to clear large areas

Although^manjrsuch programming efforts mudt necessarily be on an

ad hoc basis^ai first,\it vail gradually become apparent that systematic
evaluation-of existing situations as well as^the potentials of community

collaboration can be an important aid in setting new objectives/and in

This table is meant to be illustrative only Ajin

take account of diverse
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Components

1.

i

202
102.1

I 2.2

2
1

3.

5

4.

5

2

3

225. Community Facilities

3Access/and circulation roads5.1
3

2

Total ... 100

rnHMi

4.3
4.4

1.2
1.3

Washing area
Others /

Neighbourhood Schools
Parks and green areas
Other services

Bathroom - W.C.
Kitchen .

5.2
5.3
5.4

2<3
2.4
2.5

5
2

7
2

20
10

r
I
I

Basic Services
Potable water supply
Sewage and drainage
Electricity
Garbage removal
Others

■ 20

10

!!)

Urbanistic integration
1.1

Point System for Identifying Composition
\ —
Bousing and Community Conditions

in Low-Income Urban Sectors

\ /
\ /
\ /

Land appropriate for basic services /
Environmental health and'.safety /
Access to urban services \ /

Area constructed, per person
Area constructed by function
Family privacy /

Equipment
4.1
4.2

Dwellings
3.1
3.2
3.3

Relative Value
(Percentage)

25
6
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D.

require unusual consistency, firmness and will power on the part of the

government officials concerned. It will also require very careful linkeages

with the projected availability of resources for this sector, which is

always difficult in the situations of many developing countries.

Assuming that some consideration has been given to the establishment

of suitable urban development and physical planning framework, we can now

go on to identify some of the principal aspects of "project” development

as such.

'D

(1) Technical personnel of Ministry loans to Municipalities
and regional organisms, (2) Revision and approval of
communal development plans, 5-year programme, and
sectional projects, (3) Transfer of part of the
administrative control to municipalities and Mixed
Economy corpordions.

I

The step-by-step transition from conceptualization to implementation
a

of/national urban development policy such as envisaged for Chile will
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INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCEIX

While the gap between the productive capabilities and the per capita

incomes continues to widen between the industrialized countries and those of

the developing regions, increasing attention is being given to how international

technical assistance and financing potentials can be directed so as to help

the developing countries confront their mounting housing and urban development

corresponding national and _.ocal government instrumentalities for receiving

organized for effectively applying large amounts of external resources.

Still, in the sphere of international agency and bi-lateral aid policy,

programming and action for housing and urban development, sone remarkable

particularly during the present decade, which

National housing agencies in the

The League of Nations and the

capabilities for mounting housing and urban development programmes can be

expanded by the possible use of external assistance, and they should organize

for the most efficient use of such aid.

Concern with international assistance efforts for housing has arisen

International Labour Organization showed

in the past in connexion with such programmes

refugees, reconstruction of devastated areas, etc.

give great promise for future developments.

a matter of course carefully review the types

breakthroughs have been achieved,

as disaster relief, rehousing

requirements. One difficulty is that as the national investment plans and

programmes of many countries do not give this sector much priority, the

developing countries should as

of aid a vailable-Ain this sector from all sources, to determine how their ora

international technical and financial aid are sometimes not sufficiently
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which as ths result of its report between 1937 and 1939 created a world

wide awareness of the public health aspects of housing. The wide-spread

devastation of World War II led to special attention to housing and urban

development programmes aided in part by the Marshall Plan and other

international aid efforts. The decade of the 1950's witnessed the beginning

is one of consolidation of policy and establishment of new programmes and

instrumentalities -which should be ready for considerable growth in capacity

to assist developing countries once the current phase of international

tensions is dissipated

Although still very small in relationship to the needs, the current

volume of international and bi-lateral technical and financial assistance

per year

additional domestic investment in the housing sector, whether

"3

developed for how such resources can have maximum leverage value for mobilizing

as seed capital

concern for housing at an early date, and the IID is still actively

interested in problems of workers' housing and co-operative housing.

In 1936, the League's Health Organization organized a Housing Commission

for housing and urban development is in the order of $300 to §400 million

While the amounts are not large, the concepts have been

for creating new financial institutions or to help in building the institutional

structures necessary for each country's organized social housing e±foruS

involving the training of personnel, the organization of co-operative and

1/ United Nations, Account of Funds Sxoended for Housing, puilding_ang
Planning by Agencies Participating in tne Inverna.tiopc.l__x rpy.rg^--8..in.
the^Fieids. T1963-l?65‘), pursuant to Economic and docial Council
ItesTIutiSn“976 G (mwi). Report of the decretary-Ueneral. i/u.6/42 and
Adds. 1-3.

of efforts to rationalize an4__insfltutionalize international action in this
. L. -L-C..

field in both international and bi-lateral programmes, and the present period



workers's housing, etc.

sector,

<13
Types of Aid AvailableA.

United Nations.1*

The Committee on Housing, Building and Planning, created in 1962,

Responsible to the Economic and Social Council, the Committee endeavours to

frame broctd policies and programmes for eventual acceptance by the General

It is serviced by the Centre for Housing, Building and PlanningAssembly.

in the United Nations Secretariat, which has been in existence as a separately

constituted unit since June 1965.’ The Centre in turn also serves as the

substantive unit for consultation and servicing in connexion with all aspects

of the United Nations development programme; including technical assistance,

the establishment of new centres and institutes in this field under the

allocations of the Special Fund, the organization of pre-investment studies

collaborates with the

and the International Development Association,

1/ A housing section was organized i' in the Secretariat as early as 1951, which
subsequently^became^the*Housing, Building and Planning Branch of the Bureau
of Social Affairs.

5 for specific pilot and demonstration projects, the development of projects in

Upon request, the Centre

as well as ether agencies, by

of the United Nations in the field of housing, building and planning.

as the major international body for co-ordinating and over-seeing the work

this sector under the world Food Program, etc.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Moreover, a

composed of 21 countries on a three-year rotating membership basis, serves

continually growing circle of agencies

has become involved in the international housing and urban development

both public and private, and there is also a significant growth in the type

and variety of programmes being offered to assist the developing countries

in this sector.

~ 2 33 -
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making available specialized personnel for generalized survey missions and

other assignments. Upon request, the Centre also co-operates with bi-lateral

progra.naT.es in this

The Centre,

of the United Nations’ activities in the housing sector

the limits of the resources available under the country allocations, for

technical assistance and other aid, which may take one or other of the

follovring forms:

Consulting experts or specialized teams for short term or long term

training and scholarships, administrative interchange and publications and

documentation, etc

The Centre now has available a small corps of experienced inter-regional

advisers who are available to respond quickly to requests for technical

aid requests, for self-help and community improvement projects, can also be

evaluated.

'J The Centre endeavours to assist the regional economic commissions in
Some of these commissions

one is concerned with training courses

Governments may

Resident Representatives in each country, and within

3

field*

assistance, and specialized advisers to assist in the formulation of Special

Fund requests for pilot projects, pre-investment studies, or tne establishment

Through specialized advisers, World Food Program

4

b
i

of new Centres and Institutes.

apply through the U.N.

therefore, serves as a focal point for carrying out many

assistance, seminars and conferences, pilot projects, research programmes,

matters conerning housing policy and programming.

now have regional advisers assigned to them in this sector, and at least

and seminars for housing programming,

progra.naT.es
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financing, etc.

establishment of research, training and documentation centres in the

housing, building and planning field, and carries on an active publications

The UN has also assisted the regional housing centres forprogramme.

the BCAFU region, in iTew Delhi, India and Bandung, Indonesia, and has

collaborated with the Inter—American Housing and Planning Centre (OINVA),

Colombia.
I

Included in the UN technical assistance activities are fellow

ships for specialised study in the field of housing, building and planning.

These may usually be applied for within the scope of UH resources available

in country programmes.

Several of the specialized agencies of the United Nations, such

the International Labour Organization, the Food and Agricultureas

Organization, the World Health Organization, etc., carry on programmes

which have direct relationship to the housing, building and planning

Efforts are made to coordinate these programmes in the ad-sector.

ministrative and budgeting process.
1

outlines the
Fuller details on the UN's activities

=

■

•j

a Pan American Union project in Bogota,

The Centre gives special attention to the development or

1/ A/R5S/2O36 (XX), 7 December 1?65.
2/ The most recent report is UN Document ho. m/4124-

The most recent United Nations General Assembly resolution
broad direction of policy which should be given emphasis,

and programmes in this field are
2

on Housing, Building and Planning.—1

and is contained in the Annex I.

contained in the reports of the Committee
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Inter-American Development Bank

The Inter-—American Development Bank, legally constituted

has engaged in extensive lending and technical30 December 1959
I

assistance programmes for housing and community water supply and

sanitation facilities in Latin America since the establishment of the

Social Progress Trust Fund on 19 June 1961, from a grant of the United

States Government. Full details on these activities are contained in

the Annual Reports of the Bank and of the Social Progress Trust Fund.

In the field of housing for low-income families, the requirements for

technical assistance ana loans have specified that they must be given:

1. through assistance to self-help housing;

to institutions providing long-term housing finance and2.

engaged in mobilizing domestic resources for this purpose.

The Bank has become one of the major suppliers of seed capital loans

for the development of national systems of savings and loan associations.

Technical assistance may be provided as a component of loans for

specific projects or programmes,

the Bank undertook and evaluation of certain aspects

of its lending activities in the housing sector, and a comprehensive

new policy statement was evolved and adopted which considerably expands

Thisthe Bank’s interests in the broader aspects of urban development.
D included in Annex II because of its implications forpolicy statement is

national policy in this field.

(
!I

8

-i

&

or it may be extended separately.

In 1965,
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and. Agency for International Development.i

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, in meeting its

international responsibilities, provides technical support and guidance

It develops training programmes in the United States andprogrammes.
abroad within its sphere of competence and exchanges information relating

to housing and urban development with other nations.

The Department works closely with the Department of State on

mutters arising in the field of housing and urban development and assists

i nt emat ional organ!zat i on s, such as the United Nations, in their programmes

which are directed toward improving urban living conditions.

Technical assistance generally offered through AID takes many

It covers virtually all facets of urban development, such asforms.

urban planning, organization of financial institutions, housing feasibility

studies, development of community facilities, mortgage guaranties, training

architectural and engineering design, and construction inspection. Ap

plications from developing countries for loans for housing and urban

development projects are also reviewed by the Department at tne request, ox

AID.

In many casesTechnical assistance generally includes training.

it is done on the

Annually young men and women
Side by side with

<

J
1

job in the country receiving the technical assistance.

Most specialized training, however, is carried out in the United States.

from developing countries are invited

United .States Government. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Division of International Affairs, < ‘ '

to participate in the Department's Intern Programme.

American college graduates, the trainees receive extensive training m

the implementation and administration of housing and urban development

to the Agency for International Development in carrying out overseas
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policies and programmes. The Intern Program prepares young people for

directed toward providing specific

on-the-job training and experience. Governments, for instance, have

requested the Department to train their staffs in such areas as mortgage

insurance and physical planning. These programmes are-individually planned
I to meet the specific needs of the participants.

In addition, seminars and workshops are held by the Department►
in the United States and abroad on specific subjects of current interest

to developing countries.

The Department is fully aware of the great need for training in

the housing and urban development field and makes available its many

resources and skills in planning and conducting specialized programmes.

At the request of AID, the Department reviews applications for

housing investment guaranties under which the lender is protected

against financial loss.

New construction materials, building techniques, urban planning

at an ever-increasing rate.

Requestshouse and documentation center fo.r international technical data.
received for information on such

of coral and sea watei' in concrete constructionvarying subjects as the use
Foreign literature

and professional journals are

and are summarized for publication.
technical documents for use of techniciansThe Department also issues
technical subjects are also available forFilms onin developing countries.

loan.

positions of responsibility and leadership in their country's housing and

administrative agencies.

and building sewage lagoons in developing countries.

studied for information on new developments

The Department serves as a general clearing-

Other training programmes are

concepts, and financing methods are being developed througaout the world

from technicians throughout the world are
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The Agency for International Development has 'become increasingly

concerned, with the housing sector as a vital factor in the acceleration

of "both economic and social progress. It has established, an Advisory

Committee on Housing, which brings together leading elements of the

iu building industry, financial institutions, professional and university

groups involved with this field. A major policy statement issued in

1965 serves to clarify the legislative directives and to delineate the

will use as its terms of reference.

Among the significant developments of the last few years is the

extensive use which the Agency is making of specific private nor-profit

organisations as channels for technical assistance and training. Among

the major agencies of this type serving the housing sector are the

Foundation for Cooperative Housing, the American Institute of Free

Labor Development, and the National League of Savings and Loan Association.

These agencies supply the organizational backstopping and support necessary

for the recruitment and servicing of experts, for arranging seminars and

training sessions, conducting specialized research and studies, etc.

J

II

broad new guidelines for housing and urban development which the Agency
><2,'

Thi^/included in Annex III.

I
II

II
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Technical advisory services for various aspects of the housing

and urban development sec cor are also available from many other organizations.

For example, the wHO provides experts in the field of water supply and

through its regional bodies, such as the Pan American

Health Organization, provides fellowships and training courses, as well

as regional advisers to the economic commissions. The Pan American Union

and the Organization of American States provides technical assistance,

fellowships, and opportunities for training, including sponsorship of

CINVA, the Inter-American Housing and Planning Center. The Ford

certain countries in the housing and urban development sector,

— Programs of bi-lateral aid and technical assistance i

reported in the UN document

It is apparent, therefore, that in recent yea the developing countries

ining and research centres, etc.programmes, pilot projects, new t

available for these purposes have not

•nere is no doubt that this is an expanding areabut

Itactivity which may grow quite fast in the future.of internation.

is up to.

■efficient use of the aid that is available.an

1/ United Nations, Op. cit.

1

been voluminous,

are also expanding, as

■>) /

' An unusual multi-lateral organization, the International Cooper

 • VT3S . CTAa"*" Britain Israel Sweden and the United Statesfrom six countries - Chile, Fmlana, Great, Kit , > cooperative housing move-
specifically to assist the developing countries in establisn g . ,
ments.

sanitation, and,

Thus far, the total resource

Foundation, among others, is another source of technical assistance to

this field
■n^'Funds Expended.11^

have had opened to them many sources of/technioal assistance and aid

lie developing countries now to prepare to make most productive
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ORGANIZING FOR RFFIOI^T USB. OF SUCH AIDB.

As the range of available international technical assistance in

the housing sector is growing wider and as the objectives of such aid

are becoming more clearly defined, national governments should endeavor

to make effective use of such outside resources for strengthening their

programming and action in this field.

As a first step the Ministry of External Affairs, the National

Planning Office or other agency concerned ’with the coordination of

international assistance for a given country should be informed of the

Ghat are its needs for training,specific interests of the housing agency.

pre-investment studies, pilot projects, documentation, technical assistance,

Consultations could then be arranged also with representatives ofetc.?.

the housing sector in the national planning body and the international

The purpose would be to define jobagency representatives involved.

international resources available, etc., in order

to frame a programme and schedule for requesting and utilizing the aid that

may be forthcoming.

The housing agency itself should establish a special office to

be concerned with all matters of external aid, to serve as a point of

international coordination and liaison in this sector, a "windowZ)
This office should be located at the topto the outside -world".

Some agencies simply designateexecutive level of the housing agency.

•it as a consultant or advisory service, to avoid overly sharp disuincuions

Larger countries will tendbetween national and international expertise.

in the United States, for example, the Officeto formalize the functions —

of the Secretary, Department of Housing and Urban Development, contains

I
I

descriptions, timing,

A 'I I
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office will help to avoid duplication
of international technical assistance, and provide

'f the experts and services available, even

Some newly independent countries will find it necessary to arrange

for long-term external assistance, to the extent of requesting experts

under "OPBX-Type" arrangements from the Uli, actually giving such experts

executive responsibilities for organizing and directing certain housing
I

agency functions until their own training and recruitment needs in this

sector can be resolved b;. the use of local personnel.I

In the early stages of organization of a national housing agency

every effort should be made to benefit from and adapt to local requirements

the very considerable body of international experience which now exists

It may be useful to review the techniques of transfer ofin this field.

organizational and technological skills in other areas, such as those of

branch plants or operations in-other countries.

The special external aid office established within the housing

agency should be a point of stimulus and evaluation for the introduction

These might include, for example,J of new programmes in the housing sector.
recommendations and review for the use of seed capital loans in tne savings

■I

!

J
jT

t

the "Division of International Affairs."

a base for planning,

programming and supervision o

the large international corporations engaged in the establishment of

though these may be located in areas away from the capital city.

The establishment of such an

office could obviously be of great assistance

and loan and cooperative housing fields, private hcus ing investment guaranty

programmes, the use of food aid resources in housing and community development

programmes, proposals for the establishment of new building materials industries

related to housing programmes, recommendations for fellowships ana training,

etc. In all these matters, the

to the top management of a national housing agency.
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ins housing sector for tco long ho a boon divorced from ths

Ao the world la
rapidly approaching a Eajor crisis with respect to housing and

urban needs, the problems involved can

international or national levels. Tho situation is epitoalzcd in the

fact that the urban population of the world is now eipeotod to grew
*

from 509 Fillion In 1950 to four billion people by the year 2000.

*.b cogently stated by tho former director of the Unites katicns

Centra for Housing, Building end planning, "Thus, a tolerable urban

environment will have to bo built in a half century for 15 times es

Though cities in many developing countries are poor

placos to live, masses of congestion, squatting and squalor, end

disorganised for both social and economic functions, they continue

to be the scenes of explosive urban growth as the world continues its

transition from an agricultural end rural to an industrial society.

develops nt.

E.sny people es in the previous 150 years at a rste 40 times that of
1

St

Dove loping countries must ackncwlocge the growth and shifts of

population that arc taking piece, and in their dovelopne-t planning

recognize that by giving order to the phy/ical environment througn

plannod housing, urban and regional development progress they have

national eecnonio and social

mo instrcan of thinking of those conoernod vzith accelerating economic

and social progress in tho developing countries.

^h’oiosF.ann, Ernest, "
UN ?-'jnth*y Chroniclo,

no longer ba ecapt aside at either

c.n opportunity to make a real impact upon

It is apparent that hotter living conditions do not

Tho Urban Crisis—Ito leaning for Development.a
Volume 5, Numbor 4, April 1966.

tho past.”
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by blight and slums. Unless this ia to ba the naw pattern of the future,

^'3 governments must dcdicato substantial attention to thia area and

establish the appropriate instrumentalities for dealing with the problems

systematic, continuing basis.

As to tha argument that no rescurcee arc available for thia

purpose, it should ba pointed out that, even without rational pion

and objective many countries are today devoting net leas then 40 to

50 percent of their investment resources available for fixed capital

The opportunityformation to housing and urban cervices end facilities.

effectively, through more strategic direction, planning and administration

Also, even ir. tie very poor countries-whore perand social growth.

L--<.

problem is considered in its proper time perspective of at leastthe

If planning and programming begins new the barest3

If given the proper focus,

III

automatically result from economic growth, and, in feet, cany of the urban

arena in tho developing countries today

the housing sector can bo a footer in helping to

targets of national development plans, in mobilising untapped resources,

for community development ecd political maturityand in carving as a force

Thero will bo very little progress, howsver, unless tho proper

Tn i sa am inis n r s t i vw rv oiitiu u -•>

I!
a
II
ii

ill

.n

capita income isay bo £100 or less, tho dynamics of development can produce

additional resources for investment in tho housing sector, especially if

a ot the emplojmer.t

exists in many developing countries to use these resources mors

so eesentit’l to accelerated yet balanced economic

of housing end urban development on a

aro in danger of being engulfed

"i nfrastructures"

co that they will strengthen the urban economics and pro”ide the

if
I
I

Cl 4 U U a u o u

net frustrate the human qualities ol life.

,« +■ JU a i ?.

20 or 30 years.

minimum standards applicable to today’s conditions con gradually be

raised end more widely applied to tho point that they will enlarge and



moans ths creation 01 housing end urban dovelopment prcgrtn's end the

institutions to cariy them out, with the authority and resources necossery

to cops with tho complex, interrelated aspects of ell the public and

private sectcre that ere involved and concerned. Although separate

volumes could be writton to replace each of the chapters in tnla

publication, the attempt has been undo in it to provide

the broad r.roes of experience end practice o; the notional housing

and urban development agencies in several countries which hr ro made

notable efforts in this field. The chapters have been roughly

organised so as to proceed from Eha general concideraticns tc xh.s more

specific ones. In thia way, the overoll iir.portsnco of this sector

'.he need for sound goverraont orientation to deal with theen

problems p-osod was discussoc first. This was follcnod b\ charters

Subsequent

included ccnsidcretior.s ixxnixai in the organised co end

staffing of housing agonciosj the f undr.r.entals of program execution

including project developmentj management end community services)

periodic review

international teohniccl assistance.

/a has been stressei in this publication, there la o ir.b.ric

overnight creation of meaningful tnc

ofThey will be the product

administration and in full reco^iticn

difficult than t>-e building of anytine is likely to be far more

1

I

II

II

principles of management ar.d

complex human enterprise which will lest for any

I

b

il
il
...
ii
•ii
ii

and evaluation functions of housing agencies, end

housing end urban do vo loprca.it programs.

hard work and methodical step-by-step efforts in accordance with sound

that tho building of a

elements in planning end executing housing progrsns.
uAipH'd,

nr. . 3

effective national

formula for the establishment of the agonoios roquirec in tris .laid

s guide tc

or for the

on legislative and financial aspects, snd discussions on bcelc

loprca.it


physical structure or project. Fortunately, an increasing number of

yeuocessful patterns of experience and operations r.ce exist In various

countries sc that tinny wasteful, ill-considered and painful mistakes

can bo avoided by the heedful government officials end edciinistrctors of

now housing agencies in tho developing countries. In fact, by taking

this experience into account, end witr a proper spirit cf innovation,

they are likely to ha e consid.-rably wore

shaping their emerging urban and regional environments to fulfill

human aspirations and potentials than was ever tho cacei in the- r

industrialised countries.

This publication is therefore only ons small step along tna way

to providing a view of prevalent practices in this field--b> no naans

a substitute for tlse insights, understanding, vision and wisdom that

One tr ir.£ is sure: itwill be necessary for major acccr.plisrrsent.

is increasingly

the resources availetle cn tris szall pltnat.live together and sher.

The ad-ministrsinextricably involved with these broader considerations.

tion of housing programs and housing institutions in developing countries

available rsso-cei, ■maximum of responsibility in tie utilisation of3
of our technological age.

clear that all peoples

I||
; > ;
J I

and countries must learn to

can be /iewed, therefore, es part of this larger cause, and calls fee e

as for a comprehansiven ss

"design initiative" 1:.

The erection of a suitable =nvironrent for tho hur-.sn society is

of eptroacr; equal uo tho demands ana pcce itisls
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ANNEX I

UNITED NATIONS

i

The General .Assembly,
I

i

Recommends that Eember States should:1.

I

b.i

Take all necessary measures to develop a building material industry

d.

! Bring aboute.

i

i

i
i

i
i

Recognizing that the housing problem can be successfully solved only by
mobilizing the efforts and resources of the nations,

Noting that in countries throughout the world inadequate housing is one of
the most urgent problems necessitating immediate solution,

Recognizing further that social reforms aimed at accelerating social and
economic development have an important part to play in the successful solution
of the housing problem,

Establish for this purpose central and other organizations or bodies
in charge of housing and town and country planning and empowered with
the necessary authority;

Assume a major role in the solution of the housing problem in every
country and, to this end, make provision in their national development
planning for the necessary activities and resources;

> -

I

b
s

ci o

Co

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the Tnird Committee (A/6126) 7

2036 (XX). Housing, Building and Planning in the
United Nations Development Decade

utilizing local raw materials to the maximum, and to promote or establish,
as appropriate, building design and construction organizations whicn
will" improve efficiency, lower costs and establish designs and standards
that are aporonriate to the relevant cultural, social and economic
requirements;

Prepare and implement programmes for training architects, construction
engineers and workers in sufficient numbers to carry out national develop
ment programmes;

conditions in the spheres of land ownership and land use by
basic reforms, if such conditions have not already been achieved,.that
will ensure a soeedy and rational solution o± housing and industrial
construction croblems, harmonious town and niral development, the elimination
of speculation in plots of land and a more equitable use of housing resources
in the interests of the whole population;
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2.

I

«

I
i
1

iI
I

Recommends that international assistance to developing countries in the
field of housing, building and planning, whether multilateral or bilateral, be
directed towards the financing of housing, the establishment of a national, or,
if necessary, State building materials and components industry and of national
or, if necessary, State building design, construction and financing organizations,
tho training of national cadres of architects and construction engineers and
workers, the establishment of national bodies in charge of housing construction
and tow building, and the planning and execution of emergency programmes in
urban and rural areas and pilot projects contributing to the earliest possible
solution of the housing problem;

4, Invites the Committee on Housing, Building and Planning to work out, on
the basis of those reports, additional practical and effective measures for
the implementation of the above recommendations and the solution of the housing
problem.

3« Suggests that the Secretary-General, in close co-operation with the
executive secretaries of the regional economic commissions, prepare biennial
progress reports on the application of the present resolution;
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ANNEX II

AN URBAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY
FOR THE

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Introduction

i
i

<
i

f

i .
j

The phenomenal growth of Latin America's urban centers has been
accompanied by a vast range of socio-economic problems vhich stifle
their economic productivity. This growth promises to continue at
an unprecedented rate in the face of the demonstrated incapacity of
the cities to absorb even their current population. The key role
of the cities as the centers of growing industrialization of Latin
America is threatened by the housing crisis, inadequate transpor
tation, communication and other economic facilities, and gaps in
the availability of health, educational and basic community services.
Above all there persists a continuous lack of planning for urban
development, and inadequate instruments for urban administration
and financing and for developing civic participation in the solution
of urban problems.

The Bank, through its housing, potable water supply, and sewerage
disposal programs, has contributed significantly to the development
of national institutions and programs designed to mobilize domestic
resources and efforts for the solution of grave problems in these
fields. It is timely, however, without impeding the current work
program of the Bank, to expand the scope of operations of the Bank
to incorporate other essential components of urban development so
that the problems of the cities can be considered in an integrated
fashion. Although the range of needs in the urban centers is bewil
dering in its variety, the Bank, through the exercise of internal
discipline so as to avoid undue proliferation of its activities, can
apply an attitude of experimentation in the selection of. sound op
portunities for investments which will contribute significantly to
the solution of urban problems.

At the same time the Bank must bear in mind that the problems
created by the explosive urban growth in Latin America are so great
that their solution, especially that of the housing gap, is in the
near term beyond the total availability of domestic and external
resources. Consequently, the objective of all agencies should be
to contain the problem, thereby preventing further deterioration,
to saoport efforts to improve the situation wherever possible, and
to assure the integration of housing programs with other essential
community services.
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Policies

i

••

f

I

I
i
t

1. The Bank in the future will consider proposals for technical
assistance and loans from its ordinary capital and the expanded Fund
for Special Operations in fields of special importance to the growth
of Latin America’s cities. Lnvestments in these fields by the Bank
•will be made wherever possible as components of integrated urban
development plans rather than as isolated or project oriented activi
ties.

3, In sponsoring activities in the field of urban affairs, the Bank
will continue to support the principle of mobilization of public and
private resources and to assure that the projects which it finances
are a part of continuing and expanding programs which it is hoped
eventually will be self-supporting.

2, In carrying out these expanded activities, the Bank will, empha
size in its relationships with its member countries and its prospec
tive borrowers the need for improved planning, administration and
financing of urban affairs, and the incorporation into national
plans of the priority requirements of urban centers. In addition,
the Bank will, as heretofore, have as its central objective the sup
port of national policies and institutions concerned with initiating
and continuing programs in these fields.

40 The Bank will continue to encourage the principle of self-help,
mutual aid, and the development of voluntary community effort in
carrying out urban development programs. As in the past, the Bank
must be prepared to work with and strengthen public entities con
cerned with the direct administration of public sector investment
in urban development, and those organizations which seive an inter
mediary role in mobilizing private resources for this purpose.
Tne Bank must also be prepared to support and deal with non-govern
mental, non-profit organizations, especially cooperatives, including
those organized by trade unions, in advancing the objectives of
these programs.
5. A sipnificant portion of the low-income sector in the urban
pooulation consists of marginal groups, living in slum areas, who
potentially are dynamic and positive elements.of society. Tne
Bank’s resources allocated to housing and social facilities.must
increasingly be directed to this sector, and appropriate^criteria
devised especially to incorporate the marginal groups into the
economic and social life of the cities,

6O The most effective device for improving the approach to inte
grated urban development is through experimental-demonstration
projects. Such projects, if well designed, provide an opportunity
for aonlied research, the utilization of improved tecnnology, the
testing of new policies end procedures, and the training of personnel.
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i

Fields of Activity
i

3. Housing
!

$

■iI

b.

i

!•

!

J
I

I
i

I
I

2, Urban Administration and Financing. The Bank recognizes the wide
spread need in Latin America for improving the quality of adminis
tration of cities, and for improved institutional arrangements for
financing urban developments The Bank will consider technical as
sistance and other forms of support for well-developed proposals for
this purpose.

The Bank, whenever feasible, should encourage the development of
such projects of sufficient size to exert a demonstration effect.

lo Urban Planning. The Bank will support the strengthening of
selected national and local urban planning organizations. It is
indispensable that local organizations be adequately equipped with
the administrative and technical resources required for the devel
opment of comprehensive plans end projects. The Bank will consider
technical assistance or pre-investment aid.

Proposed housing loans should, wherever practicable, be
integral parts of national and local urban development pro
grams. Assurance should be provided by the prospective bor
rower that the essential public and community services will
be available simultaneously with the construction of houses,
and, when required, will be considered as contrioutions to
an integrated program.

The socio-economic nature of the housing problem in Latin
America requires that preferential attention be given to
programs designated for families of low income, by far the
largest sector of the urban population. In order adequately
to relate its programs to this objective the Bank, in collabo
ration with other agencies concerned with this problem, will
need to agree on a definition of "low-income" which is
realistic and operationally useful. At the same time, the

7e The aid the Bank can provide consists of technical assistance,
pre—investment and project loans, Reimbursable technical assist
ance and pre—investment loans should be encouraged as steps funda
mental to the development of balanced programs. In the case of
integrated projects, the Bank is prepared to consider "package"
loans, encompassing the important elements of integrated urograms,
and designed to implement soundly conceived urban plans. Terms
and conditions of such loans should, especially in the case of
loans for social purposes, reflect the need for longer periods of
grace and amortization. In calculating the contribution of the
borrower to the cost of a program, new investment in a portion of
an integrated program should be considered.
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iii.

e.

f.

Essential Public Services and Community Facilities

Ji

i
I

I

I
continue to incorporate in its projects substantial aided
self-help an mutual aid components;

>iith tliis purpose in mind, however} and in order
incorporate in its programs a larger number of farm' 1 i es
the lowest feasible income levels, the Bank should:

I*
/J

Co

I

■5
i

In its effort to make more housing available to more fami
lies at lower cost, the Bank should encourage the develop
ment of a healthy and competitive construction industry,
and should encourage the application of measures designed
to reduce housing costs through the use of nevi materials,
new construction techniques, and improved designs.

consider that in certain circumstances the contribution
of the national or local government to a housing pro
gram of land, essential services or administrative costs
should not be charged, or charged only partially to the
ultimate beneficiaries.

To avoid the deterioration of savings mobilized for home
ownership as a result of inflation, as a general policy the
periodic adjustment of outstanding mortgage and savings ac
counts should be required.

d. Programs affecting the extensive slum areas which surround
every major urban center should be incorporated as an essen
tial element of national and local plans for urban develop
ment. In view of the large population of these areas and
their role of absorbing in-migrants, a high priority should
be accorded to programs for providing essential facilities
to those slum areas which are basically suitable for settle
ment <>

Bank will need to require of its prospective borrowers
information heretofore missing concerning income levels
in the urban centers to be served by its housing programs,

Tne Bank continues to consider that an important objective

make available to the ultimate beneficiaries variable
down payments, interest rates and loan amortization pe
riods, so that the proportions of income required for
home ownership will be more realistically related to
the income levels of the beneficiaries.

in the field of housing should be to encourage private home
ownership, 
to
in

4, Essential Public Services and Community Facilities. It is a
national and local responsibility to assure the availability of
facilities and services essential to the efficient functioning of
cities. Tne Bank, on its part must be flexible in its contribution
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elements of urban development plans:

a.

i

c.

I
i

f
■

J

Jj)

I

b0

Through the encouragement of voluntary com-

It should be noted, however, that the needs of cities extend
beyond the availability of potable water and waste disposal
facilities. Pure water is indispensable to industrial proc
esses, and the Bank must be prepared to take into considera
tion this need in assessing proposed loans in this field#

Essential Economic Services. Streets, surface transportation,
communications, electric power, and marketing facilities, com
prise the economic "circulatory" system of urban areas. Their
modernization in the major urban centers in Latin America is
indispensable to the efficient movement of people and essential
goods and services. In this field, too, fragmentation should be
avoided, and relevance to a balanced urban program applied as a
criterion for considering proposals.

to rational urban growth, and should be prepared to adopt new and
experimental opportunities if these represent important steps toward
the improvement of the urban situation. Proposals in the foliovang
fields should be entertained, especially if they are significant

Essential Social Services. Educational and health services,
• important as they are to the improved productivity of the labor

force, are remarkably deficient in the urban centers. The pro
vision of these services is the primary responsibility of na
tional and local governments, and the Bank should insist on
their availability concurrently with the investment by the Bank
in housing or other aspects of an urban development plan. In
those significant cases in which the fulfillment of an urban
program is dependent upon the availability of health, educa
tional, or other important social facilities, the Bank will
entertain proposals for financial support if it can be demon
strated that the Bank's participation represents a high priority
contribution to a balanced program. Fragmented and unrelated
projects are to be avoided; whenever possible, projects in the
social field should be incorporated in "package" loans.

Potable Water Supply and Sewerage Disposal. The program and
policies of the Bank in these fields should continue as hereto
fore and should continue to be closely integrated with urban
development plans#

5. Community Cooperation# Through tne encouragement oi voluntary i
inunity organizations it is possible to enable members oa even the
poorest sectors of the urban population to participate actively and
responsibly in the planning and operation of projects which.will
improve not only their material condition but also the quality of
their lives. The initiative and principal support for these urban
community development activities must be borne by national and local
authorities. But the Bank can contribute to this work by assuring
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These deficiencies create impediments to gocd planning and wise in
vestment by the countries themselves, and create significant problems
for the Bank in its own work. Consequently, the Bank should promote
the collaboration of other agencies with equal concern in these mat
ters in developing a common approach for the encouragement of socio
economic and technical research, and should welcome requests for
support in carrying out well-formulated, practical research projects.

6. Research. The development of programs designed to relieve the
source of the major problems of urban growth in Latin America is hindered by
the lack of socio-economic and technical research. Data on income
levels, occupational and other socio-economic characteristics of the
urban population are lacking, or inadequate where they do exist;
little quantitative information is available about construction ac
tivity; there are few, if any, housing market studies. Although
there is an urgent need to reduce the cost of building construction
through the application of technological innovations, there is little
research on the development of low cost building materials, more ef
ficient design and construction methods.

that plans for urban development submitted for its consideration
include provisions for such activities. The Bank should be prepared
to reinforce its support for this effort by including in its urban
development loans provision for technical assistance by professional
community development experts, ’when it appears appropriate to do so.
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An urban crisis of this magnitude - and no other word adequately
described the situation - is giving rise to a host of development problems.
Effective local and regional planning, adequate land use controls, essential
municipal services and housing are all urgent high priority needs.

I

A development program which ignores the problem of urbanization is
not complete. National programs which will facilitate private and public
activity, development of institutions, trained personnel and processes required
to plan, regulate and build urban areas - and to provide such urban areas with
an appropriate level of municipal services will contribute to the achievement
of economic and social development goals.

Legislative guidance fo A.I.D.'s housing and urban development
activities is provided in Sections 102, 221, 224 and 601 of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961 as amended. Under "Statement of Policy" in Section
102, Congress has declared "the highest possible emphasis should be given
to programs providing for loans or loan guarantees for use by institutions
and organizations in making repayable low-interest rate loans to individuals
in friendly foreign countries for the purchase of farms, the purchase of
homes « .

•Section 221 provides "where the President determines such actions
to be imoortant to the furtherance of the purposes of this title, assuring
against loss of any loan investment for housing projects with appropriate.
particiuation by the private investor in the loan risk." This provision in
effect gives a special preference to investment guarantees for housing
projects over and above the usual 15% limitation covering other types of all
risk investment guarantees,' This section also authorizes a total of §180,000,OCX)
of such all risk investment guarantees and Section 224 authorizes a total of
$250,000,000 for housing projects in Latin America,

Section 601 provides for the encouragement, development and use of
cooperatives, credit unions, and savings and loan associations. Savings and
loan associations are required by law in the United States and most other
countries where they have been established to invest all of their assets
(with the execution of certain reserves for liquidity) in residential mortgages.

A basic and pressing problem facing every developing country is
how to cope with the unprecedented growth of urban areas. It is estimated
that the total population in less developed countries will increase by 40p
in 15 years - but the number of urban dwellers in these countries will
double in the same short period. As agricultural productivity increases,
the migration to cities will accelerate.
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1.

9

2.

a

A.I.D. is prepared to assist developing countries concerned
with the rapid growth of urban centers deal with this problem
in as orderly and efficient a manner as possiblej solutions
adopted should be those which make the greatest possible
contribution to the nation’s economic progress, political
stability, social order, and equity among its several citizens
To the extent possible, A.I.D. assistance should be directed
to the building of institutions and capabilities rather than
the building of physical structures.
) In giving assistance for the building of institutions

priority will be directed to improvements which have the
effect of promoting private activity in urban development
as well as those which have the effect of enhancing the
authority and efficacy of local government.

The Administrator in appearing before the Committee on Banking and
Currency made the following statement regarding the role of housing in a
development program:

b) Since institutions are built in large measure by training
the personnel to man them, priority should be given to
training programs established to equip personnel to assess
needs, develop policies, plan, devise, administer and enforce:

 Accepting the importance of strongly encouraging investment
in the immediately productive sectors, there is nevertheless
no question in our minds that a substantial, simultaneous
investment in housing is a legitimate and proper part of a
development program. Housing demands will rise with income,
and the satisfaction of that rising demand is a orooer cart
of the increase in the standard of living that should take
place in a developing economy. Furthermore, a substantial
part of the savings that will be mobilized by local savings
and loan associations - or their equivalent - would not arise
in any other way. To put such savings, therefore, into
housing is not to divert them from alternative investments
The possibility of home ownership is undoubtedly a strong
incentive for consumer savings. Without this incentive, such
funds tend to be expended for other consumer uses, rather than
saved. U.S. loans and investments to the locally emerging
savings and loan institutions stimulate the effective gro-.rth
of such institutions. In doing so, they both increase the
funds immediately available for home loans and foster the
habit of saving in the form of home equities.
Finally, apart from economic considerations we believe
strongly that improved housing - and especially more widespread
home ownership - are major means toward the kind of social and
political development, which will prevent Communist successes
in underdeveloped countries. Housing is one of the most
immediate visible and individually satisfying hallmarks of
Social development. Allegiance to the concepts of private
enterprise is engendered by widespread property ownership."
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Overall metropolitan development plans;4.
5. Municipal services I

Is there a national housing policy legislation or agency?1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

i:

8.

A

a) A typical economic and social analysis will be concerned
with the following factors:

Are there local or regional institutions competent to
train personnel for both private and public activity in
the fields of housing, planning and the administration
of utility and other services?

»

Are local governments equipped to assume responsibility
for local planning, regulation of physical development,
administration and other services such as environmental
sanitation?
Are there financial institutions which assemble savings
and channel them into housing and other forms of building
activity?

1

7*

5.

3,

a trained labor force?

Is there an equitable system of property taxation to
permit the.provision of essential municipal services?

Do Governmental practices assure fair and equitable
treatment in subdivision regulations, zoning controls
and building codes?

Is there a basic system of Jaw and practice which will
facilitate the transfer and mortgaging of land and
buildings?

Is there a building and materials industry composed of
experienced entrepreneurs and

Building and housing codes and other land-use controls,
as well as regulations governing the acquisition, financing,
and transfer of land and real property;

2. Band-recording and title-registration systems;

3. •L'ocal tax systems, including tax assessing and
cadastral surveys;

There is a need for broad economic and social analysis of country
situations as they pertain to urbanization and housing. A.I.D.
is prepared to provide technical assistance for such analysis
when resources are not available from the U.N., other donor
countries, or private foundations.
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5.

I

!

a) A typical metropolitan plan should contain four basic parts:

1.

2»

!

3.

i
j •

t t

b)

i.'

■

A physical plan to allocate scarce urban land among
competing ures, whether public or private, so as to
achieve complementarity of uses*

A plan including public health and education to deal with
social problems generated by urban growth and development,
such as those involved by squatters and recent immigrants
from rural areas.

F

j

An economic and financial plan to set the policies,
which will govern the economic growth of the metropolitan
area, and to place the burdens of paying for urban develop
ment on the public and private parties who should bear them.

Ao

Specific projects for urban improvement, if carried out in
accordance with sudden decisions taken in response to the
pressure of short-range, problems, may be self-defeating oi
mutually contradictory; therefore, A.I.D. vail normally
consider assistance to urban improvement projects if they
have been devised and are to be executed in the context of a

Metropolitan development plans are logical prerequisites to
specific projects for urban improvement. (Such projects encompass
any and all major physical changes which occur within a
metropolitan area, e.g. ports, airports, water and sewage systems,
markets, highways.) In formulating a metropolitan development
plan, urban surveys, studies and data collection must be under
taken® The conclusions and relevant data should be made
generally available, so that private persons as well as
public officials may be able to adjust their plans accordingly.
It is the policy of A.I.D. that such studies should be initiated,
in general, before large-scale development projects are under
taken; and, where necessary, some contribution may be made by
A.I.D.

An institutional plan to schedule and make whatever legal
and institutional changes may be necessary to carry out
the metropolitan plan as well as tc allocate responsibility
between various agencies of government and to define the
role of private and public sections in urban development.

A.I.D. is.also.prepared to give assistance to countries in the
form of financing sector studies in depth of urban and housing
needs designed to develop priorities and indicate where resources
should be concentrated in order to be most effective. (Such
studies may well indicate that the key essential areas in which
to carry out complete programs of urbanization on a priority
basis are sites other than capital cities, or even the largest
cities).
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GENERAL POLICY ON HOUSINGC.

groups o
Therefore^ the policy of A.I.D. is as

1.

b) If it provides housing for low income families.

c)

d)
9

e)
managers
or in i

sound comprehensive metropolitan development plan; which has
been scrutinized for compatibility with the economic develop
ment plan and other general policies of the central and
regional governments.

If it has an important demonstration effect; either for
the private construction industry or allied industries;
and especially if the effect is relevant to the circumstances
of many other places.

I

a)

If; in communities '.■/here many members of the lowest income
groups live as squatters, it provides for the reorganization
of existing sites for the rehousing of squatters or the
official designation of areas in which squatters can acquire
ownership in programs of urban home steading.

Since the total deficiency of urban housing in developing
countries is on a scale far in excess of the financial resources
of A.I.D., the policy of A.I.D. is to make grants or loans for
urban housing projects only under specific circumstances. An
urban housing project should satisfy the general thrust of the
following conditions (not necessarily each and every one) in order
to qualify for any form of assistance, including technical
assistance and local currency financing:

It is financed in such a manner as to marshall private resources,
whether domestic or foreign, or when such investment will
attract increased savings, (Although there should oe continued
emphasis upon the marshalling of private resources, both
foreign and local, for housing programs, assistance to
publicly-financed housing should not be precluded.)

If it has unusually important effects in training entrepreneurs,
rs or laborers in the construction and allied industries,
stimulating the growth of private industries which supply

materials or services to the construction industries, or in
stimulating the development of domestic financial institutions -
esp?Hally those (such as savings and loan associations) which
soecialize in housing.

The problem in many less developed countries is essentially one of
adequate and efficient use of the current level of resources, both public
and private which are spent on housing. There is a need for a better balanced
supply of housing to meet more of the needs of middle income and lower income

By and large market mechanisms now serve to supply the requirements of
upper and upper-middle income groups.
follows:
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Dollar loans for housing should normally cover only:2.

a)

' b)

Only in exceptional cases should dollar loans be used tod)

Local currency loans may be used to finance local costs of3.
housing construction as well as capitalization of credit
institution and building industries.

4.

i

I

l
i

f) If it is a project to be financed and constructed substantially
by self-help methods or cooperative efforts0

Direct foreign exchange costs of low-cost housing programs or
projects, whether privately or publicly financed, and related
technical assistance costs associated with improving supervisory
practices, construction techniques, etc.

Seed capital and technical assistance needs of intermediate
credit institutions, trade unions, cooperatives or similar
agencies which marshall local capital for investment in housing.

I
i

I

i

I
!
i

I
j
i
!
i
i
i

g) Where direct construction is financed, it should be of such
a nature that it can be repeated without recourse to
additional foreign aid funds.

c)

•ilr

Direct foreign exchange costs and related technical assistance
costs of industries which produce building mat erials or
suoolies, or construction industries. Such loans should be
subject to normal development lending criteria.

hi

social or political reasons, such as the amelioration of
slum conditions which play a critical role in political
unrest.

finance directly the local costs of housing construction
projects, e.g., where such loans are required for overriding
social or political reasons, such as the amelioration of

Paragraph on A.I.D. requirements for supervision of urban
construction ■projects, indicate differences in policy, if anj,
for dollar financed and local currency financed projects and for
directly financed construction and that undertaken through
intermediate institutions.
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